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General Science 7

Chapter

1

Human Organ System

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Describe various components of human digestive
system.

þ

Describe digestion and its importance.

þ

Describe how digestive system helps in the digestion of
various kinds of foods.

þ

Identify common disorders of the digestive system.

þ

List the factors that lead to constipation and diarrhoea
and the measures that can be taken to prevent them.

þ

Describe the mechanism of respiration in humans.

þ

Differentiate between breathing and burning
processes.

þ

Identify the common diseases of respiratory system and
discuss their causes and preventive measures.
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INTRODUCTION
You have studied in class VI about organs and organ systems in
organisms. In this chapter we will study human digestive system, respiratory
system and their importance. The causes and prevention of common disorders
of digestive system especially diarrhoea, constipation will be highlighted. The
diseases of respiratory system such as common cold and pneumonia will also be
discussed.

1.1 HUMAN DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
In humans and other animals, the process of conversion of large and
complicated compounds of food into the simplest and diffusible components is
called digestion of food. The organ system taking part in digestion of food in
human body is called human digestive system. The human digestive system
consists of alimentary canal and digestive glands.
Oral Cavity
Mouth

Pharynx
Liver

Oesophagus
Stomach

Gall Bladder
Pancreas

Large Intestine
Small Intestine

Rectum
Anus

Figure 1.1 Human digestive system

(a) ALIMENTARY CANAL
The alimentary canal present in human body is a long tube which starts
from mouth and terminates at anus. The alimentary canal consists of the
following organs.
2
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(i) Oral Cavity
Oral cavity is that organ of alimentary canal which opens outward through
mouth. We take food into oval cavity through mouth. It consists of two jaws i.e.
the upper jaw and the lower jaw. Both jaws have teeth which chew food. The
tongue is at the floor of oral cavity which helps in moving food. In oral cavity a
juice called saliva is added in food. Saliva helps to digest food consisting of
starch by making it fine and soft.
(ii) Oesophagus
The food chewed in oral cavity is pushed into a tube called oesophagus. The
duct joining the oral cavity and oesophagus is called pharynx. The expansion
and contraction of oesophagus muscles produce a wave like motion which
keeps on pushing the food towards stomach. This process is called peristalsis.
The process of peristalsis will push food towards stomach even if we stand
upside down.

(iii)

Stomach

The human stomach is a muscular organ having a shape of alphabet 'J'.
Stomach adds gastric juice in food. Gastric juice contains hydrochloric acid
which kills germs like bacteria present in food. It helps to digest food containing
carbohydrates and proteins. Food changes into fine particles due to expansion
and contraction process of muscles of stomach walls.
(iv)

Small Intestine

The semi-digested food from
stomach enters into small intestine. The
small intestine is a long, narrow and coiled
tube. In small intestine, juices of liver
and pancreas are added into food. The
enzymes present in pancreas digest food
completely. The small intestine consists of
millions of finger-like structures called villi.
Each villus has extremely small blood
vessels. The digested food is absorbed into
the blood while passing through the wall
Figure 1.2 Villi
of villi. Blood transports food to all body cells during
3
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its circulation.
(v)

Large Intestine

The small intestine opens in large intestine. The undigested part of food
goes into large intestine which absorbs water present in it. In this way the
undigested food becomes more solid and is called faeces. Faeces accumulate in
the rare part of large intestine called rectum and ultimately expelled from the
body through anus.

(b)

DIGESTIVE GLANDS

Salivary glands, gastric glands, liver and pancreas are called digestive
glands. They release special type of juices which help to digest food.
(i)

Salivary Glands

Salivary glands are present in oral cavity. The juice released by them is
called saliva. The enzymes present in saliva help to digest starch and other
carbohydrates. This is the reason that the digestion process for starch and other
carbohydrates starts from oral cavity.
(ii)

Gastric Glands

Gastric glands are present in the walls of stomach. The juice released by
them is called gastric juice. Enzymes and dilute hydrochloric acid present in
gastric juice help in breaking of complicated compounds of proteins and their
digestion.
(ii)

Liver

Liver is a gland. The juice
prepared in it is called bile which
is stored in gall bladder. Bile is
released into small intestine
through a duct. This duct is
called bile duct. Bile helps to
digest the food, containing fats.
(iii)

Liver

Bile Duct

Pancreas
Gall
Bladder

Pancreatic
Duct
Small
Intestine

Pancreas

Pancreas is also a gland.
Pancreatic juice is produced in

Figure 1.3 Digestive glands
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pancreas and released into
small intestine through pancreatic duct. Enzymes present in pancreatic juice and
juice released by the walls of small intestine completely digest the remaining
food.
Activity 1.1

For this activity seek help from your teacher.
4

Slaughter a chicken and clean it thoroughly.

4

Remove liver from the body of chicken.

4

Observe which other organs are visible with liver.

4

Draw diagrams of all these organs and label them.

Do you know?

Enzymes are special kind of proteins that are produced in the bodies of organisms. They
accelerate the biological reactions taking place in bodies of organisms.

Interesting Information

Sometimes the process of peristalsis is reversed due to use of substandard food.
Consequently the food from stomach is expelled through mouth. This process is called
vomiting.

Think and Answer!

The taste of a piece of bread after chewing it
for some time in mouth appears sweet. Why?

1.1.1 DISORDERS OF DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Certain important disorders of digestive system are diarrhoea, dysentery,
constipation, gas-trouble etc. Here only diarrhoea and constipation will be
described briefly.
(a)

Diarrhoea

Diarrhoea is an important disorder of digestive system. The symptoms
of this disorder are frequent discharge of semi-liquid faeces, loose motions,
5
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abdominal pain, vomiting, fever and dysentery etc. Use of stale and
contaminated food, infection, reaction of any medicine, mental stress etc. may
cause this disorder. It results in dehydration of the body which may become
dangerous. Therefore in case of such disease, use excess water and syrups and
consult a doctor immediately. One can avoid this disorder by adopting the
following precautionary measures.
u

Never use stale or contaminated food. Always wash all fruits and
vegetables before use.

u Use meat after proper cooking and boiling.
Interesting Information
u Wash your hands thoroughly with soap after using washroom.

u

During diarrhoea one can avoid shortage of water and salts in the body by using
solution of lemon, salt and water or ORS (Oral Rehydration Salts).

u

Sugar and salts help the absorption of water in body.

(b)

Constipation

Constipation is also a disorder of digestive system. The discharge of
faeces becomes difficult due to constipation. Some people suffering from this
disease discharge their faeces three times or less in a week. This is a common
disease in Pakistan. The causes of this disease are the habits like use of food
lacking fibre, lack of physical activity or exercise, drinking less water, not going to
washroom at proper time etc. Follow the instructions given below in order to
avoid this disease.
u

Make fruits, vegetables, cereals and other fibre-enriched items as part of
diet.

u

Do exercise regularly.

u

Use plenty of water.

Activity
u Go to1.2
washroom immediately when needed.

6
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Drawyou
human
digestive system on a chart. Label different organs of the digestive system.
Do
know?
Identify the passage of food in the body. Display the chart on the wall of your class room.

► Use of fibre in food keeps digestive system in order.
► Fibre keeps the faeces soft in large intestine so that it can be expelled easily from the
body.
► The sources of fibre are wheat, corn, millet, barley, guava, orange, spinach and green
mustard etc.

1.2

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Organisms need energy to perform activities of life. This energy is
acquired by organisms from oxidation of food. The process to supply oxygen to
all body cells and production of energy is called respiration. The organs used in
human respiratory system are as under.
►

Nose and Throat

►

Trachea and Bronchi

►

Lungs
Throat
Nose
Pharynx
Larynx
Trachea
Bronchus

Right Lung

Left Lung

7
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Do you know?
Figure 1.4 Human respiratory system

►

Breathing is that process in which oxygen present in air is inhaled in the body through
lungs and carbon dioxide produced in the body is also exhaled through lungs.

►

Respiration is that process in which energy is produced in body cells by oxidation of
food.

(a)

Nose and Throat

Our nose and nostrils provide passage to air in the body. Hair and mucus,
a sticky liquid, both present in the nose keep the air clean, moist and warm.
Germs and dust particles present in air stick to mucus and clean air enters into
the body. This air goes to trachea after passing through throat and larynx.
There are two vocal cords in larynx that produce sound.
Two tubes open in our throat. One tube is for food and other for
breathing. The organ which controls the entrance of food and air in the relevant
tubes is called epiglottis. Epiglottis covers breathing tube at the time of
entrance of food in oesophagus and that is why food does not enter into
breathing tube.

(b)

Trachea and Bronchi

Trachea consists of rings which are made of cartilage and keeps the tube
open. Trachea is further divided into two branches called bronchi (singular
bronchus). Bronchi carry air towards lungs. Each bronchus enters into a lung.

©

Lungs

Lungs are the most important organs of respiratory system. In each lung,
the bronchus is further divided in small tubes called bronchioles.
At the end of each bronchiole there are extremely small air sacs which are
called alveoli. A large number of capillaries are present in alveoli. When air is
inhaled during breathing process, air enters into lungs and reaches in alveoli.
Oxygen of air is absorbed in blood capillaries after passing through alveoli. Red
blood cells transport oxygen to all body cells during circulation of blood.
8
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In body cells, oxygen is used for oxidation of food; as a result energy is
Deoxygenated
Bloodcarbon
produced. The oxidation of food is called respiration. During
this process
dioxide and water are also produced in addition to energy. Blood brings carbon
dioxide Bronchus
back to lungs where it is exhaled.
Oxygenated Blood

Pulmonary Artery
Pulmonary Vein
Bronchiole

Alveoli

Blood Capillaries

Figure 1.5 Division of bronchus into bronchioles and alveoli within lung

1.2.1 BREATHING
Exhaling

Inhaling

Ribs
Contraction of
Rib Muscles
Expansion of
Rib Muscles

Lung

Diaphragm

Diaphragm
Contracted form
of Diaphragm

Expanded form
of Diaphragm

Figure 1.6 Mechanism of breathing
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There are two steps in breathing process i.e. inhaling and exhaling. In
human body, lungs are protected inside the chest. Ribs provide support to chest
walls. There are two sets of muscles between ribs. The dome-like sheet of
muscles which separates inner chest cavity from abdomen is called diaphragm.
When the middle muscles of ribs contract, the ribs are pushed outward. In
this way chest expands outward and diaphragm turns into a flat shape. So, the
volume of the inner cavity increases and consequently air enters into lungs. This
process of breathing is called inhaling. In its reverse process, the ribs and
diaphragm expand and the volume of inner cavity decreases i.e. the chest
contracts inward. Consequently air (breathing out) is expelled out which is called
exhaling.

1.2.2 COMPARISON OF RESPIRATION AND BURNING
Breathing
In this process oxygen enters into lungs while carbon dioxide and water
are excreted. Oxygen makes respiration functional. As a result energy is
produced by oxidation which is essential for body functions. The higher is the
intake of oxygen, the higher will be energy production.
Burning
Burning
Activity
1.3is also an example of oxidation. In this process oxygen of air
reacts chemically with materials. As a result energy is produced in the form of
heat. Apart from heat, carbon dioxide and water are also produced which are
released into air in gaseous form. In this process relatively more energy is
released.

For this activity you need two balloons, two straws,
plastic bottle whose bottom has been removed,
plastic sheet, a pair of scissors, thread and tape.
4

Insert straws into two balloons and tie them
firmly using thread.

4

Take bottomless plastic bottle and place

10
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both balloons inside the bottle as illustrated
in the figure. Use tape to close the straws
and bottle firmly.
4

Fix the plastic sheet at the bottom of this
bottle with the help of tape.

4

Using your mouth and straws, add air to balloons till the balloons start exerting pressure
on plastic sheet.

4

Remove your mouth from straws. Keep on repeating this process.

4

Can you explain the movement of lungs with this activity?

1.2.3 COMMON DISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
Common cold, influenza, lung cancer, tuberculosis, pneumonia etc. are
common diseases of respiratory system. Here we will briefly highlight only
common cold and pneumonia.
(i)

Common Cold

Common cold is a common disease of respiratory system. The symptoms
of this disease are sneezing, running nose, headache, pain in throat and cough
etc. Sometimes one may catch fever due to common cold. The cause of this
disease is a virus. The virus of common cold can transfer to other person due to
sneezing, coughing or using things of infected person. This disease can be
controlled by consulting a doctor. Use of hot liquids such as soup, liquor
(joshanda), green tea and coffee etc. and complete rest are effective in order to
get rid of this disease.
(ii)

Pneumonia

Pneumonia is an infection which affects lungs. Alveoli filled with air are
present in lungs and they get filled with pituite due to infection, so it becomes
difficult to breath. The symptoms of pneumonia are cough, chest pain, loss of
appetite, fever, nasal congestion, rapid breathing with whistling sound etc. In
case of appearance of above stated symptoms, consult a doctor immediately.

11
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Doctor may prescribe antibiotics for treatment of pneumonia and may
SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY,
AND ENVIRONMENT
suggest use of vaccine
for preventionSOCIETY
of pneumonia.
Children should not be
allowed to go to the room of patient. Most of deaths in children are caused by
pneumonia throughout the world.

Impure food affects the digestive system. Air pollution causes problems in respiratory
system. People and Government should
work together in taking steps against food
KEY POINTS
adulteration and air pollution.

►

The process of conversion of large and complicated compounds of food into the
simplest and diffusible components is called digestion of food in humans and other
animals. The system concerned with digestion of food in human body is called human
digestive system.

►

The organs included in human digestive system are oral cavity, oesophagus, stomach,
liver, small intestine, large intestine, rectum and anus. Whereas liver and pancreas are
digestive glands.

►

Food is chewed in oral cavity and it becomes fine and soft by addition of saliva.

►

Oesophagus pushes the swallowed food intake into stomach.

►

Stomach adds gastric juice in food. Dilute hydrochloric acid is present in gastric juice
which kills bacteria and other germs present in food. In gastric juice, enzymes are also
present which help to digest the proteins. They break large molecules of proteins.

►

The semi-digested food from stomach enters into small intestine. The juices of liver
and pancreas i.e. bile and pancreatic juices are added there which digest the food
completely.

►

In small intestine, the digested food is absorbed in blood. Blood transports it to all
body cells during its circulation.

►

The semi-digested food is pushed into large intestine where water and salts are

12
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absorbed. The wasted food becomes faeces and accumulates in rectum. Ultimately it
is discharged from the body through the anus.
►

The process of supply of oxygen to all body cells and production of energy is called
respiration.

►

The organs used in human respiratory system are nose, throat, lungs, trachea and
bronchi.

►

Our nose and nostrils provide passage to air in the body. Two tubes open in our throat.
One tube is for food and other for breathing purpose. The organ which controls the
entrance of food and air in the relevant tubes is called epiglottis.

►

Trachea consists of rings which are made of cartilage. Trachea is divided into two
branches called bronchi. Each bronchus enters into a lung.

►

In lungs, bronchus is divided into bronchioles. At the end of each bronchiole there are
extremely small air sacs which are called alveoli.

►

A large number of blood capillaries are present in alveoli. Oxygen of air is absorbed in
blood capillaries after passing through walls of alveoli. Blood transports it to all body

13
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EXERCISE
cells during its circulation.
►

1.1

Diarrhoea and constipation are important disorders of digestive system whereas
common cold and pneumonia are major diseases of respiratory system.

Identify the correct answer.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Salivary glands are present in:
(a) oral cavity

(b) oesophagus

(c) stomach

(d) small intestine

Oxygen of air is absorbed in blood through:
(a) villi

(b) alveoli

(c) trachea

(d) epiglottis

Bile is released by:
(a) stomach

(b) pharynx

(c) pancreas

(d) liver

Diarrhoea is a disorder of:
(a) digestive system

(b) respiratory system

(c) circulatory system

(d) reproductory system

The reverse process of peristalsis is called:
(a) vomiting

(b) circulation of blood

(c) burning

(d) absorption of food

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.

1.2
(i)

The digestive system consists of a long tube ________ and ________.

(ii)

The juice released by salivary glands is called ________.

(iii)

The process to supply oxygen to body cells and production of
14
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energy is called ________.
(iv)

In human body ________ are protected inside the chest.

(v)

The cause of common cold is ________.

1.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with the relevant statements of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Oesophagus

Disease of lungs

Pancreas

Food tube

Capillaries

Enzymes

Pneumonia

Tube for respiration

Trachea

Blood vessels

Liver
Identify true and false statements.

1.4
(i)

The organ of alimentary canal that opens outward through mouth is
called oesophagus.

(ii)

Water present in undigested part of food is absorbed in large
intestine.

(iii)

The process to supply oxygen to all body cells and production of
energy is called respiration.

(iv)

To breath inside is called exhaling and breath outside is called
inhaling.

(v)

The virus of common cold can transfer from one person to another
person due to sneezing.

1.5

Differentiate the following.

(i)

Peristalsis and vomiting.

(ii)

Diarrhoea and constipation.
15
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(iii)

Small intestine and large intestine.

(iv)

Breathing and Burning.

(v)

Villi and alveoli.

1.6

Write short answers.

(i)

How is energy produced in our body?

(ii)

Describe briefly the function of small intestine.

(iii)

What is meant by diarrhoea?

(iv)

Describe the process of breathing.

(v)

Describe symptoms of pneumonia.

1.7

Explain human digestive system.

1.8

Explain disorders of digestive system.

1.9

Explain human respiratory system.

1.10

Explain diseases of respiratory system.

1.11

Describe the importance of digestive glands.

1.12

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library,
teacher or internet.

(i)

How deficiency of water and salts in body can be removed? Also
state its precautionary measures.

(ii)

What is meant by oxygenated blood and deoxygenated blood and
how are they formed?

(iii)

What are main causes of pneumonia? Explain.
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Chapter

TRANSPORT IN HUMANS
AND PLANTS

2

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Explain the transport system in humans.

þ

Describe the structure and functions of heart and
blood vessels.

þ

Explain the working of the circulatory system.

þ

Identify

scientific

developments

that

provide

alternatives for dysfunctional body parts such as
artificial tissues and organs and their transplantation.
þ

Find out that some disorders in human transport
system can be affected by diet.

þ

Describe absorption of water in plants through roots.

þ

Explain how structure of the roots, stem and leaves of a
plant can permit the movement of food, water and
gases.
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INTRODUCTION
We have studied in previous chapter that digested food is absorbed in
blood and blood transports it to all body parts. We have also learnt that
transport of oxygen from air to all body cells and the bringing carbon dioxide
back from cells to lungs is carried out by blood. The system of transportation of
food, oxygen and other materials in organisms is called transport. In this chapter
we will examine transport system for various materials in humans and animals.

2.1 TRANSPORT IN HUMANS
The circulation of blood and
transport system for various materials in
human body is called circulatory system.
The system consists of heart, blood
vessels, arteries and veins.

Heart

Blood vessels

Interesting Information
Human heart circulates the entire blood
throughout the body almost 1000 times a day.

2.1.1 Heart
Heart is a muscular organ. The size of
human heart is approximately equal to his /
her fist. This is located on left side of the
Figure 2.1 Human circulatory system
chest. The heart beat is the result of
contraction and relaxation of heart muscles. In our body, heart works like a
pump that pushes blood in blood vessels. It pushes the oxygenated blood
(oxygen-rich blood) coming from lungs to all body parts and pushes the
deoxygenated blood (oxygen-poor blood) towards the lungs.
Heart is enclosed in a membrane called pericardium. Human heart has
four chambers. The upper two chambers are called atria (singular atrium) and
18
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lower two chambers are called
ventricles. The ventricles are
larger than atria. The walls of
atria are thin as compared to
ventricles. Both atria open in
their respective ventricles
through valves i.e. right atrium
in right ventricle and left
atrium opens in left ventricle.
Function of Heart
Deoxygenated blood
coming from all body parts
enters into right atrium while
oxygenated blood coming
from lungs enters into the left
atrium of the heart. When both
atria contract simultaneously,
then transfer of deoxygenated
blood from right atrium to right
ventricle and oxygenated from
left atrium to left ventricle takes
place. When two ventricles
contract simultaneously, then
deoxygenated blood is pushed
from right ventricle to lungs
and oxygenated blood from
left ventricle is pushed towards
all body parts to supply oxygen.
There are valves between atria
and ventricles to maintain the
unidirectional flow of blood
from atria to ventricles and

Aorta

Left
Atrium

Right
Atrium

Left
Ventricle

Right
Ventricle

Figure 2.2

Structure of human heart

Capillaries
Aorta
Pulmonary
Artery

Pulmonary
Vein

Lung

Lung

Artery

Vein

Capillaries

Oxygenated
Blood
Deoxygenated
Blood

Figure 2.3 Unidirectional flow of blood in body
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from ventricles to all body cells.
Think and Answer!
When atria contract, the blood enters in
ventricles but blood cannot return to atria on
contraction of ventricles. Tell why?

Interesting Information
4 Human heart works like a double pump i.e. pumping of atria and pumping of ventricles.
4 Blood is pushed towards ventricles during pumping of atria and towards all body parts
during pumping of ventricles.
4 The heartbeat of a healthy person is 72-80 times per minute.
4 The heartbeat is also called pulse. The pulse rate can be determined by placing a finger
below the base of thumb on the underside of wrist.

2.1.2 Blood Vessels
The circulation of blood in human body takes place through blood
vessels. There are three types of blood vessels which are called arteries,
capillaries and veins.
(a)

Arteries

The blood vessels that carry blood from heart to body parts are called
arteries. The walls of arteries are thick and flexible. The largest artery is named as
aorta. The left ventricle pushes oxygenated blood into aorta. Aorta is further
divided into small arteries which carry oxygenated blood to various parts of the
body. The arteries which carry deoxygenated blood from right ventricle to lungs
are called pulmonary arteries.
(b)

Capillaries

They provide oxygenated blood to all cells of various body parts. The
arteries are divided into extremely narrow vessels which are called capillaries.
Capillaries are the narrowest blood vessels in the body. They are so narrow that
red cells pass through them one by one. Oxygen and food present in blood of
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capillaries are diffused into the body cells. Carbon dioxide, excess water and
waste materials from the cells are also diffused into the blood of capillaries. As
there is deficiency of oxygen in blood having carbon dioxide, excess water and
waste materials therefore it is called deoxygenated blood. Capillaries again
combine to form large blood vessels which are called veins.
Blood moving towards the heart

Blood moving from heart to body

Vein

Artery

Carries blood back
to heart

Carries the blood
from heart to body
Capillaries
Carry the blood towards
body cells and away from
cells

Figure 2.4 Blood vessels

(c)

Veins

Veins are the blood vessels that bring the blood from various body parts
back to heart. All veins carry deoxygenated blood except the pulmonary veins
which bring the oxygenated blood from lungs to left atrium of the heart.
Activity 2.1
4

Feel the pulse on wrist which is below the thumb of your hand.

4

Count the number of pulses for thirty seconds using an ordinary watch or stop
watch. The pulse rate is actually the heartbeat. Multiply this value by two in order to
get heartbeat rate in one minute.

4

Jump around for five minutes and again measure the rate of heartbeat.

4

Compare the heartbeat rate in both conditions.
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2.2 DISORDERS OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
Our diet and lifestyle can be the cause of diseases like blood pressure,
heart attack, diabetes (sugar) and asthma which are related to circulatory
system.

2.2.1 Heart Attack
Human heart is a muscular organ. Heart muscles need food and oxygen
to perform its function. The blood vessels that supply food and oxygen to heart
muscles are called coronary arteries. Due to excess use of fats, the materials like
cholesterol present in it starts depositing on the walls of coronary arteries. As a
result the coronary arteries become narrow and these deposited materials
create obstruction in the supply of blood to heart muscles. Sometimes such
material turns into a blood clot and blocks the coronary artery. Due to this,
blood could not reach to certain parts of heart and supply of food and oxygen
stops to that part. Heart attack occurs due to this and affected part of heart
becomes dead. If major part of heart becomes dead, the heart is unable to pump

Block
artery
Affected
muscles
of heart

Blockage in
blood flow

Affected
tissues
Frozen blood

Figure 2.5 Dead muscles in heart

Broken tube

Figure 2.6 Heart attack
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the blood. Ultimately the person dies.
Symptoms of Heart Attack
The symptoms of heart attack include severe chest pain, difficulty in
breathing, over sweating etc. Heart attack is a medical emergency. In such case
patient should be referred to the nearest hospital for prompt medical aid. It is
essential to act upon the following instructions for avoiding heart attack.
4 Use food which is low in fat and fibre-enriched.
4 Exercise regularly in order to keep the blood circulation fast in the body.
4 Avoid smoking and use of intoxicants.

2.2.2 High Blood Pressure or Hypertension
High blood pressure is a disorder of circulatory system. Blood pressure is
the force exerted by blood on the walls of arteries. The normal blood pressure is
120 / 80 mmHg.
If the blood pressure of a person
exceeds normal value then this
condition is called high blood pressure
or hypertension. The increase in blood
pressure is due to narrowing of arteries.
The causes of blood pressure are excess
use of salt and fat, paralysis, smoking,
diabetes, lack of exercise etc. High
blood pressure can damage blood
vessels. It can cause failure of heart and Figure 2.7 Measurement of blood pressure
kidneys. The symptoms of high blood
pressure are headache, fatigue, bleeding from nose, blurred vision etc.

2.2.3 Diabetes
Glucose is the main source of energy for our body. Our body gets glucose
from foods which are rich in carbohydrates such as wheat, rice, maize, barley,
potatoes, milk and fruits. Blood carries glucose to all body parts and its level to a
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certain limit have to be maintained. Insulin is a hormone that controls the level of
glucose in blood.
Pancreas, an organ of human body, produces insulin. If pancreas stops
the production of insulin or insulin produced by it is not enough or it cannot
work properly then level of glucose in blood will increase. Diabetes is the
condition in which there is excess glucose in the blood. It is a chronic (long term)
disease.
The symptoms of diabetes are rapid weight loss, unusual thirst and
extreme hunger, blurred vision, slow healing of cuts, pain in legs or feet, feeling
tired, frequent urination especially at night and swinging of mood. If level of
glucose in blood is not controlled over a long period then it will result in damage
to blood vessels and heart, sight, hearing and kidneys.
The following precautionary measures can help a diabetes patient in
controlling his glucose level in blood.
·

Use medicine prescribed by the doctor regularly.

·

Eat proper diet.

·

Exercise on regular basis.

2.2.4 Asthma
Asthma is a chronic disease of lungs and airways. In this disease the
airways used for inhaling and exhaling become red, swollen and narrow. It is very
common among children. The most common symptoms are shortness of breath,
wheezing (a whistling sound while exhaling), tightness in chest, chest pain,
coughing usually at night or early in the morning and increased pulse rate.
Asthma may be inherited or due to allergies. Things that cause allergies
are called allergens. Common allergens that trigger asthma include pollen grain,
dust mites, animals especially those having feathers or fur, mold, cockroaches
and certain foods. Breathing tests are used to determine the proper lung
function and may be needed to confirm an asthma diagnosis.
Asthma cannot be cured completely. One can lead an active and normal
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life even with asthma. The following measures can reduce the severity of asthma.
·

Use the medicines prescribed by doctor
and keep them with you at all times.
Usually two types of medicines are
prescribed i.e. long-term control
and quick-relief medicines. The longterm control medicines help in reducing
Figure 2.8
airway inflammation and also prevent
Inhaler provides prompt relief
asthma symptoms. These medicines are used
to maintain
control of
in acute
asthma symptoms
persistent asthma and must be taken daily. Quick-relief medicines
include inhalers (Figure 2.8) that relax airway muscles and provide
prompt relief in acute asthma symptoms.
·

Keep away from allergens of asthma.

·

Avoid contact with people suffering from cold or flu.

·

Take rest and drink plenty of liquids at the first sign of cold.

·

Breathe through a scarf in cold weather.

2.3 TRANSPLANTATION OF TISSUES OR ORGANS
In old days the failure of any body organ resulted in disability or death. In
modern era, the scientists have found the solution of this problem which is the

Figure 2.9 Transplantation
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transplantation of tissues or organs. Using this technology, the damaged tissues
or organs are replaced by healthy or artificial tissues or organs. Now-a-days the
transplantation of skin, kidneys, bone marrow, liver, eye, arteries and heart valves
is very common.
Interesting Information
Besides this the use of artificial organs has also become very common.
Stainless steel joints and bones are successfully utilized. Such patients are no
more handicapped due to this technology.

Presently the transplantation of various organs like kidneys, lungs, heart valves, hair and skin
etc. is very common in all major cities of Pakistan.

2.4 TRANSPORTATION IN PLANTS
In plants, food is prepared in the leaves. Carbon dioxide and water are
required for preparation of food. Leaves absorb carbon dioxide from air through
stomata. Roots absorb water and nutrients from the soil and transport them to
leaves. The system of transport of water and nutrients from roots to leaves and
transport of prepared food from leaves to other parts of plants is termed as
transportation in plants.

Water and food

Unidirectional flow
Water and dissolved salts

Pore in walls
joining cells

Pipe-type shape of xylem
without middle walls of
cells
Thick walls to reduce
loss of water

Bidirectional flow

xylem tissue

Phloem tissue

Figure 2.10 Transportation in plants
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The transportation in plants takes place through vascular bundles.
Vascular bundles consist of xylem and phloem. Xylem is a special kind of tissue
that transports water and nutrients from roots to leaves. Phloem tissue
transports prepared food from leaves to other parts of the plant.

2.4.1 Absorption of Water Through Roots
Plants absorb water from soil through roots. There are thin thread-like
structures on the roots called root hairs. The amount of water and nutrients in
root hairs cells is less than the surrounding soil. For this reason these materials
are continuously absorbed in root hairs. The movement of material particles
(water and dissolved nutrients) from region of high concentration to region of
low concentration is called diffusion.
As the amount of water in roots increases, a pressure develops upon on
the root cells, which pushes water and nutrients upwards. This pressure can push
the water only up to a certain limit. The process of transpiration in plants is
Loss of water
responsible for transport of water to leaves in tall trees.

2.4.2 Transpiration
The release of water in
the form of vapours from the
surface of leaves of plants is
called transpiration. In pipes of
xylem tissues, the moving
water from roots to stem and
then to leaves is in the form of
a column. An upward pull acts
on the column of water due to
cont inuous transpirat ion
(release of water) in leaves. As
a result water moves in the
upward direction and keeps
on reaching leaves.

Water flow towards
leaves and stem
through xylem

Absorption of water
through roots

through
transpiration

Roots

Figure 2.11 Absorption of water and transpiration
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Leaf Vein

Stomata

Leaf

Think and Answer!
What will happen if the
surfaces of all leaves of
a plant are covered with
water-proof petroleum
jelly?

Stem Xylem

Due to transpiration the water column in xylem tissue moves upward,
thus a deficiency of water and nutrients is created in Root
the root cells. The root hairs
Xylem
of roots continuously absorb water and nutrients from surrounding soil to
overcome this deficiency.

Figure 2.12
The upward movement of water column in xylem tissue

Activity 2.2

Xylem

Phloem
Water

Leave cells

Search a tiny plant within the boundary of your school and observe carefully its root, stem and
Sucrose
various parts of leave. Record your observations in a notebook.
(Sugar)

2.5 TRANSLOCATION
The transport of prepared food
(prepared in leaves) from leaves of
plants to other parts of plants is called
translocation. In plants, the transport of
food from leaves to other parts is
performed by phloem tissue. The
movement of solid food in phloem
tissue is explained by pressure
28
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Water

Figure 2.13Translocation
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flow hypothesis. According to this
hypothesis, water from neighbouring
xylem enters into phloem tissue and
food takes the form of solution after
being dissolved in it. This food solution creates a pressure in phloem tissue. The
food in solution form moves to other parts of the plant under this pressure. The
cause of pressure developed in phloem tissue is the difference in amounts of
water between phloem and neighbouring xylem as shown in figure 2.13.

2.6 STRUCTURE OF ROOT, STEM AND LEAF
The structure of root, stem and leaf is helpful in movement of material
particles through them.

2.6.1 Structure of Root
The underground part of a
plant is called root system. Root
system includes root, root hairs
and root cap.

Pith

Root
hairs

The structure of root plays a
vital role in absorption of water
from soil. There is a protective cap
called root cap at the rare end of
the root. There are thread-like root
hairs at the far end of root that
absorb water and nutrients from
soil. Figure 2.1 4 explains the
internal structure of root. The outer
layer of root is called epidermis.
Root hairs are pointed outward
from epidermis. Few layers of cells
found on the inner side of
epidermis are called cortex. Food is

Xylem
Phloem

Root Cap

Figure 2.14 Inner structure of root
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stored in cortex. Vascular bundles are located on the inner sides of the cortex
and consist of xylem and phloem. The central part of root is called pith. Water
absorbed by root hairs reaches xylem tissues after passing through the inner
parts of root. Xylem tissue transports it to leaves.

2.6.2 Structure of Stem

Flower

The part of a plant above the ground is called shoot system. In shoot
Leaf flowers and fruits are included as shown in figure 2.15.
system stem, leaves,
Shoot system
Internode

\

Node

Pith
Xylem

Stem

Phloem
Root system

Cortex
Epidermis

Root

Figure 2.15 Root and Shoot system

Figure 2.16 Internal structure of stem

The outer layer of stem is called epidermis. Most plants have wax-type
layer around stem that is called cuticle. Cuticle reduces the loss of water. Large
plants have a bark around the stem which stops the loss of water apart from
protection of stem. The part of stalk or stem where leaf is attached is called node.
Midrib
Petiole
The region between two nodes is called internode. The internal structure
of stem
Blade or lamina
is shown in figure 2.16. Vascular bundles i.e. xylem and phloem transport water,
nutrients and food. Xylem transports water and nutrients to leaves while phloem
transports food from leaves to other parts.

2.6.3 Structure of Leaf
A large number of leaves are
present on branches and stem. Leaves
are factories for preparation of food in
plants. The stalk having a leave on it is
30
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Small veins

Figure 2.17 Apparent structure of leaf
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called petiole. The flat and green part of
leaf is called blade or lamina. The rib
located in the central part of lamina is
called midrib. Vascular bundles (Xylem
a n d
P h l o e m )
a r e
present in midrib and other small veins that transport water and food as shown
in figure 2.17.
Cuticle
The upper layer of lamina in the leaf is called upper epidermis. The cuticle
Upper on upper epidermis prevents the loss of water. Tiny pores are present in
present
epidermis
the lower epidermis that are called stomata. The processes like exchange of
Pallisade
gases
and transpiration in leaves take place through stomata. Each stoma
Mesophyll
consists of two guard cells. Guard cells help in opening and closing of stomata.
Spongy
Mesophyll
Lower
epidermis

Activity 2.3

Leaves

Figure 2.18 Internal structure of leaf

4
4

Take some water in a beaker and add few
drops of red ink in it.
Take a tiny plant with roots that has white
flowers on it.

4

Wash the roots of plant with water.

4

Immerse the plant in beaker in such a way
that its roots are immersed in water. Flowers
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and leaves should stand straight in air.
4

Place the beaker with plant in sunshine.

4

Observe after two hours. You will see red
lines in the petals of flowers. Why it
happened?

Do
know?
4you
The
appearance of red colour in petals proves
that water and red material dissolved in it
reaches after absorption by roots.
4

This activity will help you in understanding the absorption and transport of water and
dissolved salts in plants.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT

4 Fat protects our heart and kidneys from injuries.
4 Our skin is the largest organ of our body.

4 Guard cells expand after absorbing water and holes become open. They close after
release of water.

KEY POINTS

On basis of modern research, now-a-days experiments to replace damaged organs by
tissues or organs prepared by cloning are performed successfully.

4

The circulation of blood and transport system for various materials in human body is
called circulatory system. The system consists of heart and blood vessels.

4

Heart is a muscular organ. Human heart has four chambers. The upper two
chambers are called atria and lower two chambers are called ventricles.

4

Our heart works like a pump that pushes blood into blood vessels.

4

Arteries are those blood vessels in which blood flows from heart to body parts. The
largest artery is named as aorta.

4

The arteries which carry deoxygenated blood from right ventricle to lungs are called
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pulmonary arteries.
4

In order to provide oxygenated blood to all cells of various parts, the arteries are
divided into extremely narrow vessels which are called capillaries. Capillaries are the
narrowest blood vessels in the body.

4

Veins are the blood vessels that bring the blood from various body parts back to
heart. Deoxygenated blood is present in all veins except the pulmonary veins which
bring the oxygenated blood from lungs to left atrium of the heart.

4

The death of a part of heart is called heart attack. If major part of heart becomes
dead, the heart is unable to pump the blood. Ultimately the person dies.

4

If the blood pressure of a person exceeds normal value then this condition is called
high blood pressure or hypertension. The increase in blood pressure is due to
narrowing of arteries.

4

In old days the failure of any body organ resulted in disability or death. In modern era,
the scientists have found the solution of this problem which is the transplantation of
tissues or organs.

4

The transportation in plants takes place through vascular bundles. Vascular bundles
consist of xylem and phloem.

4

The transport of prepared food (prepared in leaves) from leaves to other parts of
plants is called translocation. In plants, the transport of food from leaves to other
parts is done by phloem tissue.

4

The structure of root, stem and leaf is helpful in movement of material particles
through them.
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4

Plants absorb water from soil through roots. There are thin thread-like structures on
the roots called root hairs.

4

EXERCISE

The release of water in the form of vapours from the surface of leaves of plants is
called transpiration.

2.1

Encircle the correct answer.
(i) The largest artery is:
(a) pulmonary artery
(c) aorta
(ii) Deoxygenated blood means:
(a) oxygen-rich blood
(c) blood present in left atrium

(b) blood capillary
(d) pulmonary vein
(b) oxygen-poor blood
(d) blood present in left
ventricle

(iii) Blood is carried from lungs to heart by:

(a) renal arteries
(b) pulmonary arteries
(c) pulmonary veins
(d) renal veins
(iv) Reason for hypertension:
(a) 120 / 80 mmHg blood pressure
(b) Blood pressure exceeding 120 / 80 mmHg
(c) Blood pressure less than 120 / 80 mmHg
(d) 80/120 mmHg blood pressure
(v) Loss of water from surface of leaves of plants is called:
(a) transportation
(b) transpiration
(c) translocation
(d) transplantation
2.2
Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) Heart is a __________ organ.
(ii) The blood vessels that carry blood from heart to body parts are called
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________.
from air is absorbed by leaves(b)
through _________.
(iii) Carbon dioxide
(a)
(iv) In human body ________ are protected inside the chest.
(v) The transportation in plants takes place through ________.

2.3
(

Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statements in column
b
)
.

Arteries

2.4

Thin walled blood vessels

Veins
Transport of food to different parts of plants
Cuticle
Transport of water and salts
Xylem
Wax-like layer above the epidermis of plants
Phloem
The narrowest blood vessels
Capillaries
Identify true and false statements.
(i) Oxygenated blood coming from lungs enters into right atrium.
(ii) The largest artery is named as aorta.
(iii) Carbon dioxide and water are required for preparation of food in

leaves.
(iv) The movement of solid food in xylem tissue is explained by pressure flow

hypothesis.
(v) The vein located in the central part of lamina is called midrib.

2.5 Differentiate the following.
(i) Oxygenated and deoxygenated blood
(ii) Atria and ventricles
(iii) Arteries and veins
(iv) Xylem and phloem
(v) Transpiration and translocation

2.6 Write short answers.
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(i) What is meant by circulatory system?
(ii) What is the normal blood pressure of a human?
(iii) What is meant by transplantation of tissues and organs?
(iv) Describe the working of root hairs.
(v) Define the process of diffusion.

2.7 Describe causes, symptoms and precautionary measures for the following
diseases.
(i) Heart attack

(b) Hypertension

2.8 Describe the role of transpiration in transport of water and nutrients from
roots to leaves in a plant.
2.9 Describe the structure of the following and explain with diagrams.
(a) Root

(b) Stem

(c) Leaf

2.10 Describe the structure of human heart and explain with diagram.
2.11 Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.
(i)

How many types of cells are present in blood? Describe the
characteristics of each.

(ii)

What is the reason that only root hairs absorb water and salts?

(iii)

Explain why the flat green part of leaf i.e. lamina is always directed
towards Sun?
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Chapter

3

REPRODUCTON IN
PLANTS

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Define pollination.

þ

Compare self and cross-pollination in plants.

þ

List various factors involved in cross-pollination.

þ

Investigate plants, which are cross-pollinated.

þ

Differentiate between sexual and asexual reproduction.

þ

Describe fertilization.

þ

Describe seed and fruit formation.
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INTRODUCTION
We know that organisms reproduce organisms of their own kind to
increase their race. The process in which organisms reproduce more organisms
of their own kind is called reproduction. Reproduction is a basic characteristic of
organisms. In this chapter we will study about reproduction in plants. In
flowering plants, the reproduction process mostly takes place through flowers
and pollination is an important step in it. Seeds are formed in plants through
pollination and new plants grow from them. In order to understand pollination
process we have to know about various parts of plants and their functions.

PARTS OF FLOWER
Flowers are reproductive organs of plants. Various parts of a plant are
shown in the following figure.

Stigma

Anther
Stamens
Filament

Carpel

Style
Petal

Ovule

Ovary

Sepal

Thalamus

Pedicle

Figure 3.1 Parts of flower
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(i)

Sepals

Sepals are green leaves which are present in flower in the form of an
external whorl and protect the inner parts. The whorl of sepals is called calyx.

(ii)

Petals

After calyx, there is a whorl of colourful leaves which is called corolla.
Leaves forming corolla are called petals. These may possess fragrance. A number
of plants have nectaries underneath petals where nectar is produced. Honey
bees and other insects sit on flowers to suck this nectar.

(iii) Stamens
The male reproductive parts of a flower are on the inner side of petals in
the flower, called stamens. Stamens are arranged in the form of whorl called
androecium. Each stamen comprises two parts i.e. filament and anther. Anther is
the bulging part of stamen where pollen grains are formed. Male reproductive
cells i.e. sperms are born in pollen grains.

(iv)

Carpels

The inner most parts of the flower are called carpels. The whorl
comprising carpels is called gynoecium. Each carpel consists of three parts i.e.
stigma, style and ovary. Ovary contains ovules where female reproductive cells
i.e. eggs are formed.
Activity 3.1
4 Visit your school garden and observe the parts i.e. sepals, petals, stamens and
carpels of different kind of flowers.
4 Draw diagrams of various parts of flowers in your note book.

3.1 POLLINATION
The process of reaching of pollen grain from anther to the stigma of the
carpel is called pollination. It is essential for male sex cell to reach the female sex
cell to produce new plants by fusion of cells or fertilization. This process takes
place in ovules.
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Pollination

Anther
Stigma
Filament
Style
Pollen tube

Ovules

Petal
Sepal

Figure 3.2 Inner parts of flower

3.1.1 Kinds of Pollination
There are two kinds of pollination i.e. self-pollination and crosspollination.
(I)
Self-pollination
The transfer of pollen grain from anther to the stigma of the same
flower or the stigma of another flower of the same plant is called self-pollination.
Transfer of pollen grains to stigma

Stigma
Anther

Figure 3.3 Self-pollination
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Self-pollination takes place in
plants of sweet pea, tomato,
strawberry and paddy etc.
(ii)

Transfer of pollen grains from flower
of one plant to the flower of another
plant

Cross-pollination

The transfer of pollen
grain from the anther to the
stigma of flower of another
plant of the same kind is
called cross-pollination. Crosspollination takes place in
plants of rose and apple etc.

3.1.2 Factors of Pollination

Figure 3.4 Cross-pollination

The factors responsible for transfer of pollen grains from the anther to
stigma are called pollinators or factors of pollination. Wind, animals and water
are pollinators or factors of pollination.
(i)

Pollination by wind

In most plants the pollen grains
fly with blowing wind from anthers
and reach to the stigmas. Windpollinated plants have long stamens
and carpels. Pollination by wind takes
place in most species of grasses.
(ii)

Pollination by animals

Figure 3.5 Pollination by wind

Animals of all kinds and sizes play a vital role in pollination or dispersal of
seeds. These animals include elephant, monkey, fox, squirrel and mice.
Some fruits especially mangoes, oranges, apples, mulberry and guava are
eaten by animals. The seeds of these fruits are either not eaten by animal or too
hard to be digested. These seeds are passed out of the body of animal along with
feces. As animal feces are used as natural fertilizer for plants, these seeds are
moved far away from the parent plant. Many plants produce pollen grains or
seeds covered in hooks or spines. Such pollen grains become attached to hair,
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Figure 3.6 Pollinaion by animals

fur or feathers of animals and carried by animals to a sufficient distance from the
parent plant.
(iii)

Pollination by water

There are a few such plants in
which pollination takes place by
water. The pollen grains of aqueous
plants like hydrilla, fall into water
and reach to other plants with flow
of water. In this way, pollination
takes place by water in these plants.

Figure 3.7 Pollination by water

Interesting Information
4
4

Pollination in silk cotton trees takes place through squirrels.
Pollination in cactus plants is carried out by bats. During night time the bats fly from
one plant and sit on another plant and transfer pollen grains from one to another plant.

Activity 3.2
4 Pour a drop of water on a glass slide.
4 Place anther of any flower on this drop and
cover it with cover-slip.
4 Observe the pollen grains in anther placed on
the slide with the help of microscope.
4 Draw diagrams of pollen grains in your notebook.
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3.2 KINDS OF REPRODUCTION
There are two kinds of reproduction.
1. Asexual Reproduction
2.
Sexual Reproduction

3.2.1 Asexual Reproduction
Asexual reproduction in organisms is that method of increasing their race
in which combination of male and female cells does not take place. Any cell or
part of the body of organism develops and produces new organisms. Buds
appear from vegetative parts of plants i.e. root, stem or leaf and transform into
new plants after continuous growth. This method of asexual reproduction in
plants is called vegetative propagation. There are two types of vegetative
propagation i.e. natural vegetative propagation and artificial vegetative
propagation. Runners, suckers and underground stems produce new plants
through natural vegetative propagation.
The artificial vegetative propagation includes methods like cutting,
grafting and layering.

runner

Daughter
plant

(a) Propagation from runner

(b) Propagation from sucker

(a) Grafting

(b) Cuttings

Figure 3.8 Natural vegetative propagation
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(c) Layering

Figure 3.9 Artificial vegetative propagation

Activity 3.3
4 Take a small pot filled with soil and a piece of ginger.
4 Place the ginger inside the soil of pot. Place the pot
in the sunshine and add water to it.
4 Ginger will grow after few days.
4 Examine the soil of pot after few days.
4 You will observe that ginger plant is ready.
4 Which method of vegetative propagation is this?

3.2.2 Sexual Reproduction
The male reproductive cells (sperms) and female reproductive cells (eggs)
are called gametes. In sexual reproduction, zygote is formed by combination
(fusion) of male and female gametes. Zygote is the first cell in the life cycle of
organism that develops into a new and complete organism (adult organism)
after passing through several stages.

3.3 FERTILIZATION IN PLANTS
Due to pollination, pollen grain
reaches the stigma of the carpel and starts
growing there. A tube known as pollen tube
develops from the pollen grain. Pollen tube
has two sperms which are called male
nuclei.
44
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Pollen tube

Pollen grain

Figure 3.10 Pollen tube
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Pollen tube, after passing
through stigma and style, enters
into ovary. Both sperms reach
ovary through pollen tube and
enter into an ovule. One sperm or
male nucleus forms a zygote after
combining with egg already
present in the ovule. The process
of formation of zygote due to
fusion of sperm with egg is called
fertilization. The other sperm or
male nucleus forms a special tissue
after combining with another
nucleus (polar nucleus) which
serves as stored food. This process
is called double fertilization.

Pollen grain
Stigma

Style
Pollen
tube
Polar
nuclei

Ovary

Egg

Figure 3.11 Fertilization in plants

3.4 FORMATION OF SEED AND FRUIT
After the process of fertilization in plants, the sepals, petals and stamens
of the flower become dry and are detached. The process of further growth of
zygote starts. Zygote changes into an embryo after growth. Embryo and its
stored food are enclosed in a hard coat called seed coat. In this way seeds are
formed as a result of fertilization.
Endosperm
Nucleus
Cotyledons
Shoot appex

Root appex

Ovule

Seed
coat
Endosperm

Zygote

Figure 3.12 Different stages of embryo and seed formation
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After seed formation, ovary changes into fruit. The ovary wall becomes
fruit wall after ripeness which is called as pericarp. The ovules inside ovary are
converted into seeds. A ripe fruit may have one or more seeds. Most of the fruits
have soft pericarp for example mango and peach etc. The pericarp of certain
fruits is hard and dry for example almond and walnut etc.
Zygote

The parts of flower have
fallen from ripe fruit

Petal

Embryo

Formation of fruit from ovary
Formation of seed from ovule

Figure 3.13 Formation of seed and fruit

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
A number of plants, vegetables, fruits, seeds such as ginger, mint, dates, olive, ajwain, black
seed (kalonji) etc. are being used as medicines from very old ages. Most of medicines are
being obtained from plants. Scientists are working day and night to obtain more medicines
from plants.

KEY POINTS
4
4

4
4

Flowers are reproductive organs of plants.
Sepals are green leaves which are present in flower in the form of an
external whorl and protect the inner parts. The whorl of sepals is called
calyx.
After calyx, there is a whorl of colourful leaves which is called corolla. The
leaves forming corolla are called petals.
The male reproductive parts of a flower are on the inner side of petals in
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4
4

the flower and called stamens. Stamens are arranged in the form of whorl
called androecium.
Each stamen comprises of two parts i.e. filament and anther. Anther is the
bulging part of stamen where pollen grains are formed.
The male reproductive cells are formed in pollen grains and called
sperms.
The inner most parts of the flower are called carpels. The whorl
comprising of carpels is called gynaecium.
Each carpel consists of three parts i.e. stigma, style and ovary. Ovary
contains ovules.
Female reproductive cells (eggs) are formed in ovules.
The process of reaching of pollen grain from anther to the stigma of the
carpel is called pollination.
There are two kinds of pollination i.e. self-pollination and crosspollination.
The transfer of pollen grain from anther to the stigma of the same flower
or the stigma of another flower of the same plant is called selfpollination.
The transfer of pollen grain from the anther of a flower on plant to the
stigma of flower on another plant of the same kind is called crosspollination.
The factors responsible for transfer of pollen grains from the anther to
stigma are called pollinators or factors of pollination. Wind, animals and
water etc. are pollinators or factors of pollination.
Asexual reproduction in organisms is that method of increasing their race
in which combination of male and female cells does not take place. Any
cell or part of the body of organism develops and produces new
organisms.
In sexual reproduction, zygote is formed by combination (fusion) of male
and female gametes. Zygote is the first cell of the life cycle of any
organism which develops into a new and complete organism (adult
organism) after passing through several stages.
The process of formation of zygote due to fusion of sperm with egg is
called fertilization.
Zygote changes into an embryo after growth. Embryo and its stored food
are enclosed in a hard coat called seed coat. In this way seeds are formed
as a result of fertilization.
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4

3.1

After seed formation, ovary changes into fruit. The ovary wall becomes
EXERCISE
fruit wall after ripeness which
is referred as pericarp.

Encircle the correct answer.
(i) What is the name of whorl of sepals?
(a) calyx

(b) corolla

(c) androecium

(d) gynaecium

(ii) Where are pollen grains located in?
(a) ovary

(b) anther

(c) sepals

(d) petals

(iii) What is the name of process of reaching of pollen grain from anther to

stigma?
(a) pollination

(b) propagation

(c) fertilization

(d) double fertilization

(iv) The male reproductive cell is called:
(a) Ovule

(b) Polar Nucleus

(c) Ovum

(d) Sperm

(v) The ovary wall becomes fruit after ripeness. What is its name?

3.2

(a) Corolla

(b) Androecium

(c) Gynaecium

(d) Pericarp

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) Flowers are ________ parts of plants.
(ii) The whorl comprising of carpels is called ________.
(iii) The process of reaching of pollen grain from anther to the stigma of the

carpel is called ________.
(iv) The ________ of hydrilla fall into water and reach to other plants.
(v) The process of formation of ________ due to fusion of sperm with egg is
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called fertilization.
3.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statement of
column (b).
(a)
(b)

Grafting

Pollinator

Gynaecium

Whorl of Stamens

Honey Bee

Asexual Reproduction

Androecium

Female Reproductive Cell

Egg

Whorl of Carpels

Sperm
3.4

Identify true and false statements.
(i) Female reproductive cells i.e. sperms are formed in pollen grains.
(ii) The juice formed in flowers is called nectar.
(iii) Self-pollination and cross-pollination are kinds of pollination.
(iv) The method of reproduction in which fusion of male and female cells is

essential is called asexual reproduction.
(v) The fruit wall is called pericarp.

3.5

3.6

Differentiate the following.
(i)

Sepals and Petals.

(ii)

Stamens and Carpels.

(iii)

Self-Pollination and Cross-Pollination.

(iv)

Sexual and Asexual Reproduction.

(v)

Fertilization and Double Fertilization.

Write short answers.
(i)

Name any plant in which pollination takes place by water.
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(ii)

What is general factor of pollination in grasses?

(iii)

Which type of reproductive methods are cutting and vegetative
propagation?

(iv)

What is meant by zygote?

(v) What is meant by pollen tube?

3.7

Describe the functions of various parts of a flower. Explain with the help of
a diagram.

3.8

Explain various factors of pollination in plants.

3.9

Explain different methods of asexual reproduction in plants.

3.10

How seed and fruit are formed in plants? Explain.

3.11

Write a note on each of the following.

(a) Gametes
3.12

(b) Layering

(c) Ovary

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.

(i) How flowers attract insects towards them?
(ii) What is difference between cutting and grafting? Explain.
(iii) Write names of few plants in which pollination takes place by air.
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Chapter

4

ENVIRONMENT AND
FEEDING RELATIONSHIPS

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Explain the ecosystem.

þ

Define the term habitat.

þ

Compare the different kinds of habitats.

þ

Investigate the various features that allow animals and
plants to live in a particular habitat.

þ

Identify the factors that cause daily and yearly changes in
a habitat.

þ

Explain how living things adapt to daily and yearly
changes in their habitat.

þ

Explain the ways in which living things respond to
changes in daily environmental condition such as light
intensity, temperature and rainfall.

þ

Explain why food chains always begin with a producer.

þ

Illustrate the relationship between producers and
consumers.

þ

Describe two food chains in the environment around
them.

þ

Explain a food web.
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INTRODUCTION
All living and non-living things around an organism form its environment
and that organism is also a part of it. All organisms living in any environment
depend on other organisms and non-living factors to meet their needs. The
non-living factors are also affected by the activities of organism. All living
organisms of the environment are called the living or biotic components and
the non-living factors such as air, water, soil, temperature etc. are called nonliving or abiotic components. In this chapter we will study living and non-living
components of the environment and the relationship between them.

4.1 ECOSYSTEM
A system based on mutual interactions of living and non-living factors of
an environment is called an ecosystem. An ecosystem can be very large like a
desert or very small like a decaying leave. Pond, river, grasslands, mountain and
desert etc. are examples of ecosystem.

4.1.1 Components of Ecosystem
Ecosystem has two important components, biotic and abiotic. Plants,
animals, algae, fungi and microorganisms included in the ecosystem of a place
or region are called its biotic components. The non-living factors like air, soil,
light and temperature etc. are called abiotic components of ecosystem.
The biotic components of an ecosystem are divided into three
components i.e. producers, consumers and decomposers. You have studied in
class VI about producers, consumers, decomposers and non-living factors of an
ecosystem such as air, water, soil, light and temperature. Here we will study biotic
components and their effects on abiotic components of ecosystem of different
places or regions.
Interesting Information
1.

Organisms of same kind that are settled in a place or region and increase their race
or reproduce are called population.

2.

The populations living in particular region form a community.
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Activity 4.1
·

Under the supervision of your teacher, visit a nearby pond and observe the
ecosystem of pond.

·

Identify the biotic and abiotic components of ecosystem of pond and write their
names in the following table.
Biotic Components

Producers:
Consumers:

Abiotic Components

…………………..
………………….

i.

……………………

ii.

……………………

iii. …………………...
iv. ……………………

Decomposers: ………………..

v.

……………………

4.2 HABITAT
Habitat means a place to live. In
science, habitat is defined as “A place
or region where an organism lives and
reproduces is called its habitat”.
A habitat provides necessities of
life needs such as food, water, air and
shelter etc. to the organism. More than
one kind of different organism live in
the same habitat.
Figure 4.1 Habitat of loin

4.2.1 Kinds of Habitats

There are two major types of habitats i.e. land habitat and aquatic habitat.
(a)

Land Habitats

Grasslands, forests, deserts and tundra are familiar examples of land
habitat.
(i)

Grassland Habitats
Species of grass plants dominate in a grassland habitat. Strong winds
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blow, receives average rainfall and the whole region remains dry. The soil of such
region is very fertile. Grass plants work as producers.

Figure 4.2 Grassland habitat

Sheep, goat, cow, buffalo, dear and insects etc. are the herbivores of such
a region. Besides those carnivores such as foxes, wolves, owl, hawk, eagles and
vulture etc. are also found.
(ii)

Forest Habitat

The environment of forest is
always moist. It receives plenty of
rain and plants grow in abundance.
Every type of plants i.e. trees,
bushes, herbs and grasses etc.
work as producers. That is why
plenty of food is available in
forests. Snakes, butterflies, lizards,
frogs,
birds,
foxes,
wolves,
cheetahs and other herbivores,
carnivores and omnivores such as
bear, crow and human beings are
consumers of forest. Bacteria and
fungi work as decomposers.
(iii)

Figure 4.3 Forest habitat

Desert Habitat
The driest regions of land are called deserts. The causes of dryness are
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little rain and rapid absorption of water in sandy soil. The plants and animals of
desert adapt such characteristics which enable them to live in desert. Cacti,
euphorbia etc. are desert plants. Scorpions, snakes, wolf spiders, lizards, rats,
camels etc. are animals of desert habitat.

Figure 4.4 Desert habitat

(iv)

Tundra Habitat

Tu nd r a a re v e r y c ol d
regions where temperature falls to
-400C. There is almost no rain and
no trees at all. Simple types of
plants are found in specified
regions. Polar bear, arctic foxes,
snowy owl, penguin etc. are
animals of such habitat.
(b)

Aquatic Habitat

Figure 4.5 Tundra habitat

There are two types of aquatic habitats
i.e. fresh water habitat and salty water habitat.
(i)

Fresh Water Habitat

Ponds, lakes, streams, rivers and
marches are examples of fresh water habitats.
Algae, mosses, water lily and other simple
aquatic plants are producers of fresh water
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habitat. Fish, frog and other many types of water creatures are found in fresh
water.
(ii)

Salty Water Habitat

Sea and ocean are examples
of salty water habitats. The factors
affecting the animals of such
habitats are amount of dissolved
salts, absorbed oxygen, light and
temperature. Algae are most
Figure 4.7 Salty water habitat
important producers of sea habitat.
Sea fish, whale, snails, shell, star fish etc. are examples of animals living in salty
water.
Interesting Information
·

Whale and dolphin are the only mammals that live in water.

4.2.2 Adaptations of Plants to Live in a Habitat
Desert plants have thick stems and
few leaves. The thick stem stores large
amount of water. Water loss is low
because of fewer and pointed shape
leaves. Roots absorb water by penetrating
deep into the soil.
The grassy plants have flexible
leaves and soft stems. That is why they
bend when wind blows. Thus by letting air
to pass, they escape from breaking. Leaves
are thin and prevent the loss of water.
Their roots are spread deep and wide in
the soil so that animals do not pull out
them completely.

Figure 4.8 Desert plants

Figure 4.9 Grassy plants
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The leaves of conifer plants are needle-like. That is why snow cannot
settle on them and they are protected from the effects of severe cold.
In rain forests, the scattered roots of plants in shallow soil hold them.
Certain plants grow on stems and branches of other plants in order to absorb
sunlight easily.

Figure 4.10 Needle-like leaves of
conifer plants

Figure 4.11 Plants of rain forest which
are grown on other plants

4.2.3 Adaptations of Animals to Live in a Habitat
The bodies of animals found in tundra habitat e.g. polar bear, penguins
and musk oxen possess such characteristics which enable them to live in severe
cold.

Polar Bear

Penguin

Musk Oxen

Figure 4.12 Animals of tundra

The thick layer of white hair on the body of polar bear matches with the
colour of snow and it provides protection from cold. The flat paws help him to
walk on snow. The webbed feet of penguin help him in swimming and his
streamlined shape reduces the resistance of water during swimming. The thick
hair coat on the body of musk oxen protects him from cool air and cold weather.
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The thick skin of desert animals, for example scorpion and wolf spider,
prevents the loss of water. The large and flat feet of camel facilitate their
movement in desert. Fat is stored in hump of camel. In case of non-availability of
food, energy and water are produced by it. The skin colour of camel matches
with desert environment. The frill of long hairs grown on eyelashes protects their
eyes from dust and sand.

Camel

Wolf Spider

Scorpion

Figure 4.13 Animals of desert

The kidneys of desert animals produce concentrated urine. In this way
they discharge less amount of water.
The body of aquatic animals matches with aquatic environment. Their
boat-like body reduces the resistance of water during swimming. The webbed
feet of frog work like an oar. In fishes, gills are specific organs for breathing.

Fish

Frog

Figure 4.14 Aquatic animals

4.2.4 Factors Causing Daily and Yearly Changes in a Habitat
The abiotic factors of an environment e.g. light intensity, temperature and
rain etc. are causes of daily and yearly changes in the behaviours of organisms
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living in different habitats.
(i)

Light Intensity

In deserts the light intensity is
weak in the morning and evening
whereas it is very high at noon. At noon,
animals shift under shady places in
order to have protection from intense
light and come out of these places
during morning and evening times.

Figure 4.15 An animal under a shade
to avoid intense sunlight

The growth of short and long day flowering plants is due to yearly
changes. Short day flowering plants grow when days are short and nights are
long. While the long day flowering plants grow when days are long and nights
are short.
The number of plants in any habitat is affected by light intensity. In any
habitat the number of animals is also reduced due to shortage of plants.

Short day flowering plant (Strawberry)

Long day flowering plant (Gazania)

Figure 4.16 Short day and long day flowering plants

(ii)

Temperature

Usually the temperature is high during day time and low at night.
Therefore, the desert animals remain hidden in their dens (i.e. hiding-place)
during day time and come out in search of food during night.
Hibernation is an example of changes taking place on yearly basis due to
temperature. During winter season, frogs and certain other animals hide
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themselves in layers of soil and spend the whole winter season in sleeping. This
process is called hibernation. These animals move freely throughout the year
except in winter season. The population of any habitat is affected by change in
temperature. For example the temperature of water rises during summer and
the amount of oxygen dissolved in hot water decrease. This is the reason that
population of fish decreases in hot water.
(iii)

Rainfall

Water is essential for life. Where there will be a plenty of water, more
number of organisms will be found there. There is abundance of organisms in
those regions where are more rains. Raining season also has a strong impact on
the life of plants and animals. As certain plants grow in rainy season, similarly the
activities of certain animals are linked to rainy season such the breeding process
in frog and toad.
If there are no rains for longer durations in a region, it may cause drought.
Plants and animals living in ponds die. Large sized animals migrate to other
places. Size of population increases in the places where they settle. As a result an
acute shortage of food also takes place.

4.3 BIOTIC COMPONENTS AND THEIR RELATION
WITH FOOD CHAINS AND FOOD WEBS
Every organism needs energy to live which is obtained by him from food.
You have studied that producers prepare food after absorbing the energy of
sunlight. All organisms depend directly or indirectly on the food prepared by
producers. Organisms have close feeding relationships among themselves.
These relationships among organisms are represented by food chains and food
webs.

4.3.1 Food Chain
In any ecosystem, the transfer of energy from one organism to another
organism takes place in the form of food. Producers are eaten by primary
consumers, primary consumers are eaten by secondary consumers and
secondary consumers are eaten by tertiary consumers. This relationship
between producers and consumers is called food chain.
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In the following simple food chain grass is producer. Hare eats grass and
therefore hare is a primary consumer. Cat eats hare. Hence cat is a secondary
consumer.

Producer

Primary Consumer

Secondary Consumer

Figure 4.17 Simple food chain

Further examples of food chain are as under

Plant

Insect

Rat

Owl

Producer

Primary
Consumer

Secondary
Consumer

Tertiary
Consumer

Figure 4.18 Food chain (Example 1)
Primary Consumer
(Herbivore)

Tertiary Consumer
(Omnivore)

Secondary Consumer
(Carnivore)

Producer

Figure 4.19 Food chain (Example2)
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Do you know?
Forests are termed as lungs of world because they produce oxygen and reduce the
amount of carbon dioxide in air.

4.3.2 Food Web
An organism can be a part of one or more than one food chains. For
example a rat can be eaten either by a snake or cat or owl. In this way the rat
becomes the part of three simple food chains as shown below.
Snake

Plants

Rat

Cat

Owl

Figure 4.20 Simultaneous representations of three food chains

Similarly in an ecosystem, many food chains form a web which is called
food web. Further examples of food web are shown in the following figures.
Snake
Eagle

Salamander

Human
Fish

Frog

Simple organisms
and plants etc.

Dragon fly
Figure 4.21 Food web (Example 1)
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Fox
Lion

Goat

Cat
Eagle
Hare
Owl

Tree

Snake

Rat

Figure 4.22 Food web (Example 2)

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
Decomposers i.e. bacteria and fungi convert dead bodies into simple compounds after
breaking them. These simple compounds, after mixing with soil, are again available for use by
plants. In this way, decomposers perform the job of recycling in food cycle.

KEY POINTS
4

A system based on mutual interactions of living and non-living factors of an
environment is called an ecosystem of that environment.

4

Living and non-living factors are two important components of an ecosystem.

4

Habitat means a place to live. In science, habitat is defined as “A place or region where
an organism lives and reproduces is called its habitat”.
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4

There are two major habitats i.e. land habitat and aquatic habitat.

4

Grasslands, forests, deserts, and tundra are familiar examples of land habitat.

4

There are two types of aquatic habitats i.e. fresh water habitat and salty water habitat.

4

The thick stems of desert plants store large amount of water. Water loss is low
because there are fewer leaves and their shape is pointed. Roots absorb water by
penetrating deep into the soil.

4

The grassy plants have flexible leaves and soft stems. Leaves are thin and reduce the
loss of water. Their roots are spread wide in the soil so that animals may not be able
pull out them completely.

4

The leaves of conifer plants are needle-like. Consequently ice cannot settle on them
and they are protected from the effects of severe cold.

4

In rain forests, the scattered roots of plants in shallow soil hold them. Certain plants
grow on stems and branches of other plants in order to absorb sunlight easily.

4

The bodies of animals found in tundra habitat have such characteristics which enable
them to live in severe cold.

4

The abiotic factors of an environment are causes of daily and yearly changes in
behaviours of organisms living in different habitats.

4

Organisms have close feeding relationships among themselves. These relationships
among organisms are represented by food chains and food webs.

EXERCISE
4.1

Identify the correct answer.
(i) Work as producers in grassland environment:

(a) cattle

(b) insects

(c) plants

(d) bacteria

(ii) The category of cat is:

(a) producer

(b) primary consumer

(c) secondary consumer

(d) tertiary consumer
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(iii) Which of the following is habitat of star fish?

(a) pond water

(b) spring water

(c) river water

(d) sea water

(iv) The process in which frog spends whole winter season in sleeping is

called:
(a) hibernation

(b) respiration

(c) breeding

(d) sleeping

(v) Food for algae is:

4.2

(a) insects

(b) grass

(c) bacteria

(d) spider

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) Living and non-living factors are two important components of any
________.
(ii) Tundra are very cold regions where temperature falls to ________.
(iii) Two examples of salt water habitats are ________ and ________.
(iv) The number of plants in any habitat is affected by ________.
(v) Producers prepare food after absorbing the energy of ________.

4.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with the relevant statements of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Producer

Arctic fox

Primary Consumer

Algae

Secondary consumer

Light and temperature

Organism of tundra

Hare

Abiotic factors

Dog

Biotic factors
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4.4

Identify true and false statements.
(i) The non-living factors of an ecosystem are called biotic components.
(ii) The temperature of tundra falls to -40°C.
(iii) River and sea are examples of salt water habitats.
(iv) Fat is stored in the hump of camel.
(v) The relationship between producer and consumer is called food chain.

4.5

Differentiate the following.
(i) Plants and animals.
(ii) Primary consumers and secondary consumers.
(iii) Cactus and rose.
(iv) Biotic and abiotic factors.
(v) Food chain and food web.

4.6

Write short answers.
(i) What is meant by producer?
(ii) Write names of two groups of decomposers.
(iii) Write the names of two primary consumers.
(iv) Write the names of two secondary consumers.

4.7

What is meant by ecosystem? Explain its important components.

4.8

State different types of habitats and explain the characteristics of any one
type.

4.9

Discuss factors causing changes in habitats.

4.10

Describe adaptations of plants to live in a habitat.

4.11

Describe adaptations of animals to live in a habitat.

4.12

Why food chains always begin from producer?

4.13

Write notes on the following.

(i) Tundra habitat
(ii) Short day flowering plants
(iii) Long day flowering plants
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Chapter

5

Water

Students’ Learning Outcomes

After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Describe the ways in which clean water are vital for
meeting the needs of humans and other living things.

þ

Identify the sources of water.

þ

Recognize the substances present in water that makes
the water impure.

þ

Suggest different ways to clean the impure water.

þ

Describe the various uses of water in our country.

þ

Investigate the consumption of water in our daily life
and suggest ways to reduce wastage of water.
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INTRODUCTION
We all are familiar with water. Besides drinking, water is also used for
taking bath, washing and cultivating crops. Water is a compound of two gases
i.e. hydrogen and oxygen. Water exists on Earth in its three physical states i.e.
solid (ice), liquid (water) and gas (water vapours). More than 70 % Earth's
surface is covered with water. When water is cooled, it converts into ice i.e. solid
form and on heating it converts into vapours or steam i.e. gaseous form.
Freezing point of water is 00C and its boiling point is 1000 C. In this chapter we
will discuss importance of water, sources of water, impurities of water, methods
of its cleaning, its uses and suggestions to reduce its wastage.

5.1 WATER AND LIFE
Water is essential for life and its continuity. Organisms cannot live without
water. Approximately two-third of our body consists of water. The process of
photosynthesis in plants stops, if there is no water and natural method of food
preparation will also stop and as a result, organisms will die. There is a great need
of water in every walk of life in addition to its use in reactions taking place in
organisms.
Activity 5.1
Discuss the following topics under the supervision of your teacher.
1.

What will happen to the inhabitants of a house if there is no water?

2.

Why is water essential for growth of plants and cultivation of crops?

3.

What is relationship between photosynthesis and water?

4.

Why is it necessary to boil drinking water?

5.

What is meant by water pollution?

Do you know?
Amount of water in human body, vegetables and fruits

Human Body

Blood

95%

Lungs

85%

Brain

70%

Bones

20%
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Vegetables

Fruits

Cucumber

96%

Reddish/Tomato

95%

Cabbage

93%

Spinach

92%

Melon

92%

Plum/Peach

86%

Cherry/Grapes

81%

Banana

74%

5.2 SOURCES OF WATER
There are two major types of water found on Earth i.e. fresh water and salt
water. Water is available for drinking, bath, cultivation and other purposes from
the following sources.

5.2.1 Icebergs and Glaciers
Most of fresh water is frozen on mountains in the form of icebergs and
glaciers. This frozen water accumulates year after year in the form of layers of ice.
These layers of ice are called glaciers. A part of this ice melts due to increase in
temperature and water flows and reaches streams, rivers, lakes, springs, ponds
etc.

Glacier

Figure 5.1 Icebergs and Glaciers

Iceberg

5.2.2 Rivers, Lakes, Ponds and Springs
Due to melting of ice in mountainous areas, water flows towards slope
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regions. These channels of running water are called streams or rivers. A part of
this running water accumulates in certain flat regions. These reservoirs of water
are called lakes and ponds. Fresh water comes out of springs in mountainous
regions. The fresh water of these rivers, lakes, ponds and springs is used by
humans and animals for drinking and cultivation. As water is essential for human
life, therefore villages, towns and cities are established near rivers, lakes, ponds
and springs.

Spring

Lake

River

Figure 5.2 Rivers, Lakes and Springs

5.2.3 Underground Water
Rain water or water accumulated around streams is gradually absorbed
and continuously stored in ground. This water is known as ground water. The
upper level of underground water is called water table. Water table keeps on
changing throughout the year. Water table will rise in rainy season or in any
season if there are more rains it will fall during drought. Underground fresh
water is taken out by well, tube well, hand pump, karez and other water pumps
and used for drinking and cultivation.

Well

Tube well

Figure 5.3 Wells, Tube Wells and Hand Pumps
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5.2.4 Marine Water
Ninety-seven per cent of Earth's water is found in seas. The sea water
contains a variety of salts dissolved in it. That is why it is salty and not suitable for
drinking. The important dissolved salts in sea water are sodium chloride (NaCl),
magnesium chloride (MgCl2), magnesium sulphate (MgSO4) and calcium
sulphate (CaSO4). Sodium chloride is the most abundant salt in sea water. In
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, sea water is made suitable for drinking by removing
salts and other impurities from it.

Figure 5.4 Sea water

Activity 5.2
4

Take some clean water in a beaker. Add some salt in it and stir it
thoroughly. Now taste it.
1.

Did the taste of water change? If yes then how?

2.

Is this water suitable for drinking? If not then why?

5.2.5 Rains
Rains are one of the major sources for maintaining the permanent
availability of water in existing underground and over ground water reservoirs
like streams, wells, springs, rivers, lakes and ponds. The continuous conversion of
water into vapours from sea surface and other water reservoirs, clouds
formation from these vapours, fall of water on Earth in the form of rain and its
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continuous accumulation in water reservoirs are different stages of water cycle.
Water
vapours

Condensation Formation of
clouds

Transpiration

Water
vapours

Rain
Evaporation

Figure 5.5 Water cycle

5.3 IMPURITIES OF WATER
Water is the best solvent i.e. a number of substances can easily be
dissolved in water. For this reason the liquid water present on Earth is not in pure
form but contains a number of substances, dust, germs, gaseous and other
surplus matter dissolved in it. These dissolved substances are called impurities of
water. The dissolution of these impurities in water are called water pollution.
Human wastes, industrial wastes, rains, fertilizers and chemical sprays on crops
etc. are important sources of water pollution. Substances dissolved in water are
also called water pollutants. The important impurities of water and water
pollutants are as under.

(i)

Salts
Various kinds of salts e.g. sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium hydrogen
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carbonate [Ca(HCO3)2], magnesium carbonate (MgCO3), calcium sulphate
(CaSO4) and magnesium sulphate (MgSO4) etc. are major impurities and
pollutants of water. The different substances comprising of acids, bases and salts
dissolved in water enhance the growth of algae in water. The increased
population of algae in water makes the access of sunlight difficult for other
aquatic plants. Due to lack of sunlight, these aquatic plants are unable to prepare
food and become dry. Consequently fish and other aquatic organisms are also
severley affected due to non-availability of food.

(ii)

Gaseous Pollutants

The gaseous pollutants like nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and sulphur dioxide
(SO2) dissolve in water vapours present in the atmosphere and become a cause
of acid rain. Acid rain is harmful to buildings and crops.

(iii) Insoluble Impurities
The fast running water from mountains to slope areas causes soil erosion.
In this way sand, gravel and minerals etc. are added to water and remain
insoluble. These material particles reach to rivers, ponds and lakes etc. alongwith
running water and pollute it.

(iv)

Microorganisms

The microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses and other disease causing
germs dissolved in water are water pollutants and cause diseases like cholera,
typhoid, hepatitis, dysentery and diarrhoea.
Activity 5.3

ê Take some water in a beaker and heat it slowly on a low flame until all water evaporates
completely.

ê Observe the bottom of beaker carefully.
ê Do you see any solid particles there?
ê f yes, where do they come from?
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Activity 5.4
4

Take two glass bottles and label them as 'A' and 'B'.

4

Fill three-quarters of the bottles with water.

4

Add pond water to the remaining parts of the bottles.

4

Add a little amount of fertilizer in bottle 'A'.

4

Place both bottles in sunlight.

4

Observe the bottles daily for a week.

4

You will observe that more algae has grown in bottle 'A'.

4

Tell why is it so? What do you conclude from this activity?

5.4 CLEANING OF WATER
The following methods are used to purify the water from various
impurities.

(i)

Filtration

The filtration method to purify water has been in use for quite a long
time. In laboratory, filter paper is used to separate suspended particles and
insoluble materials from water solution.
Glass rod

Beaker

Stand
Funnel
Folded filter paper
Beaker

Filtrate

Figure 5.6 Use of filter paper in laboratory
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(ii)

Boiling

Water to be used for drinking purposes is boiled for 15 to 30 minutes to
purify it from bacteria and germs. Disease causing bacteria, viruses and other
germs are killed during boiling of water. After cooling, the boiled water is used
for drinking.

(iii) Chlorination
Water is also purified from germs by adding liquid bleach in it. Bleach
contains chlorine that kills bacteria present in water.

(iv)

Using Potash Alum

To purify water, potash alum can also be added. With this sand, gravel and
other suspended impurities settle down at the bottom of container which are
separated by decantation.

(v)

Distillation

To purify sea water, the dissolved salts are separated from water by
distillation. In this method, sea water is converted into steam by boiling. Steam is

Thermometer
Cork
Water vapours

Exit for
water

Condenser

Entrance in
condenser
for cold water

Round bottom flask
Wire gauze
Stand
Sea water
Stand

Distilled or clean water
Flask

Burner

Tripod
stand

Figure 5.7 Distillation
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converted into liquid water again by passing it through a condenser. Only water
without salts etc. converts into steam during boiling of sea water. This process is
called distillation.
Activity 5.5
Take clean water in a beaker and add some sand in it. Now fix the filter paper in
the funnel and try to separate sand from water.

5.5 USES OF WATER
(i)

Domestic Use

A large amount of water is used in our homes for drinking, cooking,
bathing, washing hands cleaning of clothes and utensils. Water is used in kitchen
and bath room.

(ii)

Agricultural Use

Plants cannot grow without water. Water is extensively used in cultivation
(to grow crops and vegetables), to grow flowering plants in gardens and cattle
farming.

(iii) Industrial Use
There is crucial need of water for preparation of solution of various
materials in factories and industries starting from raw material to production of
industrial goods. Besides this, water is also used to clean metal surfaces in
factories.

(iv)

As Cooling Agent

A lot of heat is dissipated during various chemical reactions taking place
in nuclear reactors and heavy mechanical industries due to which machines
become hot. Water is used to produce cooling in these machines.

(v)

A Source of Energy

To produce hydroelectricity, the potential energy of water stored in dams
is used to rotate turbines and generators. There are five major and several small
hydroelectric projects in Pakistan.
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(vi)

Use in Sports and Parks

Water is used in sports like swimming, boating and in water fountains in
parks. A large amount of water is used in ponds for fish farming.

5.5.1 Ways to Reduce Wastage of Water
We know that only a limited amount of fresh water is available. We have
to be very careful in using water and should not waste it.
We can reduce the wastage of fresh water by adopting the following
methods.
I.

Take water in a container while washing your hands ablution and
brushing teeth and keep the water tap closed.

ii. While taking bath use shower only when needed. Close shower while

using soap on body.
iii. Wash fruits and vegetables in a container and do not leave the water tap

open.
iv. Use washing machine for a combined wash of all clothes instead of

washing them separately.
v.

Water your garden early in the morning and late in the afternoon.
Evaporation of water takes place at slow rate at these timings.

vi. Check the leakage of water pipes regularly and in case of fault get them

repaired immediately.
Interesting Information
Water coming from natural spring may contain sulphur which purifies water from germs.
People use water of such spring for treatment of skin diseases. Such a spring is located at
Mango Pir, Karachi.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
There is a dire need to work together to develop deep relationships among science,
technology, society and environment friendly organization for minimizing use of water,
preventing water wastage, use of scientific methods to purify water, reducing environmental
pollution especially water pollution.
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KEY POINTS
4 Water is essential for life and its continuity.
4 Besides preparation of food and drinking purposes, water is needed in every walk of
life for taking bath, cleaning, in industries and cultivation etc.
4 The various reservoirs of water are icebergs, glaciers, streams, rivers, lakes, ponds,
underground water, rains and seas etc.
4 The substances dissolved in water are called impurities in water. The dissolution of
different impurities in water is called water pollution. Human wastes, industrial wastes,
rains, fertilizers and chemical sprays on crops etc. are important sources of water
pollution.
4 Various kinds of salts, poisonous gases, dust, microorganisms and oil etc. are
important impurities in water.
4 Filtration, boiling, chlorination, use of potash alum and distillation etc. are various
methods of purification of water.
4 The important uses of water include domestic use, agricultural use, industrial use, for
cooling and as a source of energy etc.
4 Water must be used carefully and wastage of water should be avoided.
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EXERCISE
5.1 Identify the correct answer.
(i)
97 % of water available on Earth is found:
(a) on mountains
(b) in seas
(c) in rivers
(d) underground
(ii)
Which of the following is a reservoir of salt water?
(a) icebergs and glaciers (b) rivers
(c) lakes
(d) seas
Which process is used to eliminate disease causing germs?
(iii)
(a) decantation
(b) filtration
(c) chlorination
(d) slight cooling
(iv)
Which process is used for sea water to make it drinkable?
(a) distillation
(b) freezing
(c) filtration
(d) chlorination
(v)
Water is used in heavy mechanical industries for:
(a) preparing solution
(b) production of cooling
(c) killing bacteria
(d) cattle farming
5.2 Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statements given in
column (b).
(a)
(b)
Tube Well
Reservoir of fresh water
Chlorination
Extraction of underground water
Sea
00C
Spring
Killing of germs present in water
Freezing point of water
Reservoir of salt water
Chlorination
5.3 Fill in the blanks with suitable word.
(i) Approximately _______ of our body consists of water.
(ii) The most abundant salt in sea water is _________.
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(iii) The dissolved substances in water are called ________.
(iv) Toxic gases, dust and microorganisms etc. are major impurities of

________.
(v) Water pipes must be checked regularly for _________.
5.4 Identify true and false statements.
(i) More than 75 % of Earth's surface is covered with water.
(ii) Water table rises if there are more rains whereas water table falls during
drought.
(iii) Acid rain is beneficial for crops and buildings.
(iv) Water should be boiled for 15-30 minutes to purify it from bacteria and
germs.
(v) There are six major and several small hydroelectric projects in Pakistan.
5.5 Differentiate the following.
(i) Fresh water and salt water
(ii) Filtration and distillation
(iii) Gaseous pollutants and microorganisms
(iv) Soluble and insoluble impurities
(v) Domestic and industrial uses of water.
5.6 Write short notes.
(i) Name two water pollutants.
(ii) Name two reservoirs of fresh water.
(iii) Name two methods for purifying water.
(iv) Name two harms of acid rain.
(v) Name two diseases caused by polluted water.
5.7
Describe importance of water for life.
5.8
Explain the reservoirs of water on Earth.
5.9
Describe methods for purifying water.
5.10 Describe uses of water.
5.11 Describe ways to reduce wastage of water.
5.12 Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library,
teacher and internet.
(a) Explain that icebergs are different from glaciers.
(b) State the reason that rain water is soft water.
(c) How water affects human environment?
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Chapter

6

Structure of an Atom

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Describe the structure of an atom.

þ

Differentiate between atomic number and mass
number.

þ

Draw diagrams of the atomic structure of the first
eighteen elements in the periodic table.

þ

Define valency.

þ

Explain formation of ions.

þ

Differentiate between cations and anions.

þ

Describe isotopes and their uses in medicine and
agriculture.

þ

Identify the types and number of elements present in
simple molecules and compounds.

þ

Make chemical formulae from list of anions and
cations.

þ

State the law of constant composition and give
examples.
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INTRODUCTION
You have studied in previous classes a brief introduction to material
particles i.e. atoms and molecules. Atom is an extremely small particle which
cannot exist independently. You can judge that an atom is an extremely small
particle from the fact that several million atoms can occupy the space possessed
by a full stop made on a piece of paper with sharp pencil. Matter composed of
same type of atoms is called an element. Compound is that kind of matter which
is formed by chemical combination of different elements. After studying this
chapter we will be able to know about structure of atom and its fundamental
particles. We will also study other characteristics of atom such as atomic number,
mass number, valency, electronic structure and isotopes. The law of constant
composition will also be explained in this chapter.

6.1 STRUCTURE OF AN ATOM
Atom is a particle consisting of further small particles. Three fundamental
particles of atom are electron, proton and neutron.

Electron
Electron is the lightest particle of an atom. It has negative charge.

Proton
Proton has positive charge on it. It is 1836 times heavier than electron.

Neutron
Neutron is a neutral particle i.e. it has no charge. Its mass is approximately
equal to the mass of proton.
Protons and neutrons are found in the central part of atom that is called
nucleus. Almost whole mass of atom is due to protons and neutrons. As these
two particles are found in the nucleus, therefore whole mass of atom is the mass
of the nucleus. Electrons move around the nucleus in different paths which are
called orbits or shells. The number of electrons in an atom is always equal to the
number of protons in it. The smallest atom is hydrogen atom. It has one proton
and one electron. Electron revolves around the nucleus in first orbit or shell. The
hydrogen atom has no neutron. Helium atom contains two protons, two
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neutrons and two electrons. Protons and neutrons are present in the nucleus
whereas electrons revolve around the nucleus in the first orbit or shell.
Nucleus
Neutron

Proton

Electron
Proton

Orbit or Shell

Orbit or Shell
Electron

Electron

Figure 6.1
Structure of hydrogen atom
Figure 6.2 Structure of helium atom

6.2 ATOMIC NUMBER AND MASS NUMBER
6.2.1 Atomic Number
The number of protons present in the nucleus of one atom of an element
is called its atomic number. The atomic number is denoted by alphabet 'Z'.
Under normal conditions, the number of protons is always equal to number of
electrons in any atom. For example there is one proton in hydrogen atom;
therefore its atomic number is 1. There is also one electron in it. Helium atom has
two protons in it; therefore its atomic number is 2. As number of protons and
electrons is equal in any atom, therefore helium atom will have two electrons.

6.2.2 Mass Number
The sum of number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of any atom is
called its mass number. Mass number is denoted by alphabet 'A'. For example
there is one proton in the nucleus of hydrogen atom and no neutron; therefore
its mass number will be 1. The nucleus of helium atom has two protons and two
neutrons; therefore its mass number is 4. The number of electrons present in
helium atom is also 2.
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The formula for representing the atomic and mass number of an element
is X . Element is denoted by X, Z stands for atomic number and A stands for its
mass number. For example symbol for hydrogen atom, atomic number and mass
number are represented by 11H .
A
Z

Mass Number

Neutron Number
Atomic Number

Figure 6.3 Atomic number, mass number and neutron number of Helium

The following formula is used to find the mass number of an atom.
A=Z+n
In the given formula 'A' stands for mass number, 'Z' stands for atomic
number and 'n' denotes the number of neutrons. The symbols of certain
elements with atomic number and mass number are given in the following
table 6.1.
Name of Element

Symbol

Hydrogen

1
1

Helium

2
2

Lithium
Beryllium

H

Electrons

Protons

Neutrons (n = A – Z)

1

1

0

He

2

2

2

7
3

Li

3

3

4

9
4

Be

4

4

5

B

5

5

6

Boron

11
5

Carbon

12
6

C

6

6

6

Nitrogen

14
7

N

7

7

7

Oxygen

16
8

O

8

8

8
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Fluorine

18
9

9

9

9

Neon

20
10

10

10

10

Sodium or Natrium

23
11

11

11

12

F
Ne
Na

Table 6.1 Symbols for few elements and number of electrons, protons and neutrons
present in them.

6.3 DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRONS IN SHELLS OR
ORBITS
The paths around the nucleus of an atom, in which electrons revolve, are
called shells or orbits. First, second, third and fourth shells are represented by K,
L, M and N respectively. The position of shell is denoted by n. The value of n is 1
for K shell, 2 for L shell, 3 for M shell and 4 for N shell. The formula to find
2
maximum number of electrons in a given shell is 2n . As per this formula, the
maximum number of electrons in various shells around the nucleus of an atom is
given in table 6.2.
Shell

Table 6.2 Number of maximum electrons in different shells

Maximum Number of Electrons=2n2

n

Name of Shell

First

1

K

2n2 = 2 × 12 = 2 × 1 = 2

Second

2

L

2n = 2 × 2 = 2 × 4 = 8

Third

3

M

2n2 = 2 × 32 = 2 × 9 = 18

Fourth

4

N

2n2 = 2 × 42 = 2 × 16 = 32

2

2

6.3.1 Atomic Structure of First 18 Elements of The Periodic Table
The atomic structure of first 18 elements of the periodic table is explained
in table
Do
you6.3.
know?
4 About ten million atoms can easily accommodate at the tip of your finger.
4 Till now 118 elements have been discovered. Out of these 92 elements occur
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naturally whereas 26 elements have been made artificially.
Table 6.3 The Atomic Structure of first 18 Elements of the Periodic Table

Atomic
structure

Number of electrons

e=1

e=2

e=3

e=4

Number of protons

P=1

P=2

P=3

P=4

Number of neutrons

n=0

n=2

n=4

n=5

Mass number

A=1

A=4

A=7

A=9

Atomic number

Z=1

Z=2

Z=3

Z=4

Number of electrons

e=5

e=6

e=7

e=8

Number of protons

P=5

P=6

P=7

P=8

Number of neutrons

n=6

n=6

n=7

n=8

Mass number

A = 11

A = 12

A = 14

A = 16

Atomic
structure
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Atomic
structure

Atomic number

Z=5

Z=6

Z=7

Z=8

Number of electrons

e=9

e = 10

e = 11

e =12

Number of protons

P=9

P = 10

P = 11

P= 12

Number of neutrons

n = 10

n = 10

n = 12

n = 12

Mass number

A = 19

A = 20

A = 23

A = 24

Atomic number

Z=9

Z = 10

Z = 11

Z = 12

Number of electrons

e = 13

e = 14

e = 15

e = 16

Number of protons

P = 13

P = 14

P = 15

P = 16

Number of neutrons

n = 14

n = 14

n = 16

n = 16

Mass number

A = 27

A = 28

A = 31

A = 32

Atomic
structure
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Atomic
structure

Atomic number

Z = 13

Z = 14

Z = 15

Z = 16

Number of electrons

e = 17

e = 18

Number of protons

P = 17

P = 18

Number of neutrons

n = 18

n = 22

Mass number

A = 35.5

A = 40

Atomic number

Z = 17

Z = 18

You might have concluded from above atomic structures that number of
protons is equal to number of electrons for each element whereas the number
of neutrons is either equal to number of protons (or electrons) or greater than
that member.

6.4 VALENCY AND IONS
6.4.1 Valency
Atoms form molecules as a result of chemical combination. Atoms of
one element combine chemically with atoms of another element to form
compounds. The capability of one element to combine chemically with another

Na
Sodium atom

+

Na
Sodium ion

Cl
Chlorine atom

-

Cl
Chloride atom

Figure 6.4 Release of an electron from sodium atom and absorption of an electron by
chlorine atom
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element is called its valency. As chemical combination of atoms is in the form of
loss, gain or sharing of electrons, therefore valency can also be defined as “The
number of electrons that one atom of an element loses, gains or provides for
sharing during chemical combination of elements is called valency of that
element”. For example during formation of sodium chloride, sodium atom
acquires noble gases like electronic configuration by losing one electron while
chlorine atom by gaining one electron. During this process, sodium ion
combines with chloride ion to form sodium chloride.
As Sodium loses one electron during formation of sodium chloride,
therefore its valency is one. Chlorine atom gains one electron, therefore its
valency is also one.
As Hydrogen atom shares one electron with Chlorine atom during
formation of hydrogen chloride, therefore valency of Hydrogen is one.
Figure 6.5 Formation of Hydrogen Chloride molecule

Oxygen atom shares two electrons with two atoms of Hydrogen to form
water molecule, therefore valency of Oxygen is two.
Or

Figure 6.6 Formation of water molecule

Nitrogen atom shares three electrons with three Hydrogen atoms to form
ammonia molecule, therefore valency of Nitrogen is three. Similarly a Carbon
atom shares four electrons with four Hydrogen atoms to form methane
molecule, therefore valency of Carbon is four.
Or

Or

Figure 6.7 Formation of ammonia molecule Figure 6.8 Formation of methane molecule
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6.4.2 ION
When an atom or group of atoms releases or absorbs electrons, then it
acquires positive or negative charge and the charged particle is called an ion.
With release of electron, atom or group of atoms acquires positive charge that
appears on that atom or group of atoms. The particle with positive charge is
called cation. With absorption of electron, there is excess of negative charge
which appears on that atom or group of atoms. The particle with negative
charge is called anion.
Sodium Atom

Sodium Ion (Cation)

Magnesium Atom

Electron

Magnesium Ion (Cation)

Electron

Chlorine Atom

Electron

Chloride Ion (Anion)

Oxygen Atom

Electron

Oxide Ion (Anion)

An ion composed of a single atom is called a simple ion whereas the ion
comprising of more than one atom is called molecular ion. Ammonium ion
(NH4+) and hydroxide ion (OH¯) are examples of molecular ions. Examples of
some common cations and anions are given in table 6.4.
Table 6.4 Some Common Cations and Anions

Cations

Anions

Hydrogen Ion (H+)

Hydride Ion (H¯)

Lithium Ion (Li+)

Fluoride Ion (F¯)

Potassium Ion (K+)

Bromide Ion (Br¯)

Calcium Ion (Ca2+)

Sulphide Ion (S2¯)

Zinc Ion (Zn2+)

Hydrogen Carbonate Ion (HCO3¯)

Iron (II) Ion (Fe2+)

Carbonate Ion (CO32¯)

Iron (III) Ion (Fe3+)

Hydroxide Ion (OH¯)
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Silver Ion (Ag+)

Sulphate Ion (SO42¯)

Aluminium Ion (Al3+)

Nitrate Ion (NO31¯)

Ammonium Ion (NH4+)

Acetate Ion (CH3COO1¯)

Lead Ion (Pb2+)
Activity 6.1

Carbide (C2¯)

Write the number of electrons released or gained by the following particles.
Ion

Number of released electrons

Number of gained electrons

(Ni2+)
2

(C ¯)
(Li2+)
(CH3COO¯)
(Bi3+)

6.5 ISOTOPES AND THEIR USES
The atoms of same element having same (equal) atomic number but
different mass number are termed as isotopes.
1
1
1
Hydrogen has three isotopes
which
are called Protium, Deuterium and
1
2
3
Tritium and their symbols are H, H and H.

e

1P

Protium (1H)

e

1P
1n

2

Deuterium( H)

e

1P
2n

Tritium(3H)

Figure 6.9 Isotopes of Hydrogen

The number of protons is 1 in three isotopes of Hydrogen and therefore
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its atomic number is 1 but their mass numbers are different. Protium contains
only one proton and no neutron. Hence its mass number is 1. Deuterium has one
proton and one neutron, therefore its mass number is 2. Tritium has one proton
and two neutrons;6therefore
its
6
6 mass number is three. Carbon has 3 isotopes and
12
13
14
their symbols are C, C and C.

6.5.1 Uses of Isotopes
The major use of isotopes are in the field of medicine and agriculture. The
uses of some isotopes are as under.
1. Carbon-14 is used to calculate the age of plants and to locate the path of

carbon atoms during photosynthesis.
2. Nitrogen-15 is used to study the effect of nitrogenous fertilizers in plants.
3. Sodium-24 is used to study the circulation of blood.
4. Phosphorous-32 is used in the treatment of bone diseases and blood

cancer.
5. Cromium-51 is used to study red blood cells in patients suffering from

blood deficiency.
6. Iron-59 is used to study the absorption of iron in human body.
7. Cobalt-60 is used for treatment of cancer.
8. Iodine-131 is used for treatment of a disease called goiter.

6.6 CHEMICAL FORMULA
The aggregate of symbols of atoms present in a molecule of any
compound is called chemical formula of that compound. For example the
formula for methane is CH4 and formula for water is H2O. The chemical formula
describes the types of elements and number of atoms of each element present
in a compound. The formula for methane, CH4, indicates that a methane
molecule is composed of one carbon atom and four atoms of hydrogen. The
formula for water 'H2O' indicates that water is a compound consisting of two
elements hydrogen and oxygen. One molecule of it has two atoms of hydrogen
and one atom of oxygen. Chemical formulae and information provided by them
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for certain important compounds are given in table 6.5.
Table 6.5
Name
Formulae
of
andChemical
Information produced
Numberbyofthem
elements
for Certain Important
Number ofCompounds
atoms of
compound
formula
present in the compound
each element

Ammonia

2

NH3

N=1
H=3

Glucose

3

C6H12O6

C=6
H = 12
O=6

Sulphuric acid

3

H2SO4

H=2
S=1
O=4

Sodium
hydrogen
carbonate

4

NaHCO3

Na = 1
H=1
C=1
O=3

Nitric acid

3

HNO3

H=1
N=1
O=3

Sucrose

3

C12H22O11

C = 12
H = 22
O = 11

6.6.1 How to Write the Chemical Formula of Ionic Compounds
Ionic compounds are composed of positive ions (cations) and negative
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ions (anions). The following steps are used in writing their formulae.
Step 1
Write down the symbol for cation on left side and symbol for anion on
right side. For example we will write for magnesium chloride as under.
Mg2+

Cl¯1

Step 2
Exchange the valency numbers of two ions in such a way that the valency
of cation is written on lower right side of anion and the valency number of anion
is written on lower right side of cation. Delete the positive and negative symbols.
Mg2+

Cl¯1

Mg1

Þ

Cl2

Þ

MgCl2

Note :- If the valency number of any ion is 1 or both ions have equal valency
numbers, then these are not written.
Hence formula for magnesium chloride is MgCl2.
Examples:
(i) Formula for Zinc Sulphide:

(ii) Formula for Aluminium Sulphate:

(iii) Formula for Iron (III) Oxide:

Activity 6.2

Write the formulae for the following compounds.
(i) Sodium hydroxide

(ii)

Ammonium bromide

(iii) Aluminium chloride

(iv)

Calcium carbonate

(v) Potassium hydrogen carbonate

(vi)

Calcium hydride

(vii) Magnesium sulphate

(viii)

Hydrogen sulphide
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(ix) Potassium nitrate

(x)

Lead acetate

6.7 LAW OF CONSTANT COMPOSITION
According to this law “The chemical composition of a compound always
remains the same regardless of method of obtaining the compound”.
For example, there are different sources of obtaining water. The chemical
composition of pure water remains same whether it is obtained from river or sea,
formed by a chemical reaction or obtained from rain. By volume, it consists of
two parts of hydrogen and one part of oxygen. There are two hydrogen atoms
and one oxygen atom in its one molecule H2O. The mass ratio of hydrogen and
oxygen in water is 1:8. This is evaluated as under.
Elements present in
Number of atoms in one
Mass number
water
molecule of water

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Hence the mass ratio of hydrogen and oxygen in water is 1:8.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is produced by several methods. One molecule of
carbon dioxide always consists of one carbon atom and two oxygen atoms. Their
mass ratio is 3:8 which is determined as under.
Elements present in
Number of atoms in one
Mass number
CO2
molecule of CO2
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Hence
Activity
6.the
3 mass ratio of carbon and oxygen in CO2 is 3:8.
Evaluate the mass ratio of elements present in one molecule of ammonia.

Interesting Information
4 Water from sea, river, lake, underground water or rain water all have the

same formula H2O but differ in taste.
4 The nucleus is almost 10,000 times smaller than the size of its atom.
4 Water is the only compound that exists in all three states i.e. solid,

liquid and gas.
4 Hydrogen is the only element that is abundant in our solar system.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT

In modern developed era, isotopes are widely used for human health, medicines and
treatment of diseases. Isotopes are also used in technology for long term food preservation.
The use of isotopes in scientific research especially agriculture and treatment of fatal
diseases has proved to be very beneficial for healthy society and environment.

KEY POINTS

4

An atom consists of extremely small particles. Electron, proton and
neutron are its significant fundamental particles.

4

Proton has positive charge. Electron has negative charge but no charge
on neutron.

4

Protons and neutrons are present in the central part of atom which is
called nucleus.

4

Electrons move around the nucleus in different paths which are called
orbits or shells.
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4

The number of protons present in the nucleus of one atom of any
element is called its atomic number. The atomic number is denoted by
'Z'.

4

The sum of number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of an atom
is called its mass number. Mass number is denoted by 'A'.

4

First, second, third and fourth shells around the nucleus of an atom are
represented by K, L, M and N respectively. The position of shell is
denoted by n.

4

The value of n is 1 for K shell, 2 for L shell, 3 for M shell and 4 for N shell.

4

The formula to find maximum number of electrons in a given shell is
2n2.

4

When an atom or group of atoms releases or absorbs electrons, then it
acquires positive or negative charge. The particle with a charge is
called an ion.

4

The number of electrons that one atom of an element loses, gains or
provides for sharing is called valency of that element.

4

The atoms of same element having same (equal) atomic number but
different mass number are termed as isotopes. An element can have
many isotopes.

4

The aggregate of symbols of atoms present in a molecule of a
compound is called chemical formula of that compound.

4

According to this law, the chemical composition of a compound
remains always the same regardless of method of obtaining the
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EXERCISE
compound.
6.1

Identify the correct answer.
(I) The lightest particle of atom is:

(a) nucleus

(b) proton

(c) electron

(d) neutron

(ii) What is maximum number of electrons in third shell (M) around the

nucleus?
(a) 8

(b) 10

(c) 18

(d) 32

(iii) How many neutrons are present in Tritium?

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) 4

(iv) How many oxygen atoms are present in one molecule of sugar?

(a) 6

(b) 11

(c) 12

(d) 22

(v) What is mass ratio of hydrogen and oxygen in water?

(a) 1:2
6.2

(b) 2:8

(c) 1:8

(d) 3:8

Match the terms given in column (a) with the relevant statements of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Neutron

Shell around nucleus

Electron

Ag+

Isotope

Fe3

Cation

A neutral particle

Anion

Mass number is different

Proton
6.3

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) The fundamental particles of atom are ________ , _________ and ________.
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(ii) The sum of number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of an atom of

an element is called its ________.
(iii) The positively charged particle is called ________.
(iv) The chemical formula for glucose is ________.
(v) The aggregate of symbols of atoms present in a molecule of any

compound is called ________ of that compound.
6.4

Identify true and false statements.
(i) The kind of matter which is formed as a result of chemical combination of

different elements is called compound.
(ii) Proton has negative charge. Electron has no charge but there is positive

charge on neutron.
(iii) The capability of one element to combine chemically with another

element is called its valency.
(iv) The formula for water is '2HO'.
(v) The chemical composition of a compound always remains the same

irrespective of method of obtaining it. This is called law of constant
proportion.
6.5

Differentiate the following.
(i) Proton and electron
(ii) Atomic number and mass number
(iii) Cation and anion
(iv) Ion and formula
(v) Protium and Deuterium

6.6

Write short answers.
(i) How many atoms are present in one molecule of water?
(ii) Write symbols for three isotopes of Carbon.
(iii) Which number of shell around the nucleus is represented by M?
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(iv) What is valency of hydrogen?
(v) Describe any two uses of isotopes.

6.7

Write the chemical formulae of the following.
(i) Sodium Hydroxide
(ii) Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate
(iii) Ammonium Chloride
(iv) Potassium Sulphate
(v) Calcium Nitrate
(vi) Calcium Carbide
(vii) Silver Nitrate
(viii)Potassium Carbonate
(ix) Lead Acetate
(x) Sodium Nitrate

6.8

Describe the structure of atom.

6.9

Draw atomic structure diagrams for the following.
Helium, Boron, Chlorine, Lithium

6.10

What is meant by valency? Explain with the help of examples.

6.11

Define isotopes. Give examples of isotopes of different elements.

6.12

Explain the law of constant composition.

6.13

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.

(a) Why an atom is neutral? Give reasons.
(b) Describe the names, charge on them and the location of three particles

forming any atom.
(c) How does an atom acquire charge on it? Explain.
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Chapter

7

Physical and Chemical
Changes and Processes

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Differentiate between physical and chemical changes.

þ

Identify the physical and chemical changes taking place
in environment.

þ

Explain the use of hydrocarbons as fuels.

þ

Explain the physical and chemical properties of
fertilizers which make them useful in agriculture.

þ

Discuss harmful effects of improper use of fertilizers.

þ

Describe the chemical process in which vegetable oil
changes into fat.

þ

Describe the simple process for the manufacture of
plastic.

þ

Distinguish between reversible and non-reversible
changes in materials.

þ

Identify a variety of reversible and non-reversible
changes in materials in their surroundings.
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INTRODUCTION
You observe many changes taking place in substances in your daily life.
If you place a small piece of ice on your palm, you will observe that in a short
while ice will change into water.
When you spread wet clothes in sunlight, water present in wet clothes
evaporates after some time and clothes become dry. A piece of paper changes
into ash and gases after burning. Some changes are fast while some are slow.
Some changes are temporary while some are permanent. In this chapter we
will focus on various types of changes and processes.

7.1 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHANGES
7.1.1 Physical Changes
The changes taking place in substances in which chemical composition or
chemical structure does not change are called physical change. Physical changes
can be reversed by easy and simple methods. Freezing of water or its conversion
into vapours, conversion of water vapours into water, melting of wax, dissolution
of salt and sugar in water, melting and freezing of ghee etc. are examples of
physical changes.
Activity 7.1
Describe simple methods for the following physical changes.
(a) To convert water into steam.
(b) To convert water into ice.
(c) To separate salt from salt solution.

During physical changes only physical properties of materials change but
chemical composition remains same. For example, water maintains its chemical
structure H2O and chemical properties in its all three forms i.e. ice (solid), water
(liquid) and steam (gas).
Heating

Ice (H2O)

Cooling

Heating

Ice (H2O)
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Activity 7.2
4 Take a beaker or glass and fill three-fourth of it with water.
4 Add half-teaspoon sugar in it and stir.
4 Observe intently after stirring for some time whether sugar is visible in water or not.
4 In your opinion what kind of change is this?

7.1.2 Chemical Changes
Chemical changes are those changes in which the chemical composition
or chemical structure of substance is changed and they are transformed into
new substance. Burning of objects, rusting of iron, formation of curd from milk,
spoiling of milk, digestion of food, photosynthesis and respiration are examples
of chemical changes.

Burning of objects

Rusting of iron

Formation of curd from milk

Figure 7.1 Chemical changes

Activity 7.3
4 Take some sugar in a china dish and

China
dish

heat it thoroughly using burner.

Sugar

4 Observe what happens to sugar?
4 In your opinion what kind of change

Stand
Burner

is this?
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Activity 7.4
4 Take a balloon and add some amount of baking soda (Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate) in
it with the help of a funnel.
4 Take a narrow-neck plastic bottle. Fill it half with lemon
juice or vinegar.
4 Wrap the open end of balloon over the mouth of
bottle.
4 Lift the balloon from the lower part such a way that
baking soda may fall into the bottle.
4 Identify the change taking place in bottle.
4 In your opinion what kind of change takes place in bottle?
4 Also describe what happened to balloon and why it occurred?

7.2 APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICAL CHANGES
New substances are formed as a result of chemical changes. Useful
objects are manufactured from raw materials. Food preparation in plants,
formation of useful compounds in all organisms for their growth and energy are
due to various chemical changes. The engine of a vehicle works under the
pressure of gaseous compound formed in it and vehicle moves. Few important
applications of chemical changes are as under.

7.2.1 Hydrocarbons
Compounds which are made of hydrogen and carbon are called
hydrocarbons. Crude oil or petroleum is a mixture of hydrocarbons. Petroleum,
natural gas, petrol, kerosene oil, diesel oil consist of many hydrocarbons and are
used as fuel. Hydrocarbons are formed during different stages of chemical
changes. Chemical changes also take place during their chemical uses and
products of these changes are used to perform different types of work.
Natural Gas
Natural gas is a mixture of many
gaseous hydrocarbons. It consists of mainly
methane gas which is used as fuel in houses,
Figure 7.2 Gas burner
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vehicles and industries.
Petrol
Petrol is also used as fuel in
various kinds of vehicles, scooters
and motor cycles.

Figure 7.3 Filling of petrol in vehicle

Kerosene Oil
This is a special kind of oil
called kerosene oil. Kerosene oil
is used as fuel in jet planes. Apart
from that, kerosene oil is widely
used as fuel in lantern which
provides light in houses.

Figure 7.4 Use of special type of
kerosene oil as fuel in plane

Diesel Oil
Diesel is used as fuel in
buses, vehicles, trucks and tractor
etc.

Figure 7.5 Diesel station for vehicles

7.2.2 Changing of Vegetable Oil into Ghee
Fats are also important component of our
diet in addition to carbohydrates and proteins.
We get them from milk, butter, ghee or oil. The
changing of vegetable oil into ghee is an example of
important chemical change. In this process
hydrogen gas is passed through vegetable oil and
changes it into solid ghee. This process is called
hydrogenation. Heat energy is needed for this
chemical change.
Heat Energy
Vegetable Oil
Hydrogen (Gas)
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Figure 7.6
Vegetable Ghee

Vegetable Ghee
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Interesting Information
4

Butter is formed from fat present in animal milk.
4 Margarine is a mixture of cream-free milk and
hydrogenated vegetable oil and is called
artificial butter.
4 Some people use margarine as a substitute of
natural butter.

7.2.3 Fertilizers
The fertility of soil decreases due to repeated cultivation of crops. For this
reason, farmers frequently use specific materials i.e. animal dung and chemical
fertilizers to increase the fertility of soil. Fertilizers are those chemical
compounds that increase the fertility of soil and cause an increased yield of
crops. Fertilizers are natural as well as artificial. Artificial fertilizers are such
chemical compounds which are manufactured in fertilizer industries. A number
of chemical changes take place during manufacture of fertilizers.
Artificial fertilizers are mainly composed of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P)
and potassium (K) compounds. Urea, ammonium nitrate and ammonium
sulphate etc. are nitrogenous fertilizers. Calcium super phosphate is a fertilizer
which provides phosphorous. Potassium nitrate and potassium sulphate are
fertilizers which provide potassium.
(a)

Physical and Chemical Properties of Fertilizers

Physical Properties
1. The compounds of artificial fertilizers are granular, hard and of the same

size. So, these can easily be spread all over the field.
2. The compounds of fertilizers are soluble in water and therefore mix with

soil quite easily.
Chemical Properties
1. The nitrogenous fertilizers provide nitrogen to plants which is used in

preparation of proteins. Proteins are used in formation and growth of
plant tissues.
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2. Phosphorous-containing fertilizers remove the deficiency of

phosphorous in soil. Phosphorous is used for growth of roots.
3. Potassium-containing fertilizers remove the deficiency of potassium in

soil. Potassium is used for growth of flowers and fruits.
4. Fertilizers play an important role in maintaining pH (acidity or basicity) of

soil to a certain limit.
5. Special kinds of fertilizers are used to remove the over salinity of soil to a

certain limit.
(b)

Effects of Improper Use of Fertilizers

In case of excessive use of fertilizers, some compounds are not utilized by
plants. These compounds reach to canals and rivers by flowing with water and
cause water pollution. These compounds also enhance the growth of algae.
Improper use of fertilizers causes shortage of their supply. As, fuels like coal and
natural gas are needed in large quantities to manufacture fertilizers which as a
result can cause a decline in fuel reservoirs.
Interesting Information
4 Wastes of plants and animals also work as natural fertilizers and are called manure.
4 Manure is the best natural fertilizer. It contains all those components which fulfil the
requirements for food preparation in plants.

7.2.4 Manufacture of Plastics
Plastics are materials composed of such compounds which can easily be
moulded into any shape. These compounds are formed as a result of several
chemical changes. Plastic compounds consist of long molecular chains which
are formed due to joining of smaller molecules. The long molecules of plastic are
called polymers. Small molecules which form polymers are called as monomers.
Majority of plastic making chemicals are obtained from petroleum and coal tar.
Few important monomers and plastics (polymers) manufactured from them are
given in table 7.1.
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Table 7.1
Monomers

Plastics

Polyethylene
n Ethylene
Poly Styrene
n Propylene

Poly Propylene

n Vinyl Chloride

Poly Vinyl Chloride (P.V.C.)

In above relations 'n' represents large number of monomers which
combine to form plastic. Plastic is used to make various objects of daily use.

Toys

Table and Chairs

Cup, Plates, Boxes etc.

Figure 7.7 Objects made of Plastics

Interesting Information
Plastic pipes are made of poly vinyl chloride (PVC) and for this reason they are termed as
PVC pipes.
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7.3 REVERSIBLE AND IRREVERSIBLE CHANGES
Those changes that can easily be reversed to their original conditions are
called reversible changes. Reversible changes are temporary. From products of
these changes the original reactants can be obtained again. Formation of ice
from water, wetting of dry clothes, dissolution of salt in water, mixture of iron
fillings and sulphur, melting of ghee, melting of wax are examples of reversible
changes.
Those changes that cannot easily be reversed to their original conditions
are called irreversible changes. Irreversible changes are permanent. The
products of these changes cannot be used to get the same reactants. Digestion
of food, burning of fuel, rusting of iron, curdling of milk, spoiling of milk, spoiling
of eggs and fruits are the examples of irreversible changes. The following
chemical reactions further explain the irreversible changes.
1.

Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is that chemical process in which plants prepare food with
the help of chlorophyll and sunlight. This process is represented by the following
equation.
Carbon dioxide
2.

Water

Glucose

Oxygen

Respiration

During respiration, oxygen reaches all body cells and reacts chemically
with food. Consequently, energy is produced from food. Carbon dioxide and
water are also produced in addition to energy. This chemical reaction is
represented by the following equation.
Food
3.

Oxygen

Carbon Dioxide

Water

Energy

Production of heat by burning of natural gas

Carbon dioxide and water are produced in addition to heat during
burning of natural gas. This chemical process is represented by the following
equation.
Methane

Oxygen

Carbon Dioxide
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Activity 7.5
Observe the following changes practically. Identify whether these changes are reversible or
irreversible. Give reasons.
Sr. No.

Change

1

Burning of paper

2

Boiling of an egg

3

Mixing of sand into water

4

Conversion of water into steam

5

Burning of match stick

Reversible or Irreversible

Reason

Activity 7.6
Identify reversible and irreversible changes from the following.
i.

Dissolution of sugar in water.

ii.

Production of energy from food.

iii. Thorough heating of sugar.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
The study of physical and chemical changes and the technology for production of
resulting useful items at large scale has promoted new industries. Useful items are manufactured
at large scale from raw materials by employing industrial technology. In this manner the basic
needs of growing population are fulfilled. In addition to food items, different kinds of chemical
reactions are also taking place in industries related to medicine, cloth, leather, cosmetics and
detergents etc. The resulting items are used to meet the needs of life. Better living standard and
social progress are also due to science and technology. In the present developed era of science
and technology, human activities are also causing environmental changes. The harmful changes
in environment produce environmental pollution. Environmental pollution has become a serious
problem. To overcome this problem, there is a need for dedicated efforts at individual,
combined, government and non-government level.
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KEY POINTS
4

Those changes in which chemical composition or chemical structure of substances
does not change are called physical change.

4

Chemical changes are those changes in which the chemical composition or chemical
structure of substances is changed and they are transformed into new substances.

4

New and pure substances are prepared from raw materials as a result of chemical
changes. The products of certain chemical changes are harmful.

4

Hydrocarbons such as natural gas, petrol, kerosene oil and diesel oil are natural
sources of energy. When hydrocarbons are burned as fuel, several chemical changes
take place in them. As a result, heat energy and gaseous compounds such as carbon
dioxide (CO2) carbon monoxide (CO) are produced.

4

The formation of ghee from vegetable oil is an example of important chemical change.

4

To manufacture vegetable ghee, hydrogen gas is passed through vegetable oil and it
changes into solid ghee. This process is called hydrogenation.

4

Fertilizers are those chemical compounds that increase the fertility of soil and cause an
increased yield of crops.

4

Artificial fertilizers are manufactured in fertilizer industries as a result of many
chemical changes.

4

The nitrogenous fertilizers provide nitrogen to plants which is used in preparation of
proteins. Proteins are used in formation and growth of plant tissues.

4

Phosphorous-containing fertilizers remove the deficiency of phosphorous in soil.
Phosphorous is used for growth of roots.

4

Potassium-containing fertilizers remove the deficiency of potassium in soil. Potassium
is used for growth of flowers and fruits.

4

Plastics are materials composed of such compounds which can easily be moulded into
any shape. These compounds are formed as a result of several chemical changes.

4

Plastic compounds are composed of very big and very long molecular chains which
are formed due to joining of small molecules.

4

Plastic molecules are called polymers and the molecules which form polymers are
called monomers.
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EXERCISE
7.1

Identify the correct answer.
(i) Which of the following is a physical change?

(a) Formation of ghee from oil

(b) Decay of fruits

(c) Formation of clouds

(d) Production of energy from fuel

(ii) Which of the following is a chemical change?

(a) Boiling of water

(b) Production of energy from food

(c) Dissolution of salt in water

(d) Freezing of water

(iii) What is name of chemical process in which vegetable oil changes

into vegetable ghee?
(a) Condensation

(b) Photosynthesis

(c) Chlorination

(d) Hydrogenation

(iv) What is name of small molecules which form plastic-like polymers?

(a) Monomers

(b) Isomers

© Isotopes

(d) Polymers

(v) What purpose potassium-containing fertilizers serve in plants?

7.2

(a) Growth of roots

(b) Growth of stem

(c) Formation of tissues

(d) Growth of flowers and fruits

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(I) Changes that can be reversed by easy and simple methods are called

_______.
(ii) Compounds which are made of hydrogen and carbon are called

________.
(iii) Fertilizers play an important role in maintaining the ________ of the soil to

a certain limit.
(iv) The long molecules of plastic are called ________.

(v) Carbon dioxide and water are produced in addition to ________ during
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burning of ________.
7.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statements of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Monomers

Rusting of iron

Chemical change

Petrol

Calcium super phosphate

Plastic

Hydrocarbon

To make ice in ice factory

Polymer

Growth of roots

Physical change
7.4

Identify true and false statements.
(i) Chemical changes can be reversed by easy and simple methods.
(ii) The chemical compounds which increase the fertility of soil are called

fertilizers.
(iii) The process in which vegetable oil changes into solid ghee after passage

of hydrogen gas through it, is called hydrogenation.
(iv) Fertilizer-making chemicals are mainly obtained from petroleum and

coal tar.
(v) Digestion of food, spoiling of milk and burning of paper are examples of

reversible changes.
7.5

Differentiate the following.
(i) Physical and chemical change
(ii) Vegetable oil and vegetable ghee
(iii) Polymers and monomers
(iv) Natural and artificial fertilizer
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(v) Reversible and irreversible changes.

7.6

Write short answers.
(i) What is meant by fertilizer?
(ii) What is meant by hydrogenation?
(iii) Name a fertilizer which is useful for formation of proteins in plants.
(iv) Which elements form compounds of hydrocarbons?
(v) What is meant by irreversible changes?

7.7 Where do the following chemical changes take place?
(i) Production of energy from food
(ii) Burning of kerosene oil
(iii) Photosynthesis
(iv) Manufacture of fertilizers
(v) Burning of natural gas

7.8

What is meant by chemical change in hydrocarbons?

7.9

Write physical and chemical properties of fertilizers.

7.10

Describe the manufacture and uses of plastics.

7.11

Write notes on the following.

(i) Improper use of fertilizers
(ii) Chemical changes and their applications

7.12

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library,
teacher and internet.

(a) When we chew food, what kind of change is brought in it? Explain.
(b) Cutting of wood is a physical change but why burning of wood is a

chemical change? Give reason.
(c) Sugar changes into a solid black substance on heating. Is this a

reversible or irreversible change? Write in detail.
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Chapter

8

TRANSMISSION OF HEAT

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Explain the flow of heat from hot body to cold body.

þ

Explain conduction, convection and radiation
through experimentation.

þ

Recognize the three modes of transfer of heat from
environment.

þ

Suggest how birds can glide in the air for hours.

þ

Identify examples of appliances that make use of
different modes of transfer of heat.

þ

List heat-conducting materials in their surroundings.

þ

Describe the working and principle of vacuum flask.

þ

Explain how a vacuum flask reduces the transfer of
heat.
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INTRODUCTION
You have studied in class VI about energy and its different forms. Heat is a
form of energy. The temperature of material objects is due to motion of their
particles (atoms or molecules). The faster is the motion of particles of an object,
the higher will be its temperature. You have also studied that heat flows from a
high temperature object to low temperature object. In this chapter we will study
different modes of transfer of heat. Examples of appliances, using these modes
of heat transfer, will be presented. A list of objects that transfer heat by
conduction will be compiled and a detailed study of thermos flask will be carried
out.

8.1 TRANSMISSION OF HEAT
If you notice what do we do during cooking, or by using a refrigerator or
an oven. In all these methods, heat is being transferred from one place to
another place or from one object to another. During cooking, the heat
generated by burning is transferred to food items. In a refrigerator, the heat of
items placed inside it, is transferred to external surroundings. Similarly the heat
of oven is transferred to food items which are placed inside it. The transfer of
heat from one object to another or from one part to another part on any object
is called transmission of heat. There are three modes of transmission of heat,
conduction, convection and radiation.

8.2 CONDUCTION

Iron rod

Hold one end of a thin iron rod and
place the other end in a burner or flame of a
candle. After some time you will feel that the
end in your hand has also become hot. This
mode of transfer of heat from one end to
another end of iron rod is called conduction.
In this process, the particles of iron rod
absorb heat from flame and their motion
which is in the form of vibration becomes
fast. When they strike the neighbouring
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Figure 8.1 Conduction of heat
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particles, the vibrations of neighbouring
p a r t i c l e s
a l s o
become fast and they in turn strike next neighbouring particles. This sequence
continues and heat keeps on transferring in the forward direction. Conduction is
defined as
“Transfer of heat from one part to another part of a solid object by
Activity 8.1
vibrations of material particles is called conduction”.
Metallic rod

4

Take a metallic rod.
Mount a cork on one
end and use it as handle.

4

Fix small chunks of wax
at different distance on
other end of rod as
shown in the figure.
Place this end of rod in
burner or flame of a
candle.
Observe which chunk of
wax melts first and why?

4

4

Wax
Burner

8.2.1 Good and Bad Conductors of Heat
Those objects that have fast flow of heat through them are called good
Kitchen utensils
made of metals

Figure 8.2 Good Condctors of Heat
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conductors of heat. For example metals are good conductors of heat. The cause
of fast flow of heat through metals is because of the vibrations of atoms. Metals
like gold, iron, copper, silver, mercury and aluminium etc. type metals are
examples of good conductors.
The objects through which heat does not pass easily are called bad
conductors or insulators of heat. Non-metals like wood, rubber, plastic, glass are
examples of bad conductors or insulators of heat. All liquids and gases except
mercury (which is a metal in liquid form) are bad conductors of heat.
Wool

Cork
Wood

Rubber

Plastic

Prcelain

Figure 8.3 Bad Condctors of Heat
Plastic
spoon

Activity 8.2

Metal spoon

4

Pour boiling water in a big cup and immerse
two spoons in it, one of metal and other of
plastic.

4

After some time touch both spoons one by one.

Interesting
Information
4 Which spoon
is hotter?
4

Why is it so? Explain.
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4 Metallic utensils are used for cooking because these are good conductors of heat.
4 Handles of cooking utensils are made from wood or plastic because these are poor
conductors of heat.

8.2.2 Applications of Conduction in Everyday Life
Conduction has a very important role in our daily life. Few important uses
of conductors and insulators are as under.
(i) Metals are good conductors of heat. That is why cooking utensils, electric

kettle, frying pan, iron, soldering iron etc. are made of metals. Their
handles are made of insulators i.e. wood or plastic etc. in order to avoid
burning of hands during use.

Frying pan

Iron

Iron soldering

Figure 8.4

(ii) During winter we use woollen clothes and

blankets which protect us from cold. The cause
of this is trapped air in these clothes. Air is a
poor conductor of heat and prevents the Figure 8.5 Woollen sweater
outward transfer of body heat.
(iii) The feathers of birds protect them from cold

and keep their bodies warm. Air occupies
space of pores in feathers which is a poor
conductor of heat.
(iv) Styrofoam is filled between the double walls of

Figure 8.6 Bird

the refrigerator which is a poor conductor of
heat and prevents the transfer of heat across
the walls of refrigerator.
(v) There is air or vacuum between the double walls of thermos flask which
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serves as an insulator.
(vi) Now-a-days double-pane glass windows are used in buildings. In such

windows the air between the two layers of glass serves as an insulator.
(vii) Water coolers and hot pots made of plastic consist of double walls having

air and styrofoam between them which serve as an insulator.

8.3 CONVECTION
Convection is that mode of heat transfer in which the particles of liquids
or gases actually move from one place to
another place.
When water in a container is heated
on a burner, water molecules near the
bottom of the container absorb heat first.
Their motion becomes fast and they move
upwards. The molecules from the
surrounding move towards the bottom to
Figure 8.7 Convection current
occupy the available space. These molecules alsoproduced
move upwards
in water after
on itsabsorbing
heating
heat. This process continues and heat is transferred from one place to another
Activity
8.3 of molecules. The movement of molecules from downward to
due
to movement
upward and from upward to downward is called convection current. Convection
occurs only in liquids and gases .

4

Take a cardboard box. Cut one face of it
and replace it with a sheet of transparent
plastic in order to see inside.

4

Make two holes in the top sheet of the box
and insert two pipe-like cylinders made of
thick paper as shown in the figure. Write
'A' on one cylinder and 'B' on other.

4

Place a burning candle inside the box
under cylinder 'A'.

4

Bring a smoke-producing rope near the external opening of cylinder 'A' and observe
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the direction of smoke. You will observe that smoke does not enter in the box but is
directed outward.
4

Now bring smoke-producing rope near the external opening of the cylinder 'B' and
observe the direction of smoke. You will observe that smoke enters the box through
cylinder 'B' and leaves through cylinder 'A'.

4

The flow of smoke (convection) inside the box from cylinder 'B' to 'A' can be seen
through transparent plastic sheet.

4

What do you conclude from this activity?

From this activity you will be able to deduce that air above the flame of
candle becomes hot and is released outward through cylinder 'A'. The
surrounding cool air moves towards that direction to occupy the empty space
and in turn also expelled out on heating. Due to fall in air pressure inside the box,
the air and smoke from rope enter inside the box through cylinder 'B' and
expelled through cylinder 'A'. You can observe the process of convection taking
place inside the box through the transparent plastic sheet.

8.3.1 Winds and Ocean Currents
Winds and ocean currents are examples of convection. When the surface
of land becomes hot by energy of Sun, the surrounding air also becomes hot.
The motion of air molecules becomes fast and it becomes relatively lighter. The
hot andHot
lighter air moves in the upward direction and cool air of surrounding
air
Cool air
moves to fill its space. Thus convection current of air cause blowing of winds.
Day time

Cool air

Hot air

Night time
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Figure 8.8 Wind currents

Figure 8.9 Ocean currents

Ocean currents are also formed due to convection currents. Water of the
hot regions of an ocean expands after getting hot
and becomes lighter. The cold and heavy water of
cold regions exert pressure on this lighter water
and flows in that direction. Consequently waves
are produced on the surface of ocean.

8.3.2 Convection and Gliding Flights of
Birds

Figure 8.10
Birds like eagle, hawk, vulture and crane Birds in air during flight
enjoy the layers of air formed due to convection
currents in air and continue their flight for hours. Using air currents, birds do not
get tired during flight and a lot of their energy is saved. This is because birds do
not need to move their wings while flying on layers of air. Air currents keep them
in flight for hours.

8.3.3 Everyday Applications of Convection Currents
The following are some important examples of application of convection
currents in our surroundings.
1. In our homes the convection currents of air

set up due to ventilators and windows,
supply fresh air and coldness. Persons
present in the room release hot air
through exhalation. Air in the room
expands due to heat produced by the
presence of persons. It rises and expels
outside through ventilators. The cool and
fresh air enters the room through windows
and doors to occupy the space and causes
coldness.

Figure 8. 11 Windows
and ventilators of room

2. In water geyser, water is heated in the boiler
Figure 8.12 Water geyser
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using gas or electric heater. Hot water
expands due to its lightness and moves
upwards. In order to occupy the space of
hot water, the cold water from the storage
tank flows towards the lower section of
water
heater
. The
usage
of hot
Figure 8.13 Air conditioner
water
continues
and cold water keeps on moving to occupy the space. In this way,
convection currents in water make the continuous supply of hot water.
3. Convection currents are also used in air conditioners which produce

coldness in rooms. In a room, air conditioner is installed close to roof. The
cool, dr y and heavy air
Sun
released from it , moves
downward and hot and lighter
air of room moves in the
Radiation
upward direction which is
attracted by the air
Atmosphere
conditioner. In this way,
coldness is produced in the
Earth
room due to repeated pushing
Figure 8.14 Energy of Sun on Earth by radiation
of cool air and pulling of hot
air.
Do
know?
8.4youRADIATION
The transfer of heat from a hot body to cold body without material object
or medium is called radiation.
The energy of Sun reaches us by radiation. As air is a bad conductor of
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heat therefore energy of Sun cannot reach us by conduction. Vacuum exists
between Sun and Earth. Hot air expands upwards rather than downwards. Hence
energy of Sun cannot reach us by convection. Radiation is the only mode by
which energy of Sun reaches Earth because it does not require any medium to
reach Earth. It can reach us even after passing through vacuum.

4

Marble has been used in buildings since ancient times because it is not only beautiful
and attractive but also a non-conductor.

4

Air and styrofoam is filled between the double walls of water cooler. Both of these are
poor conductors which minimize the transfer of heat. That is why water remains cool.

4

Heater is installed at the bottom of oven whereas conduction current transfers heat to
all parts of oven.

8.4.1 Good and Bad Radiators and Absorbers of Heat
Good absorbers of heat are also good radiators and bad absorbers of
heat are also bad radiators. The radiation or absorption of heat depends on
temperature, colour and smoothness or roughness of the surface of the object.
Black surfaces are good absorbers and radiators of heat as compared to shiny
surfaces. Similarly rough surfaces are good absorbers and radiators of heat as
compared to smooth surfaces.

8.4.2 Applications of Radiations in Daily Life
The use of radiation is very common in our daily life.
(i)

When we sit in front of fire or heater, heat reaches us by radiation.

(ii)

People usually wear white or light-coloured clothes during summer
because white and light colour absorbs less heat than dark colour.

(iii)

Some people wear black-coloured clothes in winter. As black colour is
also good absorber of heat, therefore black-coloured
clothes keep
Figure 8.15 Greenhouse
Effectthe
body warm in cold.

(iv)

In cold regions, greenhouses are
made from glass or plastic sheets for
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better growth of plants. Sunlight,
after passing through the walls of
greenhouse, provides warmth to
plants and soil. Radiation emitted
from Earth increases the
temperature of inner environment of
greenhouse so that plants grow well.
(v)

Iron gauze (cooling fins) having rough surface is fixed at the back of
refrigerator and it is polished with black colour in order to have quick
dissipation of heat to the surroundings.

(vi)

The surfaces of teapots and cooking utensils are made shining. Because
shining surfaces are bad radiators of heat therefore tea and food
contained in shining-surface teapots and utensils remains hot for a

Stopper
Vacuum

Glass Shell

Silver Coating
Shell or Cover

Figure 8.16 Vacuum flask
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longer duration.
(vii) Beverages can be kept cold for longer durations in containers having

shining surface as compared to black surface containers.

8.5 VACUUM FLASK
Thermos bottle or vacuum flask consists of a double-walled bottle whose
wall surfaces are polished with silver colour. Vacuum is created by removing air
between
its double
walls. This bottleSOCIETY
is used to keep
hot
liquid hot and cold
SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY,
AND
ENVIRONMENT
liquids cold.
Liquid inside thermos flask remains hot or cold for long durations
because transfer of heat from inside to outside or from outside to inside the
flask is minimized to a great extent. By creating vacuum in its double walls the
transfer of heat by conduction and convection is made impossible. The plastic
lid is also a poor conductor of heat. Due to silver colour polish on its walls, they
become poor absorber and poor
radiator
of heat. In this way the transfer of heat
KEY
POINTS
by radiation also reduces to a great extent. Vacuum flask with thin glass walls is
protected by enclosing it in a metallic or plastic cover.

In hot regions, houses are often painted with light colours because light colours absorb
very little amount of heat whereas they reflect most of Sun radiations. In Balochistan, both
cold and hot types of regions are present. Which colour will you use to paint your house as
per type of your region?

4

The transfer of heat from one object to another object or from one part to another
part on any object is called transmission of heat.

4

There are three modes of transmission of heat, conduction, convection and radiation.

4

Transfer of heat from one part to another of a solid object by vibrations of material
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particles is called conduction.
4

Convection is that mode of heat transfer in which the particles of liquids or gases
actually move from one place to another place.

4

The transfer of heat from a hot body to cold body without heating is called radiation.
In this mode, medium is not required for transfer of heat.

4

Those objects that have fast flow of heat through them are called good conductors of
heat. Metals are good conductors of heat.

4

Those objects through which heat cannot pass easily are called bad conductors or
insulators. Non-metals, wood, rubber, plastic, glass etc. are examples of bad
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conductors or insulators of heat.
4

EXERCISE

Convection occurs only in liquids and gases. Winds and ocean currents are examples
of convection.

4

The energy of Sun reaches us by radiation.

4

Good absorbers of heat are also good radiators and bad absorbers of heat are also
bad radiators.

4

Liquid inside thermos flask remains hot or cold for long durations because transfer of
heat by three modes from inside to outside or from outside to inside the flask is
minimized to a great extent.

8.1

Identify the correct answer.
(i) How many important modes are for transmission of heat?

(a) two

(b) three

(c) four

(d) five

(ii) In which of the following objects the material particles do not move from

one place to another during transmission of heat?
(a) water

(b) air

(c) mercury

(d) iron

(iii) Convection can take place in

(a) gold

(b) water only

(c) air only

(d) water and air both

(iv) What is the mode of transfer of heat for energy of Sun reaching us?

(a) conduction

(b) convection

(c) a and b both

(d) radiation

(v) For heat, objects with black colour are

(a) poor radiators
(b) poor absorbers
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(c) poor radiator and good absorber
(d) good radiator and good absorber
8.2

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) Three modes of transmission of heat are ________ ,________ and ________.
(ii) Woollen clothes, blankets, refrigerator and double walls of water cooler

etc. are examples of ________.
(iii) Convection occurs only in ________ and ________.
(iv) The ________ of heat depends on temperature, colour and smoothness or

roughness of the surface of the object.
(v) The energy of Sun reaches us by ________.

8.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statements of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Ventilators and windows

Convection currents of water

Ocean waves

Convection currents of winds

Objects with black and rough surface

Poor absorber

Smooth and shining surfaces

Insulators

Vacuum

Good radiators

Gold, iron and copper
8.4

Identify true and false statements.
(i) The fast is the motion of particles of an object; the higher will be its

temperature.
(ii) Mercury is the only liquid metal.
(iii) Winds and ocean waves are included in examples of conduction.
(iv) Fresh and cool air comes from outside through ventilators.
(v) Vacuum is kept between double walls of vacuum flask.
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8.5

Differentiate the following.
(i) Good conductors and poor conductors.
(ii) Good radiators and poor radiators.
(iii) Convection currents of wind and convection currents of oceans.
(iv) Conduction and convection.

8.6

Write short answers.
(i) How many modes are for transfer of heat? Write their names.
(ii) Define conduction.
(iii) Define convection.
(iv) Define radiation.
(v) Some people wear black-coloured clothes in winter takes place. Tell why?

8.7

How does the transfer of heat through conduction.

8.8

Explain the transfer of heat through radiation.

8.9

Explain the transfer of heat through convection.

8.10

Why conducting objects are used in daily life?

8.11

Describe the characteristics of non-conductors.

8.12

Describe briefly the application of radiation in daily life.

8.13

Describe briefly the application of conduction in daily life.

8.14

Write a note on thermos flask.

8.15

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.
(a)

What is the reason that floor appears cold to bare foot but carpet
appears warm? Why?

(b)

Mostly fast food like burger, sandwich etc. are packed in Styrofoam
boxes instead of cardboard boxes. State its reason.

(c)

Which is the only mode of transmission of heat through which the
energy of Sun reaches us? Explain your answer.
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Chapter

9

Dispersion of Light

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Explain refraction of light and its causes.

þ

Discuss the effects of refraction with examples.

þ

List the colours of light using a prism.

þ

Describe the dispersion of light by a prism.

þ

Identify different uses of lights of different colours at
home, school and country and explain the relationship
of choice of colours to their purpose.

þ

Define spectrum of light.

þ

Identify the primary colours and show how they are
combined to form secondary colours.

þ

Identify a device in their surroundings that uses
different combinations of colours.

þ

Demonstrate how spinning of rainbow disc results in
appearance of white disc.

þ

Explain why an opaque or non-luminous object appears
to be of certain colour.
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INTRODUCTION
You have studied in class VI about absorption and reflection of light. In
this chapter we will study some more properties of light such as dispersion
and refraction. Light of different colours, spectrum of light, formation of
secondary colours from primary colours, devices using different colours of
light and appearance of non-luminous objects in different colour will also be
discussed.

9.1 REFRACTION OF LIGHT
You might have observed that a coin in tub of water appears to be
bulging i.e. the depth of water tub appears less. Pencil placed in a glass of water
appears to be broken as shown in figure 9.1. Similarly during or after the rain, a
rainbow is formed in the sky due to sunlight. All
these phenomena are due to a property of light
called refraction of light. Light does not need
any material medium for its propagation. For
this reason sunlight is able to reach us after
traveling through vacuum. Light travels very
fast in vacuum. However light also passes
through different material mediums such as air,
water and glass. The velocity of light is different
in different material mediums. Air is a rare
medium. Water and glass are dense mediums
as compared to air. Water is also a rare medium Figure 9.1 Pencil immersed in water
as compared to glass.
When light enters from one medium to another making certain angle
with the normal, then it changes its speed, direction and bends. The bending of
light is called refraction. Remember that if light enters any material medium
perpendicularly, then there is no change in its direction. The ray of light which
strikes the surface of other medium for its entry is called incident ray. The angle
made by incident ray with normal is called angle of incidence and it is denoted
by 'Qi'. The ray which propagates after entering the second medium is called
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refracted ray. The angle made by the refracted ray with normal is called angle of
refraction. It is denoted by 'Qr'.

9.1.1 Refraction of Light in Different Mediums
When a ray of light making certain angle
with the normal, enters from a rare medium i.e.
air to a dense medium i.e. water, it bends
towards the normal. In this case the angle of
incidence is greater than angle of refraction
(Figure 9.2).
When a ray of light making certain angle
with the normal, enters from a dense medium
i.e. glass to rare medium i.e. air, it bends away
from the normal. In this case the angle of
refraction is greater than the angle of incidence.
Incident ray

Incident
ray

Normal

Air

Water

Refracted
ray
Figure 9.2 Refraction of light

Normal

Glass
Air

Refracted ray
Figure 9.3 Refraction of light from dense to rare medium

9.2 LAWS OF REFRACTION
The laws of refraction are as under.
1. Incident ray, refracted ray and normal at the point of incidence all lie in

the same plane.
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2. The ratio of speed of light in vacuum to its speed in another medium is

always
constant.
Activity
9.1
4

Take a drawing board and fix a white sheet of paper on it with the help of drawing pins.

4

Place a glass slab in the middle of paper fixed on drawing board and mark the
boundary ABCD.

4

On one side of the glass slab fix two pins
P1 and P2 on white paper in such a way
that the straight line joining them
makes a certain angle with edge AB of
the slab.

4

Try to see the image of the pins from the
opposite edge CD of the slab. When the
images of P1 and P2 become visible, fix
two other pins P3 and P4 in line with P1
and P2 in such a way that four pins P1, P2,
P3 and P4 appear along same straight
line.

4

Remove the glass slab and mark the
points P1, P2, P3 and P4 while removing
pins. Extend the line joining P1 and P2

Air

with pencil such that it meets the
boundary line AB of slab at O.
4

Similarly join the points P3 and P4 with the help of pencil such that it meets the
boundary DC at R. Draw a normal NOM at point O. Draw another normal XRY at point
R.

4

Name the line joining P1and P2 as incident ray and the line joining O and R as refracted
ray. You will be able to see that incident ray, refracted ray and normal at point of
incidence all lie in the same plane.

9.2.1 Refractive Index

Speed of light in vacuum
Refractive
(n) of
= light in vacuum and speed of light in any medium
The ratio index
of speed
Speed of light in medium
is called refractive index. It is denoted by 'n'.
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Medium

Refractive Index

The refractive indexesVacuum
of various mediums are given
in table 9.1.
1.000
Table
mediums
Air9.1 Refractive Indexes of Various
1.003
Water

1.33

Ice

1.30

Crown glass

1.50

Diamond

2.42

9.3 REAL AND APPARENT DEPTH
In transparent water the apparent depth of a swimming pool appears less
than its actual depth because of the refraction of light i.e. when light ray coming
from water (dense medium) enters into light (rare medium), it bends away from
the normal. This is the reason that depth of bottom of a pond or objects lying at
the bottom appears less i.e. the apparent depth appears less than actual depth
Real depth of liquid
(figure 9.4).
For example,
in a(n)
pond
Refractive
indexaoffish
liquid
= or river appears closer than its actual
Apparent
liquida glass slab
position (figure 9.5). Similarly words written on
a paper depth
placedofunder
appear bulging. The ratio of real depth and apparent depth of a liquid is called its
refractive index.
Apparent
position

Air
Real
depth

Apparent
depth
Water

Figure 9.4 Real depth and apparent depth
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9.4 CRITICAL ANGLE
We know that a ray of light which
enters from dense medium (water or
Air
glass) to a rare medium (air) bends away
Refracted ray
from the normal i.e. the angle of refraction
Critical angle
is greater than angle of incidence. If the
angle of incidence is increased gradually
then refracted angle also increases and a
Glass
stage is reached when angle of refraction
Figure 9.6 Critical angle for glass
becomes 900. During entrance from dense
medium to rare, the angle of incidence for
which angle of refraction becomes 900 is called critical angle of dense medium. It
is denoted by 'QC'. Different materials have different critical angles. The critical
0
0
angle for water is 49 and 42 for glass.

9.5 TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION
If the angle of incidence in dense medium is made greater than critical
angle the light ray will be reflected back in the same medium instead of entering
into second (rare) medium. This phenomenon is called total internal reflection.
Normal

Air

Normal

Air

Normal

Air

Water

Water

Water

Figure 9.7 Refraction of light and total internal reflection
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Two conditions for total internal reflection are as under.
1. The direction of light ray should be from denser medium (water or glass)

to rare medium (air).
2. The angle of incidence for all rays must be greater than critical angle of

dense medium.

9.5.1 Applications of Total Internal Reflection
A number of instruments are based on application of total internal
reflection. Following are few examples of it.
(i)

Prism and Prism Telescope

A prism is a block of glass which has three
rectangular surfaces and two triangular surfaces.
In right angled prism one angle is 900 and two
angles are 450 (figure 9.8). The critical angle for
glass is 420. When light enters in a right angled
triangular glass prism, it makes an angle greater
than critical angle. Thus total internal reflection
Normal inside the prism
takes place and light is reflected
(figure 9.9). Reflecting prisms are used in telescope
Ray of light
(binoculars) to see the distant
objects.
Air

Figure 9.9 Right-angled Triangle

Figure 9.8 Prism

Figure 9.10 Use of reflecting prisms
in telescope (binoculars)
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(ii)

Periscope

Object

First prism

Objects on the other side of an obstacle can be seen with the help of
periscope. Two right-angled prisms are used in it.
The first prism directs
light coming from the object
towards the second prism and
second prism directs it towards
the eye. The major use of
periscope is in submarines and
tanks.

Eye
Second prism

Figure 9.11 Periscope

9.5.2 Examples of Total Internal Reflection in Daily Life
(I)

Mirage
Sky view

Ray of light from sky
Cool air

Image

Figure 9.12 Mirage
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When we travel on road in scorching sun then it appears as if there is water
far away on the road. When we get closer, there is no water. This is an optical
illusion which is called mirage. Total internal reflection is also a cause of the
mirage. Due to intense sunshine, roads and deserts become hot and air close to
their surface also becomes hot. The air above the hot air layer is relatively cool.
Hot air is lighter and serves as rare medium whereas cool air serves as dense
medium. Total internal reflection takes place during the entrance of light from
cool air (dense medium) to hot air (rare medium) which becomes the cause of
mirage.
(ii)

Fish Eye View

A fish can also see objects present on the surface of water in addition to
the objects present inside the water. The wideness in fish eye view is due to total
internal reflection. The light coming out of water makes an angle with the normal
of the surface which is greater than critical angle of water then it is reflected back
to water and presents the view of the water
surface. The critical angle for water is
Air
0
49 and a fish can see on both sides (figure 9.13). In this way a fish can see
Water surface
covering double range of critical angle i.e. 980. In this manner fishes while
remaining in water can see the objects and their food present on the surface of
water.
Water
Bottom of pond

Figure 9.13 Fish eye view

Interesting Information
Total internal
reflection in
diamond
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The cutting of diamond is made in such a
manner that light ray entering in it undergoes
total internal reflection again and again and

White light

Glass prism

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Indigo
Violet

Figure 9.14 Dispersion of light

becomes the cause of its brightness.

9.6 DISPERSION OF LIGHT
Visible or white light is a combination of different colours. When white
light is allowed to pass through a prism, it splits into its constituent colours.
When the light which has passed through a prism is obtained on a screen, a strip
of seven colours is formed which is called spectrum of light. The splitting of
white light into its constituent colours is called dispersion of light. The seven
colours of white light are violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red.
After passing through the prism the lights of seven colours are refracted
Glass prism
at different angles. Red light refracts through the smallest
angle while violet light
refracts through the largest angle. In this way lights of seven colours
are
White light
separated due to difference in their refraction angles and form a strip of seven
colours i.e. spectrum of light. If this spectrum of light is passed through an
White light
inverted prism as shownGlass
in figure
prism 9.15 then seven colours of light again combine
to produce a ray of white light.
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Figure 9.15 Obtaining (acquisition) white light from coloured strip of light

The formation of rainbow after rain is the best example of spectrum of
light in which all constituent colours of light are visible separately.

Activity 9.2

Figure 9.16 Rainbow

4

Take a cardboard and make a circular disc by cutting it.

4

Divide the disc into seven equal segments.

4

Fill them with colours similar to that of rainbow

Do you know?
Willebrord Snellius was astronomer and mathematician of Holland who presented the laws
of refraction in 1621.
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Activity 9.3
as per sequence of spectrum.
4

Make a hole in the central part of disc and pass
an iron needle through it.

4

Rotate the disc about needle quickly.

4

Observe the colours filled on the surface of fast rotating disc.

4

How many colours are visible on rotating disc?

You will be able to know by demonstration of this activity that only white
colour is visible during fast rotation of disc having rainbow type seven colours.
4

Stand in front of a fountain of any park in such
a position that Sun is on your back.

4

Observe sunlight passing through drizzle of
water on grass or wall which is in opposite
direction.

4

Red
Orange

Violet

Can you observe rainbow?
Yellow

9.7 COLOURS OF LIGHT

Green

Blue

Red, blue and green colours are called primary colours of light. White
Figure 9.17 Primary colours
light can be obtained by mixing these colours. Secondary colours are produced
byInteresting
mixing any Information
two primary colours. Cyan, yellow and magenta are secondary
colours.

4

Red + Blue + Green =

White

Red + Green

=

Yellow

Blue + Green

=

Cyan

Red + Blue

=

Magenta

The speed of light in air is 3× 108 m/s whereas speed of light in glass is 2× 108 m/s.
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4
When 9
sand
Activity
.4 in desert becomes hot in day time, this hot sand appears like a pond of
water. This phenomenon is called an optical illusion or mirage.

Red and green are two primary colours. Yellow colour is formed by mixing
them which is a secondary colour. Blue and green are two primary colours. Cyan
colour is formed by mixing them which is a secondary colour. Similarly red and
blue are two primary colours which form magenta colour by mixing them which
is a secondary colour.
Other colours of light are obtained by mixing primary and secondary
colours.

Mixing
ofthree
different
colours
4
Take
torches.

Colour formed due to mixing of different colours

4

Take three strips (cellophane paper) of green, blue
and red colours and paste them on glasses of torches
separately.

4

Switch on torches and throw lights of different
colours from torches on white paper in such a way
that light of one colour overlaps on the light of the
other colour.

4

Observe the colours formed due to mixing of lights of
different colours. Record your observations in the
following table.

Red + Blue
Red + Green
Green + Blue
Red + Green + Blue
Figure 9.18 Red-coloured van

9.8 COLOURS OF OBJECTS
When white light falls on opaque or non-luminous objects, they absorb
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certain colours
of light
and reflect some
of them.
Whatever
is the colour of an
SCIENCE,
TECHNOLOGY,
SOCIETY
AND
ENVIRONMENT
object, it will reflect the same colour of light. A red-coloured object appears to us
red because it reflects the light of red colour and absorbs the remaining colours
of light. Grass appears green because it reflects only green colour and absorbs
remaining colours.
The colour of white object appears white because it reflects all colours of
light. When all colours of light fall on eye, they appear white. An object which
absorbs all colours of light appears black.
KEY POINTS
In an optical fibre, total internal reflection makes light transmission possible over long
distances because critical angle for glass is 42°. Optical fibres are thin transparent glass fibres
in which light travels due to total internal refection. These fibres are used in telephone lines, TV
programmes and computers etc. An optical fibre can simultaneously carry thousands of
telephone calls from one to another place.

4

When light enters from one medium to another making certain angle
with the normal, then it changes its velocity, direction and bends. The
bending of light is called refraction of light.

4

The ray of light which strikes the surface of other medium for its entry is
called incident ray.

4

The ray which propagates after entering the second medium is called
refracted ray.

4

The angle made by incident ray with normal is called angle of incidence.

4

The angle made by the refracted ray with normal is called angle of
refraction.

4

When a ray of light making certain angle with the normal, enters from a
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rare medium to a dense medium, it bends towards the normal.
4

When a ray of light making certain angle with the normal, enters from a
dense medium to a rare medium such as air, it bends towards the
normal.

4

During entrance from dense medium to rare, the angle of incidence for
which angle of refraction becomes 900 is called critical angle of dense
medium.

4

If the angle of incidence in dense medium is made greater than critical
angle, light ray will be reflected back in the same medium instead of
entering into second (rare) medium. This phenomenon is called total
internal reflection.
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EXERCISE

4

The splitting of white light into its constituent colours is called
dispersion of light.

4

Red, blue and green colours are called primary colours of light. White
light can be obtained by mixing these three primary colours.

4

Secondary colours are produced by mixing any two primary colours.
Cyan, yellow and magenta are secondary colours.

4

Whatever is the colour of an object it will reflect the same colour of light
and absorbs the remaining colours.

9.1

Identify the correct answer.
(i) When a ray of light enters from rare medium to dense medium, it:

(a) travels parallel to normal
(b) bends toward the normal
(b) bends away from the normal
(d) makes an angle of 900 with normal
(ii) When a ray of light enters from dense medium to rare medium, it:

(a) travels parallel to normal
(b) bends toward the normal
(c) bends away from the normal
(d) makes an angle of 900 with normal
(iii) What is value of refractive index for ice?

(a) 1.00

(b) 1.003

(c) 1.30

(d) 1.33

(iv) Total internal reflection takes place when angle of incidence is related to

critical angle:
(a) greater

(b) less
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(d) 900

(c) equal

(v) If white light falls on an object of green colour, which colour of light is

reflected by it?

9.2

(a) red

(b) green

(c) yellow

(d) blue

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) The angle made by refracted ray with normal is called ________.
(ii) The ratio of real and apparent depth of a liquid is called its ________.
(iii) In right-angled prism one angle is ________ and other two angles are

________ and ________.
(iv) The angle made by incident ray with normal is called ________.
(v) The splitting of white light into its constituent colours is called ________.

9.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with the relevant statements of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Primary colours

White colour

Secondary colours

Rare medium

Pencil

Dense medium

Air

Yellow colour

Glass

Red colour

Red + Green + Blue

9.4

Identify true and false statements.
(i) Light needs material medium for its propagation.
(ii) The refractive index of water is 1.33 cm.
(iii) The appearance of water on a distant road in extreme hotness is mirage.
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(iv) The formation of rainbow after rain is the best example of spectrum.
(v) When all colours of light fall on eye, they appear black.

9.5

Differentiate the following.
(i) Angle of incidence and angle of refraction.
(ii) Incident ray and refracted ray
(iii) Primary colours and secondary colours
(iv) Rare medium and dense medium

9.6

Write short answers.
(i) What is meant by dispersion of light?
(ii) Describe the structure of prism.
(iii) What is value of critical angle for glass?
(iv) What is meant by spectrum of light?
(v) Write the names of primary colours of light.

9.7

Define refraction. Also state the laws of refraction.

9.8

What is meant by total internal reflection?

9.9

Explain the phenomenon of mirage.

9.10

Write a note on fish eye view.

9.11

Explain the application of total internal reflection in daily life.

9.12

How different colours of white light can be separated? Explain.

9.13

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.

(a) Where will be speed of light more, in water or glass? Explain your answer.
(b) What is the direction of rainbow on sky after rain and why?

(c) Which colours are being reflected by black surface?
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Chapter

10

Sound Waves

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Explain the wavelength, frequency and amplitude of
sound waves and give their units.

þ

State factors on which sound depends.

þ

Investigate objects in home and surroundings that are
designed and made to produce different sounds.

þ

Compare audible frequency range of humans and
different animals.

þ

Design a musical instrument to explain the relation
between its sound and shape.

þ

Identify the applications of different sounds in daily
life.
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INTRODUCTION
What is sound? How sound is produced and how does it travel? You have
studied in previous classes about the comparison of speed of sound in solids,
liquids and gases. In this chapter we will try to understand why sounds
produced by various objects are different. In this regard we will be able to
understand sound waves and their properties such as wavelength, frequency,
amplitude, speed and pitch etc. The audible frequency range, loudness and
application of various sounds in daily life will also be discussed.

10.1 WAVES AND THEIR TYPES
Waves are produced on the surface of pond water if you throw a stone or
pebble in a pond and they travel in the form of circles towards the edges of
pond. In addition to liquids, waves can
also be produced in gases and solid
objects. Certain waves need material
medium for propagation. The speed of
sound is more in solids than in liquids
and gases. During propagation of the
waves that are produced on the water
surface, the particles of the medium do
not travel along the wave but execute up
Figure 10.1 Waves
and down motion retaining their
position.

10.1.1 Types of Waves
Waves are of two types.
(i) Transverse Waves
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(ii) Longitudinal Waves

(I)

Transverse Waves

If we place a piece of cork on waves
produced due to throwing of pebble in
pond water, it starts up and down
movement retaining its position whereas
the waves are continuously progressing in
the forward direction.
The type of waves, in which
particles of medium move perpendicularly
to the direction of propagation of wave is
Figure 10.2 Waves in a pond
called transverse waves. The examples of
Activitywaves
10.1 are water waves, light waves
transverse
and radio waves etc.

4

Take a long rigid non-flexible string.

4

Fix one end of the string to a firm and stationary support.

4

Pull the other end of string to make it straight and move it up and down quickly.

4

You will be able to observe the formation and movement of transverse waves in it.

(a)

Movable
end

Movement of wave

(b)
Movement of particles of string

(ii)

Longitudinal Waves
151
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Longitudinal waves are such waves in which particles of the medium
move back and forth parallel to the direction of propagation of wave. The parts
of longitudinal wave where the particles of medium are closely spaced are called
compressions and the parts where the particles of medium are spread out are
called rarefactions. If we move a plastic
spring back and forth continuously, the
Compressions
longitudinal waves are produced in it.
Sound waves are examples of longitudinal waves.

Rarefactions

Activity 10.2
Figure 10.3 Longitudinal waves

4
4
4
4

Take a burning candle.
Place the flame of burning candle in front of
a loudspeaker.
Observe the effect of loudspeaker sound on
the flame of candle.
You will see that flame of candle starts
moving back and forth due to compressions
and rarefactions of sound waves from
loudspeaker.

10.2 WAVELENGTH, AMPLITUDE, FREQUENCY AND
SPEED
It is essential to know certain fundamental terms such as wavelength,
amplitude, frequency and speed for explanation of waves. When a transverse
wave propagates, the particles of medium execute up and down movement
repeatedly about their initial point at specified intervals. The part of transverse
wave where the particles of medium are at the highest point in the upward
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direction from their initial position is called crest. The part of transverse wave
where the particles of medium are at the lowest point in the downward direction
from their initial position is called trough.

10.2.1 Wavelength
For transverse wave, the distance between two adjacent crests or troughs
is called wavelength. In case
the distance between two
Crest of longitudinal wave,
Crest
Trough
wavelength
adjacent compressions or rarefactions is termed as wavelength. The unit of
wavelength is metre.
Transverse waves

wavelength
Trough

Compressions

Longitudinal waves

Trough
Rarefactions

wavelength

Figure 10.4 Wavelength
Amplitude

10.2.2 Amplitude
The amplitude of a wave, during its
propagation, is the maximum distance of
the particles of the medium from their rest
position. Amplitude is measured in metre.

Figure 10.5 Amplitue
High frequency

10.2.3 Frequency
The number of vibra tions
produced by a vibrating object in one
second is called its frequency. It is
Frequency =

Number of waves

Low frequency

Time = 1 second

Time (in seconds)

Figure 10.6 Frequency
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measured in Hertz. If one wave passes
through a point in one second, then
frequency will be one wave per second or
one Hertz (1 Hz).

10.2.4 Speed
The distance covered by a wave in one second is called its speed. The unit
of speed is metre per second. When clouds cause thunder and electricity flashes,
we see the flash of lightening (light) first and hear the sound of thunder of clouds
afterwards. This means that light and sound travel with different speeds. The
Medium
State of Matter
Speed (Metre per second)
speed of light wave is more than the speed of sound wave. The speed of sound is
different inAir
various mediums. Gas
330
Water

Table 10.1 Speed
of sound in different m1500
ediums
Liquid

Brick

Solid

3600

Wood

Solid

3800

Steel

Solid

6000

10.3 PITCH AND LOUDNESS
You hear various sounds daily. Some sounds are loud and some are low.
Some sounds are pleasant to you and some are unpleasant. For example the
sound of a flute and sounds of songs from a radio or television are pleasant to
you whereas sounds like noise from machines and traffic noise are unpleasant.
For a sound to be pleasant or unpleasant depends on its pitch and loudness.

10.3.1 Pitch
Pitch tells us whether a sound is shrill or grave. Pitch depends on the
frequency of sound waves. The higher is the frequency of sound waves, the
higher will be its pitch and sound will be shrill. The lower is the frequency of
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Activity
10the
.3 lower will be its pitch and sound will be grave. The pitch of
sound
waves,
sound of children and women is higher than the pitch of sound of men. The pitch
of sound of women and children is high because their vocal chords have high
frequency.
The following activity is performed to understand the pitch.

4

Rotate the wheel of a bicycle.

4

Touch a piece of cardboard with spokes of rotating wheel of the bicycle and hear the
resulting sound.

4

Next increase the speed of wheel and again touch the cardboard with spokes and hear
the resulting sound.

4

Large
amplitude
What is the difference between two heard sounds? Which
sound
has higher pitch?

Small amplitue

10.3.2 Loudness
Relatively more energy is needed to
produce grave or loud sound. When excess energy Figure 10.7 Waves of different
amplitudes
is used, the amplitude of the resulting sound wave
Activity
10.i.e.
4 the graveness or loudness of
also
increases
sound is related to change in amplitude of sound
wave. Sound waves with large amplitude produce
sensation Sound
of high or grave sounds
and sound
Shrill Sound
Gravewith
Sound High Pitch
Low Pitch
small amplitude appears low.
Sparrow

P

P

P
P
Lion
Concentrate on different sounds that are heard in daily life and tick the relevant characteristic
School
of each
soundBell
in the following table.
Drum
Cow
Dog
Pressure Horn
Whistle
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10.4 AUDIBLE
FREQUENCY
RANGE
Table 10.2
Audible frequency
range of different animals
Animal
Frequency
Range
(Hz)the Animal
Frequency
Range
(Hz)
TheAudible
audible
frequency
means
frequencyAudible
of sound
which can
be heard.

ADog
healthy human ear
can hear soundsFrog
of frequency from 20
Hz to 20,000 Hz.
67-45,000
100-3,000
Different animals have different audible frequency range. The audible frequency
Cat
45-64,000
Mouse
200-76,000
range of different animals is given in table 10.2.
Cow

33-35,000

Bat

Horse

55-33,500

Elephant

2,000-110,000
16-20,000

Activity 10.5

10.5 DESIGN OF A SIMPLE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
You will be able to design a simple musical instrument by the following
activity. With the help of this instrument you will also be able to explain the
relationship between sound and shape.

4

Take an empty box of tissue paper and fix a rubber
band lengthwise as shown in figure.

4

At one end place a pencil below the rubber band. In
this manner a simple musical instrument will be ready.

4

You will hear a sound if rubber band is released after
pulling from the middle.

4

Next place pencil in the middle below the rubber band. In this manner a change in the
shape of musical instrument will happen. Release the rubber band again after pulling.
You will again hear a sound.
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4

Do you feel a difference in sounds produced by musical instrument having two
different shapes?

10.6 APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENT SOUNDS
Sound is very important in our life. This can beFigure
judged
10.8from
Siren the
applications of the following different sounds.

(i)

Sound of Siren

The sound of siren is used to warn about
danger. This produces a sound is of high
frequency.

(ii)

Alarm System for Security

Security alarm system is installed in
certain buildings, offices and banks. They
produce a specific sound to warn the people
about danger.

(iii)

Figure 10.12 Fire alarm

Fire Alarm

In case of fire in the building, the smoke
detector initiates the ringing of danger bell.

(vi)

Figure 10.11 Doorbell

Doorbell

The sound of the doorbell installed at
the door of house indicates the presence of
someone outside.

(v)

Figure 10.10 Telephone

Telephone

The sound of telephone alerts us that a
person wants to talk on phone.

(iv)

Figure 10.9 Alarm

Figure 10.13 Stereo player

Stereo Player

You use stereo player for listening music
and songs of your choice.
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(vii)
SCIENCE,
Ambulance
TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
The siren of ambulance tells us about
the presence of a patient that needs prompt
medical aid.

Our ears cannot hear sounds that have frequency beyond 20,000 Hertz. The sound waves
having frequency beyond 20,000 Hertz are called ultrasound. Scientists have started to use

KEYpurposes.
POINTS
these sounds for a number of beneficial
Now-a-days doctors use ultrasound to
examine the internal organs of body of the patient. Ultrasounds are also used for
investigation of parts of large machines.

4

The type of waves in which particles of medium move perpendicularly to the direction
of propagation of wave are called transverse waves.

4

Longitudinal waves are those waves in which particles of the medium move back and
forth parallel to the direction of propagation of wave.

4

For transverse wave, the distance between two adjacent crests or troughs is called
wavelength.

4

In longitudinal waves, the distance between two adjacent compressions or
rarefactions is termed as wavelength.

4

The amplitude of a wave, during its propagation, is the maximum distance of the
particles of the medium from their rest position.

4

The number of vibrations produced by a vibrating object in one second is called its
frequency.

4

The distance covered by a wave in one second is called speed.

4

It depends on its pitch whether a sound is shrill or grave. Pitch depends on the
frequency of sound waves.

4

The higher is the frequency of sound waves, the higher will be its pitch and sound will
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EXERCISE

be shrill. The lower is the frequency of sound waves, the lower will be its pitch and
sound will be grave.
4

The loudness of sound depends on the amplitude of sound. Sound waves having large
amplitude appear high or grave sounds and sound with small amplitude appears low.

4

The audible frequency means the frequency of sound which can be heard.

3.1

Identify the correct answer.
(i) Sound cannot pass through:
(a) Solid

(b) Liquid

(c) Gas

(d) Vacuum

(ii) In transverse waves, the point which is at maximum distance from

initial position is called:
(a) Crest

(b) Trough

(c) Wavelength

(d) Amplitude

(iii) In longitudinal waves, the distance between two adjacent compressions

or rarefactions is called:
(a) Wavelength

(b) Amplitude

(c) Frequency

(d) Speed

(iv) What is unit of frequency?
(a) Metre

(b) Metre per second

(c) Hertz

(d) Second

(v) The loudness of sound is related to
(a) Wavelength

(c) Crest
10.2

(b) Amplitude
(d) Trough

Fill in the blanks with suitable words.

(i) Water, light and radio waves etc. are examples of ________.
(ii) For transverse waves, the distance between two adjacent _________ or
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________ is called ________.
(iii) For a sound to be pleasant or unpleasant depends on its ________ and

________.
(iv) A healthy human ear can hear sounds of frequency from _________ to

________.
(v) The distance covered by a wave in one second is called its ________.

10.3

Match the terms given in column (a) with the relevant statement of
column (b).
(a)

(b)

Amplitude

High pitch

Speed

Metre

Frequency

Hertz

Shrill sound

Metre per second

Distance between two

Wavelength

adjacent troughs
Grave sound
10.4

Identify true and false statements.

(i) When particles of medium move perpendicularly to the direction of

propagation of wave then these are called transverse waves.
(ii) Square-metre is unit for measurement of wavelength.
(iii) The speed of sound in water is 1500 metres per second.
(iv) The pitch of sound of men is lower than that of women.
(v) Our ear can hear sounds of frequencies about 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz.

10.5 Differentiate the following.
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(I)

Crest and Trough

(ii)

Compressions and Rarefactions

(iii)

Amplitude and Wavelength

(iv)

Speed and Frequency

(v)

Pitch and Loudness

10.6 Write short answers.
(i)

Write the names of two types of waves.

(ii)

Out of water and glass, which have high value of speed of sound
through it?

(iii)

Name few devices which are used to produce specific sounds in
daily life.

(iv)

What is relationship between pitch and frequency?

(v)

What is meant by audible frequency range?

10.6

Describe uses of various sounds.

10.7

Explain transvers and longitudinal waves.

10.8

Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.

(a) A wave moves from one edge to another edge of pond. Will water also

move from one edge to another edge of pond alongwith wave? Explain.
(b) When sound waves travel from air to water, what effect takes place on its

speed? Explain.
(c) When thunder and lightning take place in a cloud, we observe the glare of

lightning first and then hear the sound. State its reason.
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Chapter

11

Circuits and Electric
Current

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Define current.

þ

Make parallel and series circuits.

þ

Investigate about types of circuits used for different
purposes.

þ

Identify a disadvantage of a series circuit.

þ

Differentiate between current and energy.

þ

Explain the effects of electric current in daily use
appliances.

þ

Describe voltage.

þ

Explain the resistance as an opposition to the flow of
current.

þ

Describe the relationship between voltage and
resistance.

þ

Measure current by using different devices.

þ

List the major uses of electricity in homes.

þ

List electrical hazards and precautionary measures to
ensure the safe use of electricity at home.

þ

Describe why electricity is dangerous to humans.
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INTRODUCTION
You are well aware of the importance of electricity or electrical energy. It
is widely used in every walk of life. We perform various kinds of work by
converting it into light, heat, sound and other forms of energy. There are two
kinds of electricity, static electricity and current electricity. We have studied in
class VI about static electricity. Here we will study electric current, electric
circuit, measurement of electric current and its effects.

11.1 Flow of Electric Current
As you know that a battery is a source of electrical energy. The plates
present at the two ends of battery are called electrodes. One electrode carries
positive charge which is called positive electrode. The electrode at the other end
carries negative charge and therefore called negative electrode. The end of
battery attached to positive electrode is called positive terminal. The end
attached to negative electrode is called negative terminal. When we connect the
positive and negative terminals of battery by
a metal wire, the charge starts flowing in the
Switch
wire from one end to the other end of battery.
Cell
The rate of flow of charge is called electric
current. The path of flow of electric current is
Bulb
called an electric circuit. If a bulb is connected
in the electric circuit, then bulb glows.
Similarly other electrical appliances such as
fan, motor and iron also start working as
Figure 11.1 Electric circuit
soon as the electric current passes through
them.
An electric circuit can be made 'close' or 'open' with the help of a switch.
Electric current can flow only in a closed circuit. An electric circuit consists of a
source of electrical energy, metallic wires to connect key or switch and electric
bulb or other electrical appliances. Before the discovery of electron, the
scientists were of the opinion that the direction of current is from positive
terminal to negative terminal of cell or battery. This concept is wrong but still
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retained
and is given the name of conventional current.
Do
you know?

4

The materials that allow the current to pass through them are called conductors.
Metals for example copper, aluminium, silver and iron are good conductors.

4

The materials that do not allow current to pass through them are called insulators. Dry
wood, glass, plastic, rubber etc. are examples of insulators.

11.2 TYPES OF ELECTRIC CIRCUITS
There are many types of electric circuits. Here we will study two major
types i.e. series circuit and parallel circuit.

11.2.1 Series Circuit
An electric circuit in which
all components are connected end
to end in a single loop is called
series circuit. It has only one path
for flow of current. In series circuit
the amount of current flowing
through each component is same.

Figure 11.2 Series circuit

Disadvantage of Series Circuit
4 The series circuit has a disadvantage that flow of current in whole circuit

stops if any part of circuit breaks or cuts.
4 Another disadvantage of series circuit is that intensity of light decreases

with increase
Activity
11.1 in number of bulbs.

4 Take a battery, thin copper wires, three
1.5 volts bulbs and bulb holders.
4 Connect them as per sequence shown in
the figure.
4 Close the switch. You will observe that
three bulbs connected in a series circuit
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start glowing.
4 Now remove any one bulb from the
holder out of three bulbs connected
in the circuit and observe what
happens after closing the switch?
4 Why it happened?

11.2.2 Parallel Circuit
The circuit in which components of the circuit are connected in such a
way that the current during its flow passes through more than one path is called
a parallel circuit. Different paths of current in parallel circuit are called branches
of the circuit. Each branch has a bulb or any other electrical appliance connected
in it. In parallel circuit the amount of current passing through different branches
may have same or different values. The amount of current in each branch is less
than current delivered by the cell or battery. However the combined value of the
currents passing through all branches is equal to source current.

Figure 11.3 Parallel circuit

Advantage of Parallel Circuit
The parallel circuit has an advantage that current flow stops in that
branch only where a break or fault takes place. The current flow remains
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Activity 11.2
continuous in the remaining branches.
4

Take a battery, switch, thin copper wires, three
1.5 volts bulbs and bulb holders.

4

Connect all components as per sequence shown
in figure such that a parallel circuit is formed.

4

Close the switch. You will observe that three
bulbs connected in a parallel circuit start
glowing.

4

Now remove one bulb out of three bulbs
connected in the circuit and observe what
happened?

4

Why it happened?

11.3 THE CIRCUITS USED FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES
We can observe a distinct difference between two types of electric circuit
i.e. series circuit and parallel circuit. There is only one path for current flow in a
series circuit whereas there are more than one paths for current flow in parallel
circuit. Due to this, these circuits are used for different purposes.
1.

Small bulbs are connected in series in special wires used for decoration of
buildings.

Decoration lights

Remote control

Ceiling fan

Head lights of a vehicle

Domestic wiring

Decoration lantern

Figure 11.4 Use of circuits (series / parallel) in various appliances
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2.

Cells are connected in series in remote control used for television, air
conditioner and toys.

3.

Domestic electrical wiring consists of parallel circuits.

4.

Parallel circuits are used in decoration lantern.

5.

All appliances used in homes such as fan, bulb, iron and television are
connected in parallel with main supply.

Parallel
circuits are made for lights of vehicles, motor cycles, aeroplanes
6.Do you
know?
and ships.

The majority of domestic electrical wiring consists of parallel circuits.

11.4 ENERGY TRANSFER IN AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT
If a turbine is placed in running water, then it starts rotating i.e. the
running water has the capacity to do work (energy). Like running water, the
electric current has also capacity to do work which is called electrical energy and
converts into light, heat and sound while passing through electrical appliances.
In this way, electrical appliances work by using electrical energy. The electrical
energy converts into light and heat energy while passing through an electric
bulb. In electric heater this energy is converted into heat energy and it converts
into sound energy while passing through an electric bell.

11.5 EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
We cannot visualize the flow of current in an electrical circuit but effects
produced by its flow can be observed. The following are three important effects
of electric current.
(i)

Heating effect of current

(ii)

Chemical effect of current

(iii)

Magnetic effect of current

11.5.1 Heating Effect of Current
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When electric current passes through a metallic wire, then a part of
electrical energy is converted into heat energy (thermal energy) and wire
becomes hot. This phenomenon is called heating effect of current. When a wire
becomes extremely hot due to heating effect of current, it also produces light.
For example the tungsten filament of an electric bulb glows when electric
current passes through it. Electric heater, toaster and iron etc. are such domestic
appliances which convert electric current into heat energy.

Electric heater
Iron

Toaster

Figure 11.4 Heat producing electrical appliances

11.5.2 Chemical Effect of Current
When electric current passes through aqueous solution or molten form of
Hydrogen
gas

Battery
Oxygen gas

Bubbles of
Bubbles
hydrogen

Bubbles
of oxygen
Spoon

Water

Anode
Electroplating

Cathode
Electrolysis of water

Figure 11.5 Examples of chemical effect of electric current
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a material, it causes its dissolution. Dissolution is a chemical process. Therefore,
the process of dissolution due to passage of electric current is called electrolysis.
Electric current is also used to deposit a thin layer of one metal on another metal.
This process is called electroplating. To prevent iron objects from rust, a layer of
silver or nickel is deposited on them by using electroplating. Electrolysis and
electroplating are examples of chemical effect of current.

11.5.3 Magnetic Effect of Current
When electric current passes through a metallic wire, it produces
magnetic
Activityeffect
11.3in it. This phenomenon is called magnetic effect of electric
current. When flow of current is stopped, the magnetic effect ceases.

For this activity you will need soft iron nail, insulated copper wire, battery and
paper clips.
4 Remove the insulation of copper wire at both ends. Wrap copper wire around the
iron nail in the
form of coil. Complete the circuit as shown in the figure.
Iron nail

Battery or
Cell
Copper
coil

Key or Switch
Paper
clips

4 Switch on the circuit by closing the switch.
4 Touch paper clips with iron nail and observe what happens.
4 Open the circuit using switch and repeat the above procedure.
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4 What do you conclude from this activity?

The magnetic effect of current is employed in electrical appliances such
as an electric bell, electric motor, loudspeaker and electric crane.

Electric motor

Electric bell

Loudspeaker

Electric crane

Figure 11.6 Appliances employing the magnetic effect of current.

11. 6 ME ASURING CURRENT,
VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE
11.6.1 Measurement of Electric Current
The instrument used for measurement of
electric current is called an ammeter. An ammeter
has two terminals, positive and negative
terminals. The positive terminal and negative
terminal are illustrated by red and black colours
respectively. There is a needle in an ammeter
which moves on a scale. The position of needle on
scale represents the amount of current. The unit
of electric current is ampere. Ampere is denoted by 'A'. Figure 11.7 Ammeter
Ammeter is always connected in series in a circuit.
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Activity 11.4
4 Connect bulb and ammeter in the circuit as shown in the figure.

Ammeter
Metal wire
Cell

Bulb

Switch

4 Bring switch in 'ON' position.
4 Note the reading on ammeter for measurement of current after glowing of bulb.

11.6.2 Measurement of Voltage
The instrument used for
measurement of voltage is called
voltmeter (figure 11.8). The unit of
voltage is volt. Voltmeter is always
connected in parallel with the circuit.
Figure 11.8 Voltmeter

11.6.3 Measurement of Resistance
The opposition offered to flow of current is termed as resistance. When
electric current flows through a circuit, the electrons present in the metallic wire
collide among themselves and with the atoms. The reaction of these collisions
results in the form of an obstruction or opposition in current flow through wire
and termed as resistance. The resistance of a metallic wire depends upon its
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length and thickness. Greater is the length of a
wire, greater will be its resistance. Similarly,
thin wire has more resistance as compared
with thick wire provided that they have same
length. Different conductors have different
values of resistance. For example the
resistance of copper wire will be less than
resistance of iron wire if wires have same size.
Resistance is used to control the flow of
current through a circuit. The unit of resistance
is ohm and denoted by Greek letter omega W.
Resistance is measured by an ohmmeter.
Ohmmeter is usually included in a multimeter.
Figure 11.9 Multimeter
Multimeter can be used for measurement of resistance, voltage and current i.e.
three quantities.
Activity 11.5

4

Take copper and iron wires of equal
thickness.

4

Measure the resistance of copper and
iron wires and the resistor connected in
the circuit by using multimeter.

Do you know?

4 Greater is the resistance of any conductor, greater will be the heat produced in it due to
flow of current.
4 The tungsten filament present in electric bulb offers more resistance to current flow. In
this way it becomes very hot and produces light.

11.6.4 Relationship Between Voltage and Resistance
The capacity of source of electrical energy (i.e. battery) to push the charge
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in the circuit is called power voltage. Use of high voltage battery will induce
higher current flow in the circuit. Use of low voltage battery will induce less
current flow in the circuit. The opposition of the conductor to current flow is
called its resistance. Greater will be the resistance, lesser will be the current flow.
The relationship between voltage and resistance was developed by a German
scientist Simon Ohm and is expressed
by the following equation.
Voltage
Resistance =
Current
The relationship between voltage and resistance is also called Ohm's law.
If the voltage of a battery is one volt and current flowing through the conductor
is one ampere, then resistance of the conductor will be one ohm.

11.6.5 Electrical Circuits in Homes
Bulbs, fans, tube light, refrigerator etc. connected in a domestic electrical
circuit consume different amounts of electrical energy. In figure 11.10 R1, R2 and
R3 represent different electrical appliances connected in the circuit. In our home
220 volts main supply is furnished via two wires. One wire is called live wire and
other is called neutral wire. All
Main or live wire
domestic electrical appliances
Neutral wire
are connected to these wires
Meter
in the form of parallel circuits.
These two wires are connected
Main switch or
to a circuit breaker or main
circuit breaker
switch. Electricity is supplied
to different electrical
appliances after the main
switch. The electricity supply
to all appliances is terminated
if the main switch is 'off'. The
electricity supply will continue
to all circuits when main
switch is 'on'. The supply to
Figure 11.10 Domestic electrical circuit
each electrical appliance is controlled by a separate switch.
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11.7 ELECTRICAL HAZARDS AND SAFETY
11.7.1 Electrical Hazards
There is an extensive use of electricity in our daily life. Sometimes it may
prove dangerous. A painful electric shock may take place as a result of touching
a bare electric wire which can prove fatal. Sometimes positive and negative wires
may merge resulting in the form of short circuit. The following are the causes of
such hazards.
4 During wiring the joints of the wires are often covered with plastic tape.

This is called insulation. In case of poor insulation, the live and neutral
wires may join and may cause short circuit. Touching of such bare wires
may result in an electric shock.
4 Power sockets are overloaded quite frequently. Overloading of power

sockets may cause fire.
4 There is a danger of getting an electric shock if electrical appliances in use

are touched with wet hands.

11.7.2 Safety Measures
We should adopt the following safety measures to protect ourselves from
hazards of electricity.
4 Do not insert metallic objects in electric sockets.
4 Do not touch electrical appliances with wet hands.
4 Do not touch wires which have fallen from power lines.
4 Do not overload power sockets.
4 Never touch the body of a person who has been electrocuted. However a

non-metallic object such as dry wood or plastic stick should be used to
remove electric wire from the body of affected person.

11.8 SAFETY DEVICES
(i)

Fuse
Fuse is a safety device which consists of a piece of thin wire and connected
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in the path of live wire. Fuse melts on
passage of large current and current
flow stops due to break in the circuit. In
this way the wiring and building
remains protected.

Fuse holder

Fuse grip

Fuse wire

(ii) Mini Circuit Breaker

Figure 11.11 Fuse

Mini circuit breaker is an
electromagnetic switch which works
like a switch but does not melt. It
breaks the circuit by tripping.

(iii) Earth Wires
An additional wire is taken
from any circuit or device and
buried in earth. This wire is
referred as earth wire. This wire
protects you from electric shocks.
If there is a short circuit or an
excess current in an appliance,
then excess current goes to earth
through this wire.

Figure 11.12 Mini circuit breaker

Figure 11.13 Earth wire

(iv) Three-pin Plug
Three-pin plug has three pins. Electrical appliance
is connected to main supply via two pins and third pin
connects the electrical appliance to earth wire. In case of
short circuit, the large amount of current enters the
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earth through third pin of three-pin plug.

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
4

Due to modern technology, a thin layer of one metal is deposited on another metal. In
this way that metal remains protected from certain processes such as rusting.

4

Now-a-days a thin layer of gold is deposited on artificial ornaments by electroplating
due to which artificial ornaments appear more beautiful and attractive. This is a miracle
of science.

4

We used to remain worried due to load shedding. Science has found its solution and
introduced modern technologies like generator and Solar Cells. Due to these we are
getting electricity from solar cells and generators to run not only the domestic
electrical appliances but also to run industries and tube well.

KEY POINTS
4 When we connect the positive and negative terminals of the battery by a

metallic wire, the charge starts flowing in the wire from one end to the
other end of the battery through this wire.
4 The rate of flow of charge is called electric current. The path of current

flow is called electric circuit.
4 An electric circuit in which all components are connected end to end in a

single loop is called series circuit.
4 The circuit in which components of the circuit are connected in such a

way that the current during its flow passes through more than one paths
is called a parallel circuit.
4 When electric current passes through a metallic wire, then a part of

electrical energy is converted into heat energy which makes the wire
hot. This phenomenon is called the heating effect of current.
4 When electric current passes through aqueous solution or molten form

of a material, then dissolution takes place in that material. This
phenomenon is called chemical effect of current.
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4

When electric current passes through a metallic wire, it produces
magnetic effect in it. This phenomenon is called magnetic effect of
electric current.

4

The instrument used for measurement of electric current is called an
ammeter. The unit of electric current is ampere.

4

The capacity of source of electrical energy (i.e. battery) to push the
charge in the circuit is called power voltage. The instrument used for
measurement of voltage is called voltmeter. The unit of voltage is volt. It
is denoted by 'V'.

4

The obstruction or opposition offered to flow of current is termed as
resistance. The unit of resistance is ohm.

4

Resistance is measured by ohmmeter. Ohmmeter usually present in a
multimeter.

4

Poor insulation, flow of large current in circuit and touching of bare
electrical wires by wet bodies etc. are causes of electrical hazards.

4

Fuse, mini circuit breakers, earth wires and three-pin plug etc. are electric
safety measures.

EXERCISE
11.1 Encircle the correct answer.
(i)

Which circuit is used in domestic wiring?
(a) Series

(c) Short
(ii)

(b) Parallel
(d) Both series and parallel

It is an electrical appliance that converts electrical energy into light.
(a) Fan

(b) Motor

© Bulb

(d) Loudspeaker
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(iii)

(iv)

Which effect takes place on passage of electric current through
aqueous solution of a material?
(a) Heating effect of current

(b) Magnetic effect of current

(c) Chemical effect of current

(d) Mechanical effect of current

Poor insulation can cause:
(a) close circuit

(b) open circuit

(c) parallel circuit

(d) short circuit

Which wire is used to connect circuit breaker or main switch in case of
domestic wiring?

(v)

(a) neutral wire

(b) earth wire

© live wire

(d) live and neutral wires

10.2 Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i)

An electric circuit can be made complete or incomplete with the help
of a ________.

(ii) The electrical energy converts into ________ and ________ energy while

passing through an electric bulb.
(iii) The process of dissolution due to passage of current is called ________.
(iv) The instrument used for measurement of current is called ________

whereas the instrument used for measurement of voltage is called
________.
(v) The unit for measurement of resistance is ________.

11.2 Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statements of column (b).
(a)

(b)

Measurement of resistance

Voltmeter

Protective device

Ampere

Unit of electric current

Multimeter

Measurement of voltage

Electric circuit

Path for current flow

Fuse

Chemical effect of current
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10.4 Identify true and false statements.
(i) The rate of flow of charge is called electric current.
(ii) Different paths of current in series circuit are called branches of the
circuit.
(iii) A layer of silver or nickel is deposited on iron objects by using
electroplating to prevent them from rusting.
(iv) Voltage is measured using voltmeter.
(v) Fuse melts on passage of large current.
10.5 Differentiate the following
Series circuit and parallel circuit.
Ammeter and voltmeter.
(ii)
(iii)
Live wire and earth wire.
Electric bulb and electric heater.
(iv)
(v)
Voltage and current.
11.6 Define the following.
(a) Electric current
(b) Battery (c) Ampere
(d) Volt
(e) Ohm
11.7 What is meant by an electrical circuit? Explain its types with the help of
diagrams.
11.8 Describe the disadvantage of series circuit and advantage of parallel
circuit. Also explain the circuit breaker.
11.9 Describe the effects of electric current and explain with examples.
11.10 What are voltage and resistance? Describe relationship between them.
11.11 Describe electrical hazards and safety measures.
11.13 Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.
(a)
Why domestic electrical wiring is done as parallel circuit and not as
series circuit?
(b)
Why copper wire is not used in fuse?
The voltage across a bulb is 220 volts. If current passing through it is
(c)
0.44 ampere, find the resistance of the bulb.
(i)
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Chapter

12

Investigating Space

Students’ Learning Outcomes
After studying this chapter, the students will be able to:
þ

Explain the Big Bang Theory of the origin of the
Universe.

þ

Describe a star using properties such as brightness
and colour.

þ

Identify bodies in space that emit and reflect light.

þ

Suggest safety methods to use when observing the
Sun.

þ

Define the terms star, galaxy, Milky Way and the black
holes.

þ

Explain the types of galaxies.

þ

Explain the birth and death of our Sun.

þ

Evaluate the evidence that support scientific theories
of the origin of the universe.

þ

Identify major constellations visible at night in the sky.

þ

Describe the formation of black holes.

þ

Explain the working of a telescope.
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INTRODUCTION
In previous classes you have briefly learnt about stars, planets, satellites
and some other objects of the solar system. We have also learnt that Sun is a
star and stars are different from one another regarding their size, colour,
brightness, temperature and distance from Earth. Universe is very vast and
human being has been very keen from the very beginning to know its
mysteries. In this chapter we will comprehend information about stars, galaxies
and constellations.

12.1 WHAT IS BEYOND OUR SOLAR SYSTEM?
Our solar system is a tiny part of immensely vast universe. Sun is a star.
Sun and planets revolving around it, asteroids, comets and meteors etc. are part
of solar system. We have studied in previous classes about Sun and solar system.
There are numerous stars beyond our solar system which glow at night. Large
groups of stars and gases and dust present in them are given the name
of galaxies. Universe consists of several billion galaxies, gases and huge clouds
of dust.
Different types of
questions arise in the mind
about our solar system
and other parts of the
immensely vast universe.
What is universe? How did
it begin? What is its future?
A number of theories have
been put forward about
beginning of universe,
solar system and universe
beyond solar system and
future of the universe. Big
Bang is the most important

Sun

Figure 12.1 Universes beyond our solar system
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theory in this regard.

12.1.1 The Big Bang Theory
According to this theory, about 10 to
20 billion years ago the universe was like a
giant fire ball. An extraordinary explosion
took place in this fire ball and as a result
ex pan sion of un ive rs e st a r t ed . The
extraordinary explosion in fireball-like
universe is named as 'Big Bang'. As a result of
Big Bang, matter and energy scattered in all
directions and universe assumed the form of
huge clouds of extremely hot, expanding and
contracting gases. With the passage of time,
the cooling of matter continued and started
the creation of attractive forces among its
particles. Consequently material particles
took the shape of stars and galaxies.
The Big Bang Theor y was first
Figure 12.2 Big Bang
proposed by a priest George Lamaitre of
Belgium in 1927. Later on discoveries of Edwin Hubble, Arno Penzias and Robert
Wilson provided support to the Big Bang theory.

12.2 STARS, STARS DISTANCES, GALAXIES AND MILKY
WAY
12.2.1 Stars
Every star is a big ball of hot gases which emit heat and light. Our Sun is a
medium-sized star. Some stars are much larger and some are smaller than Sun.
Stars are different from one another regarding their size, mass, colour,
temperature, brightness and age. Their colour, temperature and brightness are
related to the quantity of their emitted heat and light.
Sun is a yellow star. It has surface temperature from 5000°C to 6000°C.
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Stars which are relatively colder than Sun appear orange. Stars which are
relatively hotter than Sun appear white and blue. White and blue coloured stars
are extremely hot as compared to yellow stars and emit heat and light in large
amount. Their surface temperature has a range from 6000°C or 28000°C or even
more. Stars can maintain their temperature for about 100 million years. Their
apparent brightness depends on amount of emitted heat and light in addition to
their distance from Earth. Those stars appear brighter which are either close to
Earth or emit more heat and light. Those stars which are at large distance from
Earth or emit less heat and light appear to be less bright.

Activity 12.1
Figure 12.3 Stars

4

Take small and large stars from sticky labels. Also take
a balloon.

4

Blow up the balloon till its shape becomes spherical.

4

Ask your friend to stick these small and large stars on
the surface of balloon at various places.

4

Imagine these stars as galaxies.

4

Now expand the balloon further and observe the location of galaxies.

4

This activity demonstrates that galaxies moved apart as the universe expanded.
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4

What relationship do you find between the speed of galaxies moving apart and
their initial separation distances from one another?

12.2.2 Stars Distances
Stars are very far away from our Earth. They are also at very large distance
from other stars. The distances between stars are so great that they cannot be
measured in kilometres. The unit to measure distance between them and
distance between other parts of the universe is called light year. Sun is the
closest star to our Earth. The next closest star is Proxima Centauri. The distance
of Proxima Centauri from Earth is 4.2 light years. It means that light reaches from
Proxima Centauri to Earth in 4.2 light years. The distance of Bernard's star from
Interesting
Information
Earth
is approximately
5.9 light years.

One light year is equal to 9.46´1012 kilometres. One light year is the distance covered by light
in one year with speed of 300,000 kilometres per second.

Do you know?

A number of stars of the universe are at such large distance from Earth that their light does not
reach Earth. That is why they are not visible to us.

12.2.3 Galaxies
A galaxy consists of stars, gases, dust and a very large group of planets. It
is mainly 'hydrogen' among gases. A galaxy may have several billion stars. Space
science experts have identified about one billion galaxies with the help of
specific instruments. Galaxies appear in different shapes. The diameter of certain
galaxies is so great that light needs a time span of the order of thousand years to
reach from its one end to other end. Galaxies are also far away from one another.
On the basis of shape, galaxies are divided into three major types which are
called spiral galaxies, elliptical galaxies and irregular shaped galaxies.
(i)

Spiral Galaxies
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Spiral galaxies are such galaxies in which groups of stars present in them
have acquired such shapes which appear as if having a bulge in the centre
and their arms are like a spiral
(curved). So, they look like a saucer. A
large amount of gases and dust is
present in spiral galaxies. Milky Way
and Andromeda are examples of spiral
galaxies.

Figure 12.4 Spiral galaxy

(ii) Elliptical Galaxies
Galaxies which appear
elliptical in shape are called
elliptical galaxies. Elliptical
galaxies do not rotate about
their axes. There are several
billion stars in them. They
have fewer amounts of gases
and dust as compared to
spiral galaxies. New stars
cannot form in most of
elliptical galaxies. They are
mainly composed of old stars.

Figure 12.5 Elliptical galaxy

(iii) Irregular Shaped Galaxies
These galaxies do not have any
regular shape i.e. the group of stars
present in it do not appear in any specific
shape. Irregular shaped galaxies differ
from one another in size and shape. The
Clouds of Magellan is an example of
irregular shaped galaxy. This is a very
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small galaxy near the Milky Way. Such types of galaxies are not very common.

12.2.4 Milky Way
Milky Way is a spiral galaxy which consists of about 100 billion stars. Its
diameter is approximately 100,000 light years. Its width from middle region is
about 10,000 light years. Our Sun and solar system are part of this galaxy. Our
solar system is located at a distance of about 30,000 light years from the middle
of the Milky Way. This galaxy is moving with a velocity of 2,200,000 kilometres
per hour in space. Since we are
living on the Milky Way,
therefore we cannot see it
completely. At a time, only that
portion of it is visible to us
which is in opposite direction
of Sun. When we are look at
Milky Way, we actually look at
our own galaxy. When we see
beyond Milky Way, we actually
see outside our galaxy. It takes
about 100,000 light years for
light to pass through Milky
Wa y. A n d r o m e d a g a l a x y i s o u r Figure 12.7 Milky Way galaxy
neighbouring galaxy. It is about 2,250,000
light years away from Milky Way.

12.3 CONSTELLATIONS
If you observe the sky intently at night, then certain groups of stars
appear to form specific pattern. This pattern of group of stars is called
constellation. The pattern of each constellation is different from other. The
shapes of constellations appear like different animals and famous persons. For
this reason these constellations are given the names of these animals and
persons. Here we describe some important constellations which can easily be
seen at night.
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(i)

Big Dipper

Big Dipper is a well-known constellation. Seven important stars are visible
in it. Out of these four stars make the bowl of Big Dipper and three make its
handle. At the edge of the bowl of
Big Dipper, two bright stars point
towards pole star. Pole star is exactly
above the North Pole. It helps to
navigate the direction.

(ii)

Figure 12.8 Big dipper

Cassiopeia

Cassiopeia is that constellation
which appears dynamic about pole
star throughout the year. In this five
stars are those which look brighter
and form the shape of M or W.

Figure 12.9 Cassiopeia

(iii) Leo
Leo means lion. Leo is a
constellation. It can be seen during the
months of March, April and May. In
this, stars form such a pattern that a
shape of question mark (?) and
triangle is formed. Leo can be
searched with
the help of
two more
bright stars of
the bowl of
Big Dipper.
Pole star is
l o c a t e d

Figure 12.10 Leo

Figure 12.11 Telescope
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towards north of these two stars and
Leo is towards south.

12.4 LOOKING AT STARS
The endeavour of looking at stars is continued since the beginning of
human life. The discovery of telescope has greatly helped in observation, study
of stars and planets. Telescope is an instrument in which distant objects appear
very close. Human eye can see about 4000 stars but far more number of stars
can be seen with a telescope. In simple telescope two lenses are used. One is
called objective which receives light reflected from a distant object, focuses at a
point and forms the image. The second lens is called eyepiece which enlarges
the image.

12.5 PRECAUTIONS TO OBSERVE SUN
Ultraviolet radiations are also emitted by the Sun which is quite harmful for
human eyes. The following precautions should be observed while observing the
Sun.
Interesting Information
4
Do not observe the Sun directly with naked eye. Never use any
type of glasses
i.e. Mylarthe
glass
es
instrument like telescope, binocularsSpecial
or camera
to observe
Sun
are useddamage
to observe
eclipse
of Sun.
through them. Such activity can permanently
your
eyes.
One safe way to observe Sun or solar eclipse is to project its image
4
Do you
know?a pinhole or narrow opening of telescope or binoculars on a
through
white screen. Screen must be at least one metre away from your eyes.
4
Another safe method to observe the Sun is the use of specially designed
Activity
2.2 Do not confuse these filters with camera or telescope solar
solar 1filter.
filters.
A layer of three to four fully
4
exposed (darkened) sheets of X-ray
film can be used as a solar filter.
In Sun, six hundred billion tonnes of hydrogen is being converted into helium every second.
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diameter
For this activity tape, one thin lens, one thick lens, one piece of each smallLarge
and large
pipe
diameter PVC pipes will be needed.

4

Small
Fix thin lens on one end of small diameter pipe by
using tape.

4

Fix thick lens on one end of large diameter pipe in similar manner.

4

Insert small diameter pipe into large diameter pipe as shown in figure. Telescope
Tape
Thin lens Thick lens
is ready.

4

First see the objects through thin lens
and then the objects through thick lens.

diameter
pipe

4

Observe various distant objects with
telescope and focus them by moving
back and forth the small diameter pipe.

4

What did you observe through thin and
thick lenses?

4

Tell which lens should be used to
observe stars?

Telescope

12.6 THE LIFE OF STARS
Even stars have life cycles. They are born, changes takes place in them and
ultimately die. The life cycles of stars are spread over billions of years.

12.6.1 The Origin of a Star
Galaxies consist of clouds of gases and dust. Such a cloud is called nebula
and stars are formed from nebulae. When a nebula collects more gases and dust
then it takes the shape of a hot and dynamic ball. Such hot ball of gases and dust
is called protostar. With the passage of time this protostar becomes more hot
and a large amount of heat and light begins to release from it. At this stage
protostar is called a star. All stars like Sun emit heat and light all the time.

12.6.2 The Death of a Star
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We know that matter of stars is converted into energy and this energy is
continuously released in the form of heat and light. When all matter of any star is
released in the form of energy, the death of star takes place. The matter of our
Sun is also released in the form of energy. Scientists believe that our Sun will also
die after passing through the following stages.
1.

Red Giant Stage

According to scientists, our Sun is releasing energy for the last five billion
years and all hydrogen present in the core of Sun will be consumed over the next
five billion years. At the end of hydrogen, Sun will start contracting and its core
will become more dense and hot. Afterwards the size of Sun will also start
increasing.
When
its size will become very large, it will become a Red Giant. It will
Interesting
Information
remain in red giant stage for about 500 million years.
2.

Dwarf Stage

Sun will start cooling down in the stage of red giant. After cooling, the
attractive force in it will increase and it will start contracting inward. At this stage
Sun will become Dwarf. Ultimately Sun will become a burn-out piece of very
dense matter and no more light and heat will be released by it. This stage will be
called Black Dwarf.

The star-making matter may be the part of a star that has died billions of years ago.

12.6.3 Black Holes
A star having a large size (more mass) than our Sun has a relatively short
lifespan than the lifespan of small size (less mass) star. The rate of consumption
of hydrogen present in the core of massive star is high and finishes very soon. As
per one opinion, no hydrogen is left in a massive star after 50-100 million years.
The core of the star collapses after full consumption of hydrogen and it becomes
1000 times greater than its actual size. This stage is called Super Giant.
With the passage of time the Super Giant star continues to become cold
and dense and it cannot tolerate the pressure of outer layers. A stage reaches
when its outer layers collapse inward with a tremendous explosion. This
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Prostar

Star

Red giant

Dwarf

Supernova

Figure 12.12 Life cycle of a star

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
explosion is called Supernova. At the time of formation of Supernova the
emitted light of the star becomes more than any other stars of galaxy and huge
clouds of gases are emitted from the star. In this way only a small core of the star
is left behind. This core consists of neutrons only. Hence it called a neutron star.
Sometimes a massive star becomes a blackhole after Supernova
explosion. Blackhole has extremely attractive force and becomes very dense. It
does not release any energy and no brightness after there. In fact the blackhole
is the last stage of life cycle of a massive star.
Scientists have done a remarkable job for mankind by making artificial satellites. These
satellites, while revolving about Earth in various orbits, send correct information towards Earth
about heavenly objects, changes taking place in space, changes taking place on Earth and

KEY POINTS

weather changes. These signals are received on Earth by satellite receiving station. Later on
these signals are sent to people through satellites which are received by us in homes on
television and internet and take precautionary measures.
A large telescope has been sent into space based on modern research which is
revolving around the Earth. Although the mirror installed in it smaller than mirrors of many
Earth-based telescopes but it is the miracle of science that it presents very clear pictures of
Earth. The name of this telescope is Hubble telescope.
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4

A number of theories have been put forward about solar system and
universe beyond solar system and future of the universe. In this regard,
the Big Bang is a very important theory.

4

Every star is a big ball of hot gases which emit heat and light. Our Sun is
a medium-sized star.

4

The distances between stars are so great that they cannot be measured
in kilometres. The unit to measure distance between them and
distance between other parts of the universe is called light year.

4

Large group of stars and gas and dust found in them is given the name
of galaxy. A galaxy may have several billion stars.

4

Universe consists of several billion galaxies, gases and huge clouds of
dust.

4

On the basis of shape, galaxies are divided into three major types
which are called spiral galaxies, elliptical galaxies and irregular shaped
galaxies.

4

If we look in sky, certain group of stars appear to form specific patterns.
These patterns of stars are called constellations.

4

The shapes of constellations appear like different animals and famous
persons.

4

Even stars have life cycles. They are born, changes takes place in them
and ultimately die. The life cycles of stars are spread over billions of
years.

4

The core of the star collapses as soon as hydrogen is fully consumed. In
this way the star becomes 1000 times greater than its actual size. This
stage is called Super Giant.
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EXERCISE
4

With the passage of time the Super Giant star continues to become
cold and dense and it cannot tolerate the pressure of outer layers. A
stage reaches when its outer layers collapse inward with a tremendous
explosion. This explosion is called Supernova.

4

Sometimes a massive star becomes a black hole after Supernova
explosion. In fact the black hole is the last stage of life cycle of a
massive star.

12.1 Identify the correct answer.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

What is our Sun?
(a) A very large star

(b) A small star

(c) The smallest star

(d) Medium-sized star

What is name given to large group of stars and gases and dust
present in them?
(a) Big Bang

(b) Galaxy

(c) Nebula

(d) Polar star

The specific pattern of group of stars is called:
(a) Big Bang

(b) Asteroid

(c) Constellation

(d) Milky Way

What is name of our galaxy?
(a) Milky Way

(b) Andromeda

(c) clouds of Magellan

(d) none of these

In which direction two bright stars at the edge of bowl of Big Dipper
points?
(a) Sun

(b) Polar star
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(c) Barnard star

(d) Proxima Centauri

12.2 Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
(i) Large group of stars, gases and dust particles present in them are

called ________.
(ii) The surface temperature of Sun is from ________ to ________.
(iii) One light year is equal to _______.
(iv) Our Sun and solar system are part of ________ galaxy.
(v) The life cycles of stars are spread over ________ of years.

12.3 Match the terms given in column (a) with relevant statements of column (b).
(a)

(b)

Name of a star

Light year

Name of a theory

Neutron star

Unit for Distance

Proxima Centauri

Last stage of life of a star

Big Bang

Small core of a star consisting of neutrons

Black Hole

Conversion of star matter into energy
12.4 Identify true and false statements.
(i) The Big Bang theory was first proposed by a priest George Lamaitre of

Belgium in 1927.
(ii) Sun is the nearest star to Earth.
(iii) Milky Way and Andromeda are spiral galaxies.
(iv) The constellation in which seven important stars are visible is called

Leo.
(v) A massive star becomes a black hole after Supernova explosion.
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12.5 Write short answers.
(i) What is location of North Star?
(ii) How many types of galaxies are there on the basis of shape? Write their

names.
(iii) State the name of star which is closest to Earth after Sun.
(iv) What is meant by Nebula?
(v) Approximately how many stars can be present in a galaxy?

12.6 Explain the following.
(i) Star

(b) Constellations

© Galaxy

12.7 Explain the Big Bang Theory.
12.8 What is meant by Milky Way? Explain.
12.9 Explain the difference between spiral galaxy and elliptical galaxy.
12.10 State the life cycle of a star. Also explain black holes.
12.11 What is meant by constellations? Explain three important constellations.
12.12 Write note on the following.
(a)

Light year

(b)

Irregular shaped galaxy

(c)

Looking at stars

12.13 Think and answer. You can also get help from your school library, teacher
and internet.
(a) Why light year is used instead of kilometres to measure distance of

stars?
(b) What precautionary measures will you adopt if you want to observe solar

eclipse?
(c) According to scientists, our Sun is releasing energy for the last 500
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GLOSSARY
Ammeter:

An instrument to measure current in electric circuit.

Atom:

Smallest particle of an element.

Atomic Number:

Number of protons in the nucleus of an atom.

Big Bang Theory:

A theory according to which the beginning of Universe took
place as a result of a tremendous explosion.

Black Hole:

The last step of life cycle of a massive star.

Blood Circulation:

The circulation of blood in the entire body.

Blood Vessels:

Tube-like parts which carry blood.

Chemical Change:

That change in which the chemical composition and
chemical structure of materials is changed.

Chemical Formula:

Symbolic representation of one unit or molecule of a
compound.

Circuit:

A path for flow of current.

Compound:

A substance formed as a result of chemical combination of
two or more than two elements.

Conductor:

A material which allows the passage of electric current or
heat through it.

Consumers:

Organisms which cannot prepare their own food.

Critical Angle:

That angle of incidence for which angle of refraction
0
becomes 90 .

Decomposers:

Organisms like bacteria and fungi which breakdown dead
bodies into simple substances.

Diarrhoea:

Frequent discharge of semi-liquid feaces.

Digestion:

The process of breaking down of complex compounds of
food into simple and blood absorbing components.

Electric Current:

Rate of flow of charge through a conductor.

Fertilization:

The process of fusion of egg and sperm.

Flower:

Reproductive part of a flowering plant.
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Frequency:

Number of sound waves passing through a point in one
second.

Fruit:

The ripened ovary that may contain seeds.

Fuse:

A piece of thin conducting wire which is connected in the
live wire of an electrical circuit as safety measure.

Habitat:

The living place of any organism.

Heart:

A pumping organ which pushes the blood into the vessels.

Hydrogenation:

The process in which chemical combination of hydrogen gas
with vegetable oil takes place which changes it into vegetable
ghee.

Insulator:

Material through which electric current cannot pass easily.

Ion:

Atom or group of atoms which has charge due to release or
absorption of electrons.

Irreversible Change:

That change in which resulting product cannot be reversed to
its original conditions.

Isotopes:

Those atoms of an element in which number of protons is
same but number of neutrons is different.

Mass Number:

The total number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of
an atom.

Milky Way:

Galaxy having us and our solar system as its part.

Nebula:

A huge cloud of gases and dust from which stars are
formed.

Nucleus:

The positively charged central part of atom containing
protons and neutrons.

Ohm's Law:

Resistance is calculated by dividing voltage by current.

Ovary:

Female reproductive organ where eggs are produced.

Phloem:

A tissue which transports food from leaves to other parts of
the plant.

Physical Change:

That change in which the chemical composition and chemical
structure of materials does not change.

Pitch:

The shrillness or graveness of a sound.
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Pollen Grains:

The male reproductive part of flower where male nuclei or
sperms are produced.

Pollination:

Transfer of pollen grains from stamen to stigma in flowering
plants.

Polymer:

Compounds formed by small molecules or monomers.

Primary Colours:

Those colours of light that can be mixed to obtain other
colours.

Producers:

Green plants, algae and some bacteria which prepare their own
food by process of photosynthesis.

Radiators:

A material which emits heat.

Refraction:

The change in speed of light and bending at its entrance from
one medium to another.

Refractive Index:

The ratio of speed of light in vacuum and its speed in another
mediums.

Resistance:

The opposition offered by any material to flow of current.

Respiration:

Process of energy production from food in cells.

Reversible Change: That change in which resulting product can be reversed to its
original conditions.
Seed:

The part formed in flower that contains a new plant and
stored food.

Spectrum:

The seven-coloured strip obtained by dispersion of light.

Spiral Galaxy:

Galaxy with bulge in the middle and spiral arms.

Translocation:

The transport of food from leaves to other parts of plant.

Transpiration:

Release of water from the leaves of plants.

Transplantation:

Replacement of damaged tissues or organs by healthy tissues
or organs.

Valency:

The capability of an element to combine with other elements
chemically.

Voltmeter:

An instrument used for measurement of voltage in any circuit.
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Fertilization

44
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82

Frequency

153
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45
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174

Atomic Number 83
B
Big Bang Theory 182
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Blood Vessels
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G
Galaxies

184

H

C
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Chemical Changes 103

Heart
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Chemical Formula 92

Hydrogenation 105

Circuit

163

I

Circulation of Blood 20

Ion
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P

Respiratory System

7

Parts of Flower 38

Reversible and Irreversible

Phloem

Changes

26

Physical Changes 102
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S

Pitch

154

Seed

45

Pollen Grains

39

Spectrum

140

Pollination

39

Spiral Galaxy

184

Polymers

107

T

Primary Colours 142

Transpiration

27

Producers

Transplantation

25

Translocation

28
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R
Radiator

124

V

Refraction

132

Valency
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Refractive Index 134

Voltage

171

Resistance
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